
Council file No.- 08-2020 PLUM Committee 4-21-09 

Motion(s) as submitted by Councilmember Ed P. Reyes, Chair: 

1. Instruct the Planning Department to report back on the feasibility of allowing for a less 
restrictive minimum acreage and/or square footage and eligible zones for the 
Comprehensive Sign Program. 

2. Instruct the Planning to delineate the physical distinction between interior and exterior 
signs. 

3. Instruct Planning to research which cities have held the advertisers liable. 

4. Direct the Planning Department to work with DOT to develop, as part of the one-year 
review, specific guidelines to ensure that new signs do not create a hazard to traffic. 

5. Instruct the Planning Department to define a "Sign Impact Area" as it relates to the Sign 
Reduction Program? Can the impact area be expanded? 

6. Instruct the Planning Department to discuss the inclusion of ''grandfathered sign 
districts". What was recommended in the original ordinance that was sent to CPC? Ask 
to include in current ordinance. 

7. Request to the City Attorney to report on what it will take for the City to remove illegal 
sign age? 

8. Instruct the Department of Building and Safety with the assistance of the City 
Administrative Officer (CAO) to determine what resources have been paid to the City 
for the sign inspection and enforcement program. The report should include who has 
paid, funding information that includes total current account balance, and purpose. In 
addition, the report should identify what resources are available, or may be available to 
the City to enforce the law. · 
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Council file No. 08-2020/PLUM Committee 4-21-09 

MOTIONS: As submitted by Councilmember Jack Weiss on 4-21-09 

1. Supergraphics: Include in Intent provision of sign ordinance, that 
supergraphics will now be regulated as wall signs. 

2. Clarify what an appropriate square footage maximum for wall signs and 
temporary signs. 

3. Restrict temporary signs to only onsite signage or noncommercial signs 
over a certain size. Identify the appropriate size for which this restriction 
should apply. 

4. Temporary signs should not cover windows or block access in an effort to 
promote fire life safety. 

5. The installation of temporary signs shall not exceed a total of 90 days in 
any calendar year for the ENTIRE property. 

6. The conversion or construction of off-site digital signs should be expressly 
banned as proposed in the staff report. 

7. Existing digital signs should be subject to greater regulatory standards as 
to brightness, standards of illumination, flashing, and hours of operation. 

8. Because the Westwood Village and Ventura Boulevard Specific Plans 
expressly prohibit off-site signs, those geographic areas should eliminated 
from the list of eligible SUD areas. 

9. Because Century City abuts single family homes and does not meet the 
SUD criteria as proposed in the staff report, Century City should 
eliminated the from the list of eligible SUD areas. 

10. SUDs should not be established on or near ecological preserves. Please 
clarify the appropriate restriction for SUD criteria to protect our city's 
ecological preserves. 

11. "Sign impact area" for SUD sign reduction should be extended to 
impacted community plans or even Council Districts, if a proper nexus can 
be established. 
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12. Clarify that all signs that have been unlawfully erected without permits to 
date should come into conformance with new regulations given that they 
have no vested right under California law. 

13. Add language to LAMC 14.4.22 Section, "Continuation of nonconforming 
signs,"NOTHING IN THIS ARTICLE SHALL BE INTERPRETED TO 
ALLOW THE FULL REPLACEMENT OF ANY NON-CONFORMING 
SIGN." 

14. Temporary Construction Walls should include an public identification 
placard that includes the following information: (a) date erected or 
permitted, (b) contact info for current property owner, (c) graffiti hotline 
info I communication beautification office contact. 

15. Clarify how civil penalties will be assessed and whether responsible 
parties will be individually liable. 

16. Clarify whether responsible parties may include an underlying advertiser 
or advertising agency. 

17. Clarify that the definition of "exterior signs" are signs not visible from the 
public right of way or incidentally visible from public right of way. 



April21, 2009 

BILL ROSENDAHL 
City of Los Angeles 

Councilmember, Eleventh District 

Council of the City of Los Angeles 
Planning and Land Use Management Committee 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Re: Proposed Sign Ordinance Revisions 

Committees 
Chair, Public Works 

Vice-Chair, Trade, Commerce & Tourism 

Member, Budget & Finance 

Member, Transportation 

Member, Ad Hoc Home/essness 

Council File 08-2020 (Weiss, Garcetti, Greuel, Rosendahl, Wesson, and Reyes) 

Honorable Members of the Planning and Land Use Management Committee: 

The proposed revisions to the citywide sign ordinance address some important issues, but there is 
one issue that still needs to be looked at more closely: the possibility that temporary signs could 
be used as "supergraphics" or jumbo wall signs. The proposed ordinance allows temporary signs 
to display either on-site or off-site messages, limited in size by a sign area ratio of 1: 1 (one 
square foot of temporary sign area per linear foot of street frontage). I am concerned that 
without a stricter size limit, larger properties could be allowed to display very large temporary 
signs, similar to the "supergraphics" that have caused so many problems. 

I urge you to direct Planning staff to determine an appropriate size limit that could be applied to 
any new temporary sign. In addition to the 1 : 1 sign area ratio limit for all temporary signs on a 
property, there should be a maximum size limit for each new temporary sign, ensuring that we 
are not creating a new loophole for "supergraphics" to further dominate our City's streets and 
neighborhoods. 

For further information on this matter, please contact Whitney Blumenfeld of my staff at 
(213)473-7011. 

. Regards, 

D0:.tsENDAHL 
Councilmember, Ilh District 

Westchester Office 
7166 W. Manchester Boulevard 

Westchester, CA 90045 
(31 0) 5 68-8772 

(310) 410-3946 Fax 

City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 415 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 
(213) 473-7011 

(213) 473-6926 Fax 

West Los Angeles Office 
164S Corinth Avenue, Room 201 

Los Angeles, CA 90025 
(31 0) 5 75-8461 

(310) 575-8305 Fax 



Jeffer Mangels 
Butler & MarmaroLLP ]MBM ------------------------------------------

Sheri L. Bonstelle 
Direct (310) 712-6847 
Fax: (310) 712-3377 
SBonstelfe@jmbm.com 

VIA HAND-DELIVERY 

April21, 2009 

Honorable Councilmember Ed P. Reyes, Chair 
Honorable Councilmember Jose Huizar 
Honorable Councilmember Jack Weiss 
Planning and Land Use Management Committee 
Los Angeles City Council 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 North Spring Street, Room 3~5 
Los Angeles, California 90012 

Re: Amended Citywide Sign Ordinance 
Council File No. 08-2020 

1900 Avenue of the Stars, 7th Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90067-4308 
(310) 203-8080 (310) 203-0567 Fax 

www.jmbm.com 
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Hearing Date: April21, 2009, Item No.4 

Dear Councilmembers Reyes, Huizar and Weiss: 

This office represents In Plain Sight Media (''IPSMrr), a small signage company, 
for the purpose of obtaining and preserving entitlements and permits for off-site signage in Los 
Angeles, California. IPSM representatives have participated in many workshops related to the 
sign ordinance revisions, and submitted letters to the City Planning Commission and Planning 
and Land Use Management Committee related to the proposed amendments to the Hollywood 
Signage Supplemental Use District. The following are IPSM's primary issues relating to the 
proposed modifications ofthe Citywide sign ordinance. 

1. Fees. The City proposes to adopt excessive civil penalties of up to $48,000 per 
day for unpermitted supergraphic signs as a method for deterring this type of signage. Article I, 

. section 17 of the California Constitution specifically prohibits the imposition of such excessive 
fines. The City rationalizes that the fines must be significant so that a sign company will not 
obtain more from profits than they would owe in fines. However, the proposed penalty fees 
equal up to $1.5 million per month, which is 30 times higher than these signs would receive per 
month if located on a major thoroughfare. In addition, the same fees would be charged for 
signage in the public interest that is not collecting high lease rents. As the fees are charged even 
during any appeal period, the sign company will be required to remove and replace the sign at a 
significant cost (typically $30,000+) in order to avoid accruing the penalties. Finally, such 
penalties may easily be paid by a large sign company, but would devastate the business of a 
small sign company or property owner. A penalty fee of one tenth this amount would have the 
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Councilmember Ed Reyes 
April 21, 2009 
Page 2 

same deterrent as the proposed fee, but would not create the unfair and unequal impact on the 
smaller sign companies and property owners. 

2. Right of Private Action. The proposed Citywide sign ordinance allows a right of 
private civil action by neighbors within a 500 foot radius for unpermitted signage on a building 
after exhaustion of administrative remedies. Policing the adherence to provisions of the sign 
code is an obligation of the City and not a right of a private individual. The private right of 
action will potentially impose a second level of penalty, although the violation will have been 
thoroughly vetted and an outcome determined by the administrative process. As the code 
provision specifically allows court costs and attorneys fees, any neighbor within 500 feet of the 
property will seek to gain by a sign companies non-compliance. In addition, the code allows the 
private right of action even while the sign company or property owner seeks judicial review of 
the administrative proceedings. As the City will always be listed as an interested party in each 
lawsuit, this provision will significantly increase the time and cost to the City to resolve these 
tssues. 

3. Prior Restraint of Free Speech. The proposed Citywide sign ordinance allows 
off-site signs only when specifically permitted pursuant to a relocation agreement or alterations 
or enlargements to signage currently permitted by code. This language creates an unfair 
advantage to large sign companies that currently own or lease the majority of the signage in Los 
Angeles, and creates a hindrance to small sign companies that may offer a superior product or 
pricing, but do not have the existing inventory to transfer to other locations through a relocation 
agreement. This provision does not limit off-site signage, but only who profits from it. Such 
provisions create an unconstitutional prior restraint on speech 

We urge the Planning and Land Use Management Committee to request the 
following changes to the amended Citywide sign ordinance: 

1. Reduce the penalty fee to one-tenth the proposed amount, such that the maximum 
fee for supergraphic signage is $4,800 per day; 

2. Eliminate the provision regarding a private right of action, or allow a private right 
of action only where the sign company or building owner has not paid the penalty fee for any 
violation after exhaustion of both administrative and judicial remedies by the sign company 

·and/or building owner; and 
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Councilmember Ed Reyes 
April 21, 2009 
Page 3 

3. Provide a non-discrimination clause that allows new off-site signage to be 
available equally to large sign companies with existing signs to be relocated and other smaller 
sign companies and property owners that do not own billboards and other types of off-site 
s1gnage. 

SLB:cjl 
Enclosure 

Sincerely, 

SHERI L. BONSTELLE for 
Jeffer, Mangels, Butler & Marmara LLP 

cc: Honorable Councilmember Eric Garcetti 
Benjamin Reznik, Esq. 
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City Council Hearing - Proposed Signage Ordinance 

Brookfield Properties 

April 21, 2008 

• Good afternoon. I'm Mark Phillips, Vice President of Brookfield 

Properties. Brookfield is a major investor in L.A.'s economy, including 

ownership of 3 downtown high-rises and the 7th and FIG retail center. 

• Brookfield's initial concern is that this ordinance does not adequately 

consider high-density urban sites. 

• Despite containing more than 1.2 million square feet, Ernst & Young 

Plaza (including the th and FIG center) would not meet the minimum 

acreage requirement for a Comprehensive Sign Program. 

• Ernst & Young Plaza is like many modern mixed use projects this City 

advocates, with a complex layer cake of parcels, uses, and rights. 

The ordinance's 2-dimensional, flat-earth, approach does not serve 

the complex 3-dimensional urban environments this City is promoting. 

• A Comprehensive Sign Program is necessary to create a safe haven 

of sign rights for complex or mixed-use projects, rather than penalize 

owners for violating onsite sign requirements designed with simple 

sites in mind. 

• Qualification for a Comprehensive Sign Program should be based 

entirely on square footage without regard to parcel size. . 
Date: __ ..d--,_...~::2~-0_,_· -
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• Brookfield's second concern is that the ordinance discourages retailers 

from entering a difficult Downtown market. 

• Mergers, acquisitions, and attrition have depleted the selection of 

competing traditional retailers. 

• Brookfield must entice the less traditional suburban major retailers to 

Downtown. Unfortunately, this ordinance fails to provide major 

retailers the identity they know they will need to succeed in a 

nontraditional location. 

• In fact, with more than 2/3 of the square footage of the 7th and FIG 

retail center below grade, the availability of adequate street level 

identity is an overriding factor in attracting all retailers to the project. 

• Adding to our challenge is the elimination of digital onsite signs in a 

Comprehensive Sign Program. We believe these can be a valuable 

tool in providing hidden retailers adequate street level identity. 

Abandoning digital sign technology altogether for onsite signs

rather than imposing reasonable standards- does not serve the 

urban environment. 

• Brookfield's third concern is the requirement that a Comprehensive Sign 

Program be the subject of public hearings. 

• We believe this strains the Citis valuable limited resources. In 

earlier hearings we learned that the City does not have the staff to 

adequately police the current ordinance. We can expect the City to 
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be deluged with hearing requests under Comprehensive Sign 

Programs, and question whether hearings are practical. 

• Brookfield believes that the public needs to defer consideration of 

details and decision-making to its qualified public professionals, and 

trust that the City is acting in our best interests. 

• Fourth, as to Sign Districts, Brookfield sees no practical manner in which 

they would be established among existing parcel owners in an already 

developed area like Downtown Los Angeles- particularly because sign 

rights must be taken from Peter to pay Paul. 

• Finally, Brookfield is concerned with the limitations on building-top high

rise signs. For example, this ordinance would require the area of Ernst 

& Young's sign more than 400 feet in the air to count against the 

project's maximum allocation, simply because a small Ernst & Young 

logo appears the 3rd and 4th faces of the top of the building. 

• This would further adversely affect our ability to provide adequate 

retail sign opportunities. 

• Existing approved building-top identification signs, regardless of size 

and quantity, should be fully grandfathered and not adversely affect 

the maximum parcel allocation under any circumstance. 

• We understand the on-going battles concerning suburban clutter, mega 

billboards and digital signs. We are sympathetic with residents that 

suffer from the intrusions of digital signs on traditional residential 

neighborhoods. But this City is developing another face- that of a 
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vibrant, urban atmosphere in which residents actively seek an exciting 

and stimulating environment that embraces technology and is larger 

than life. This ordinance needs to adequately address both faces of Los 

Angeles in a manner that: 

• Encourages major retailers to enter untried markets. 

• Promotes the complex mixed-use developments this City wants; and 

• Doesn't tax important City resources. 

• Thank you for this opportunity to express our concerns. 

4 



TANTALA ASSOC IATES, LLC 
C ON SULTING EN G IN EERS 

What Does Traffic Data Say? 

Digital Billboards NOT Linked to Accidents 

• Two s tudies show no increase in accidents near digital billboards. 

o Rochester, MN (2009) 
• Accidents span more than four years 
• Five digital billboards located along local roads 
• Analyzed 18,000 accident records from local police 

"The data show no increase of accident rates near these billboards." 

o Cleveland , OH (2007) 
• Accidents span three years 
• Seven digital billboards located along Interstates 
• Analyzed 33,000 accident reports from State Department of 

Transportation 

"Digita l billboards have no statistica lly significant re lationship with the occurrence 
of accidents." 

• Circumstances different . .. conclusion the same. 

o Size of billboards were different 
• 14' by 48' "bu lletins" in the Cleveland area 
• 1 0' 6" by 36' billboards in Rochester 

o Locations were different 
• Digital billboards located along Interstates in the Cleveland area 
• Digital billboards along local roads in Rochester 
• Traffic counts represent almost one-half billion cars per year 

• Accident reports are a standard tool for policy makers. 

"Traffic records data are the basis for defining, managing, and evaluating 
traffic safe ty and performance." 

-- National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) 

WWW .T A N TA L A . COM 

4903 FRANKFORD AVENUE • PH ILADELPHIA, PA 19 124 -26 17 • 215 .289 .4600 
7405 V E NTNOR AVENUE • MARGATE . NJ 08402 ·28 19 • 6 09 822 6288 



Effective 

Digital billboards are proving to be a boon for advert isers/ particulaf.)~~'li 
vast majority of all advertisers on billboards (77 .1%) are locally owned businesses, marketing 
to their friends and neighbors within a community. Because they can be updated 
instantaneously via computer, digital bil lboards give advertisers an unparalleled ability in 
media to reach a mass audience quickly and cost ef fective ly. 

In a recent study conducted by respected research firm Arbitron, more than half of the 
respondents said they found digital billboards attractive. Likewise, 64 percent of all people 
polled said that digital billboa1·ds are "a cool way" to advertise. When young adults 18 to 34 
yea rs old were asked the same question/ favorable reaction rose to 77 percent among the 
respondents. Nearly 70 percent of the young adults also be lieved that digital bi llboards provide 
usefu l information. 

Nearly one in five viewers discussed an ad seen on a dig ital billboard with other people. The 
study found that 83 percent of al! respondents can reca ll at !east one advertisement on a 
digital billboard and 65 perecent of v iewers can recall at least two ads. Over a third of all 
travelers who noticed digital billboards noted a radio station message while nearly as many 
people noticed a television program advertised. 

Across the country, media outlets are heavy users of digita l bi ll boa rds as a way to increase 
brand recognition for newspapers and television stations. In addition to the traditional 
branding forms such as highlighting anchor teams, digital billboard s give media out lets a new 
kind of flexibil ity. Many television stations and newspapers choose to use the billboards to 
highlight news stories. In Toledo, OH, the daily newspaper announced a major local court 
decision via digital billboards- within minutes. Broadcasters also use digital billboards to draw 
attent ion to programming, with advertisements changing to highlight different shows. 

"Tt1e ability to tap into the marketplace at sucl1 incredible 
exposure levels no doubt contributed to our rat ings victory." Shel ia Obermeyer, WCPO 
Channel 9, Cincinnati, OH 

"They gave us the ability to keep our message fresh with a rotation of layouts on the same 
design .They a I so gave us the opportunity to keep our message timely." Scott Hunsicker/ 
Read ing Ph illies, Reading, PA 

"When we run the boards, we see the sales. It has been very effective. Finally, advertising 
that works ." Ch ip White, The Works, Wyomissing, PA 

Publ ic Service 

On August 1, 2007, at 6 :19 pm 1 a downtown bridge for I-35W in Minneapolis collapsed, killing 
almost a dozen people and creating a dangerous situation for drivers. Within minutes, a digital 
bil lboard network in the area had sw itched from showing advertising copy to informing drivers 
about the collapse. Later that even ing/ the digital billboards advised motorists to take 
alternate routes. 

Indeed/ digital billboards represent such a potent ial boost to public safety, Homeland Security 
Secretary l\1ichael Chertoff has instructed FEMA to "explore other ways digital billboards might 
be employed as an effective enhancement t o our Nation 's disaster response efforts." 

Law enforcement officials across the United States also recognize the unique ab ilities of digital 
billboards to inform citizens about dangers to the commun ity , and to seek information. Digital 



billboards are used to display AMBER Alerts to help find missing children. Time is critical in 
resolving child abductions; digital billboards can deliver quick information to motorists. 

Additionally, federal, state, and local law enforcement officials have entered into partnerships 
with outdoor advertising companies to show the images of wanted fugitives and other 
suspected criminals on digital billboards. The FBI is using digital billboards across the country, 
with dramatic results that sta1ted with a pilot project in Philadelphia. 

"When Senator Coleman and I landed, we're driving in ... and there were already billboards 
at 9:00 in the morning -- actual billboards -- telling people where to go for alternative routes." 
- Senator Amy Klobuchar {D-f\llN) "Digital billboards have been effective in 
supplementing existing emergency-information systems and .. , have the potential to further 
improve our ability to inform our citizens in times of disaster." ·Secretary Michael Chertoff, 
Department of Homeland Security "You can place them near the scene of the crime. You 
can place them near the scene of the problem. And as a result, the people seeing the billboard 
are going to be people who should have some familiarity with the problem." - Michael Mason, 
FBI "The postmg on the boards contribute to an environment where the criminal feels 
pressure that they have no where to go."_, Sheriff Michael Haley, Washoe County, f\IV. 



!P!l'OIPHlllS®d Revfish::uns: C!'fY Of LOS ANGELES SIGN ORDINANCE 

PLUM Hearing- 4/21/09 ~ 2PM ~ City HelD, Ro®m 250 

Comments: 

Re. Digital Signs, Supergraphics and Sign Ratios. 

For decades, LA has been in an advertising time warp due to the billboard 
moratorium. While we now are resuming the billboard wars of Lady Bird Johnson's 
Highway Beautification Program 1 the entire world of advertising psychology and 
technology have eclipsed us. Billboards are passe. We are entering a brave new 
world where advertising is done in a very targeted way through Internet-based 
communities, networks, and interactive opportunities. It is no wonder that people 
are shocked to see advertising formats the likes of which have branded Tokyo, New 
York, Las Vegas and which are responsible for their economic success, while we 
have been in the back waters all these years. like the rest of the world 1 Los 
Angelinos will come to enjoy the energy and changing landscape of contemporary 
forms of building signage. 

Digital Signs should be allowed on all buildings. Allowing digital signage 
will reduce the sign area needed by a building because a building can advertise its 
retail tenants and their special offerings, its vacancies/ directions to parking, public 
service announcements; all on one sign. 

Super graphics are(can be ART. They are created by commercial artists. They 
should be temporary as are street banners because they are made of non-resilient 
materials, and cannot survive long exposure on exterior walls. However, they do 
have a place in the world of advertising. 

The reduction of sign area from 4.0:1 to 2.5:1 is based on other Cities, which are 
not as automobile dependent as LA. Signs that are viewed primarily by pedestrians 
can be smaller and located tower on buildings. Signs viewed at higher speeds and 
from greater distances than pedestrians must be large enough and positioned well 
enough to communicate for someone who is driving. We are not like Chicago, New 
York and Portland- we are not a pedestrian-oriented City, much as we wouJd like to 
be. 

Re. Politica I Issu.aes. 

City Councilmembers are the first hit by the fringe NIMBYs among their constituency 
who have very personal responses, limited impacts and narrow vested interests in 
any changes in the status quo. Councilmembers need to think, holistically, about 
the economic future of the City, not just about pacifying the residents who comprise 
their voter base. The City needs to be friendly to business because we all depend on 
the tax revenues. Part of the value of a commercial lease in a mixed use, stand-



alone building, is based on advertising/signage exposure. Without sufficient 
exposure, restaurants and retait will not go into a location that is not in a controlled 
mall-like setting. Signage exposure is critical for success for retail. 

Re. Red Herrings. 

Driver safety concerns are ill founded. LA drivers are, of necessity, multi-taskers 
and reading advertising is way down the list for drivers - preempted by cell 
phones/Biuetooth, navigation systems, !-pods/car radios, back-seat drivers and 
other passengers' demands. There has been a virtual "movie" playing on a west
facing wall of a Wilshire Blvd. high-rise office building in Korea-town at Serrano for 
years. (no 6 second freeze frames). No one even notices it, much less has a 
fender-bender over it. 

Conclusions. 

The new ordinance is so peripheral in its concerns and so out of touch with reality 
that it will cause irreparable damage to L. A.'s economic survival in the tough years 
ahead. We should resume and reenter the billboard/advertising realm after our long 
absence, at the place we left off, allowing the new formats and old formats to assert 
themselves according to the old guidelines and go from there. We have been gone 
too long from the real world to know what formats the market will drive and how 
people will respond to what is out there. 

We should, in the meantime, focus on meaningful penalties for non-compliance and 
expanded enforcement efforts. 

Resp:;:;s;zm~~~:, ;, 
andy Bleifer ,, ·· 

President 
DownTown LA Realty1 Inc. 
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April21, 2009 

Plmming and Land Use Management Committee 
Los Angeles City Council 
City Hall, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

HOWARD SUNKIN 

City Council File No. 08-2020 

Re: PLUM Agenda Item No. 4; Signs at Dodger Stadium 

Dear· Chairman Reyes and Committee Members: 

We appreciate tlus opportunity to comment on the proposed revisions to the Citywide Sign 
Ordinance, which we understand could impact on-site signs such as those at Dodger Stadium, 
one of Los Angeles' most treasured venues. Since our 1960 Conditional Use Permit approved 
signs, the visual environment at Dodger Stadium has included many graphic images throughout 
the Dodger property. These identify Dodger Stadium and include digital scoreboards with 
sponsorship identification, multi-story banners of past and cunent players, and extend to 
information signs which are illuminated plastic globes painted to resemble baseballs with 
different numbers corresponding to parking areas, all which contribute to the fan experience. 
The Los Angeles Dodgers respectfully request that tlus Committee ensure that the Los Angeles 
Dodgers may continue to establish and maintain signs at the Stadium propetty pursuant to our 
1960s CUP and that the proposed Sign Ordinance not restrict the signage for the proposed Next 
50 project with improvements around Dodger Stadium. 

We hope the Committee will direct City Planning Department staffto work with us to ensure that 
language is clear that all signs within our property are interior signs not subject to Los Angeles 
Municipal Code Article 4.4. Moreover, consistent with the sign condition in the existing CUP, 
the Los Angeles Dodgers must be allowed to continue to maintain and establish identification 
signs, directional signs, and signs that identify sponsors without the severe area, height, spacing, 
and number of sign restrictions and prohibitions for signs that are proposed in the Sign 
Ordinance. 

The Next 50 signs will be consistent with the spirit ofthe existing sign conditions in the CUP 
and, accordingly, should be processed as part of the requested Plan Approval pursuant to the 
CUP and not under the City's new proposed sign regulations. The Next 50 project will celebrate 
the history of Dodger Stadium and improve the fan experience with the best modern amenities. 
The Project design- which includes signs- makes Dodger Stadium more accessible, attractive, 
and inviting. 

McCOURT GROUP LLC • 1000 ELYSIAN PARK AVENUE • LOS ANGELES • CA • 90012 

323.224.4240 (P) • 323 .224.2618 (F) • HOWARD@MCCOURTGROUP.COM (E) 



Re: PLUM Agenda llcm No.4: Signs at Dodger Stadium 
April :?.1, :?.009 
Page Two 

Please note that even the proposed new Comprehensive Sign Program under the proposed Sign 
Ordinance would not be available to the Dodger Stadium property without changes to the 
proposed ordinance because the property is not located in one of the zones where these on-site 
sign programs would be allowed. Therefore, relief provisions under the Sign Ordinance should 
ensure that Dodger Stadium will be able to establish and maintain signs necessary to operate and 
modernize the Stadium and ensure and improve the fan experience. These include variances and 
conditional use permits. Moreover, this Committee should eliminate the requirement that 
Comprehensive Sign Programs are only available to properties located within the C, M, PF, or 
R5 zones, so that unique development sites in the City such as the Stadium property can benefit 
from the availability of a Comprehensive Sign Program for on-site signs. Finally, a 
Comprehensive Sign Program should not prohibit on-site digital signage, roof signs, pole signs 
higher than 50 feet, and emerging technologies. Given that a public review process is 
recommended for such signs, we urge this Committee to not prohibit the opportunity to apply for 
such signs altogether. 

We are concerned that the Sign Ordinance will have significant, negative economic implications 
for ongoing operations at Dodger Stadium, processing and developing the Next 50 project, and 
providing information to Dodger fans. The Los Angeles Dodgers and the Stadium property are 
the heart of Los Angeles. The graphic images at the Stadium property, including the digital 
scoreboards with sponsorship identification, multi-story banners of past and current players, and 
illuminated plastic globes, are a celebrated part of nearly five decades of baseball history at 
Dodger Stadium. As the Los Angeles Dodgers invest in the Stadium property for the Next 50 
years, it is critical that the City not prohibit, or significantly burden, our ability to establish and 
maintain necessary signs and benefit from emerging technologies and graphic images that will 
further enhance and modernize the Stadium property and improve the fan experience. 

We respectfully request that this Committee ensure that the Los Angeles Dodgers may continue 
to establish and maintain signs at the Stadium property pursuant to the CUP. In addition, we 
request that that the Committee implement our requested modifications to the Sign Ordinance to 
ensure that the Los Angeles Dodgers can continue to enhance the visual environment at the 
Stadium property with graphic images. 

· We appreciate your consideration of these comments. 
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Attn: Chairman Jose Huizar, councilmember.huizar@lacity.org 
Jack Weiss, weiss@council.lacity.org 
Ed Reyes, ereyes@council.lacity.org 

Subject: Citywide Sign Ordinance, CPC 2009-0008-CA 

We have had an opportunity to carefully review the proposed City Ordinance that 
amends sections of the LAMC to establish total sign area limits; establish area and 
height limits for individual signs; prohibit off-site signs, digital displays and roof 
signs; create new relief provisions for certain deviations from the sign regulations; 
establish administrative civil penalties for violations of the sign regulations; and 
enact new criteria for the establishment of sign districts. 

This revised ordinance has many improvements over the current sign regulations. 
We urge you to approved this proposal, and pass it on to the full City Council, with 
the exception of the provisions for Sign Districts (SDs) and the items below: 

1. We strongly oppose the inclusion of Sign Districts anywhere in Los Angeles. Los 
Angeles is now the clutter capitol of the world and there is no justification to 
make matters worse by allowing new sections of the City to become blighted with 
billboards and off-site signs. 

2. In particular we strongly oppose the inclusion the Encino/Sherman Oaks 
Regional Center f Commercial in the list of potential Sign Districts. The entire 
stretch of Ventura Blvd. between the I-405 and Balboa Blvd. is immediately 
adjacent to single family residences that would be negatively impacted. The 
introduction of a Sign District along Ventura Blvd. would degrade the visual 
character of this premiere commercial corridor, and ruin the views of thousands 
oflocal residents. Residents living near Ventura Blvd. need not be exposed to 
flashing, brightly lit digital billboards or other off-site signs. 

3. The stretch of Ventura Blvd. between the 1-405 and Balboa Blvd. is under the 
control the Cahuenga-Ventura Blvd. Specific Plan, which now bans new off-sign 
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signs. It makes no logical sense to allow Ventura Blvd. to be designated as a 
Sign District since the Specific Plan prevents all new off-site signage. 

4. There should be no approval of any digital billboards anywhere in the City. These 
brightly lit signs distract drivers and destroy the ambiance of Los Angeles. 

5. There should be no approval of any supergraphic signs anywhere in the City. 
There is no justification to allow these enormous supergraphic signs to drape the 
sides of buildings and further distract drivers and destroy the ambiance of Los 
Angeles. 

Please consider these concerns in reviewing the proposed ordinance. Do not make 
the same mistake made 20 years ago, when PLUM Committee Chairman Howard 
Finn promised the public a sign ordinance that would "reduce visual clutter and 
otherwise mitigate the potential impacts of signs on the visual environment," and 
then made matter worse! Los Angeles residents deserve the same protection from 
visual blight that other cities and states enjoy throughout the country. 

Cordially yours, 

Gerald A. Silver 
President, Homeowners of Encino 
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Allow Muralists to Participate in Sign Districts 

Allow muralists to participate in the Sign Districts. At one point 
in this process the proposed language defining Supplemental Use 
Districts or Sign Districts allowed for muralists to trade for new 
signage square footage in an SUD in exchange for a certain amount of 
square footage of community beautification in that specific district. 

This community beautification could be a certain amount of on-going 
vandalism removal in that community or community murals in that 
neighborhood. This would allow muralists to participate in the Sign 
Districts. The community would benefit from beautiful fine art 
murals as well as a reduction in illegal vandalism in the area. As 
the ordinance is being proposed, only companies with existing 
billboard sign permits can trade out signage to put up supergraphics. 

Since no billboard permits have been issued since 2002; and since t 
no muralists have billboard permits, no muralists would-be able to 
participate in the SUD program. The only companies that would be able 
to participate would be those large sign companies that abused the 
rules and put us in the current situation with out of control signs 
and billboards. You are rewarding the large sign companies for bad 
behavior. 

Muralists have been severely restricted since 2002, and will most 
likely be subject to very strict guidelines with the new DCA 
recommendations. The SUD are supposed to be a release valve to allow 
well thought-out, community enhancing signs to exist in appropriate 
districts. Fine art murals could be regulated as signs in these 
special districts. Wouldn't the community benefit from a few fine 
art murals in these sign districts rather than just commercial 
advertising on printed on vinyl or digital billboards? I urge you to 
return to the earlier draft of this ordinance that allowed for 
community muralists to participate in a meaningful way in the Sign 
Districts. 
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Re: Proposed New Sign Ordinance/ CPC 2009-0008-CA (Item No.4 on the 
Committee's Apri121. 2009 Agenda) 

Dear Committee Members: 

Thank you for providing us with the opportunity to comment on the proposed City-wide 
sign ordinance (the "Ordinance"). The City Council initiated revisions to the City's sign 
regulations last year in order to strengthen the City's enforcement tools against illegal signs and 
stop the proliferation of impactful off-site signage, including supergraphics and digital displays. 
However, the Ordinance goes far beyond the Council's original intent by dramatically reducing 
the amount of permitted customary and reasonable on-site signage that is critical for the 
economic survival of many businesses. Moreover, the Ordinance could cause confusion by not 
expressly recognizing vested rights. We therefore respectfully request that you amend the 
Ordinance as set forth below. 

1. The Ordinance Does Not Allow for Adequate On-site Signage for Businesses. 

The Ordinance should allow adequate on-site (as opposed to advertising) signage to 
permit businesses to call attention to their presence, provide wayfinding and public safety 
information, and create visual interest. Such signage can also be an important inducement for 

· building owners to attract tenants and provide an important source of additional revenue for 
developers and property owners. Moreover, there is no public controversy over this type of 
legitimate business signage. 

For this reason, current City regulations draw a clear distinction between off-site (i.e., 
advertising) signs and on-site (i.e., tenant, wayfinding and informational) signs. Off-site signs 
have been banned in the City except in limited areas since 2002. With respect to on-site signs, 
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current law allows a building to maintain four square feet of sign area for each linear foot of 

street frontage. 

The Ordinance would reduce the total amount of permitted signage by more than one
third to one square foot of sign area for each linear foot of street frontage, plus an additional 1.5 
feet for each linear foot of street frontage. This would impose severe hardship on property 
owners. The maximum proposed sign area is insufficient to allow property owners to maintain 
all of the needed signage. Moreover, new building owners would be at a severe competitive 
disadvantage to existing building owners, who could continue to maintain their existing signs as 
legal nonconforming uses. This would make it even harder for developers to obtain financing for 
new projects and attract tenants to existing vacant space in this time of economic crises. 

We therefore respectfully request that you amend the Ordinance to focus solely on off
site signage and better enforcement and keep the existing regulations on on-site signage in place. 

2. The Ordinance Could Cause Confusion by Not Expressly Recognizing Vested Rights. 

The Ordinance properly grandfathers projects that have received a discretionary land use 
approval prior to the effective date of the Ordinance if such approval specifically permitted 
signs, or granted a variance, adjustment or other exception from the sign regulations. However, it 
is silent as to pending projects that have established vested rights through a deemed complete 
application for a vesting tentative tract map. 

Government Code Section 66498.1 provides that a vesting tentative tract map shall 
confer a vested right to proceed with development in substantial compliance with the ordinances, 
policies, and standards "in effect at the time the local agency deems the application for the 
vesting map complete." (LAMC Section 17.C contains identical language.) Therefore, projects 
that have pending applications for vesting tentative tract maps that have been deemed complete 
by law or otherwise, are not subject to the Ordinance. While these vested rights exist whether or 
not the Ordinance expressly recognizes them, failure to do so could cause confusion. Therefore, 
we respectfully request that you add the following language to Section 12 of the Ordinance: 

"This ordinance shall not apply to projects that have vested rights pursuant to a deemed 
complete vesting tentative tract map, development agreement, or otherwise." 
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3. The Ordinance Would Unduly Tie the City Council's Hands in Considering Sign 
Districts. 

As proposed, the Ordinance imposes such strict requirements on new Sign Districts as to 
effectively take away the City Council's ability to approve new districts. First, the Sign Districts 
are limited to properties designated as "Downtown Center" or "Regional Center" or "Regional 
Commercial." Only a very small portion ofthe City is so designated. 

The Ordinance would further limit Sign Districts to sites with 5000 feet, or almost a mile, 
of street frontage or 15 acres; provided that sites that meet the minimum size requirement but 
abut an RWI or more restrictive zone would be ineligible. We believe that the size requirement 
would be counterproductive in that it would encourage larger Sign Districts and thus more signs. 
We therefore respectfully request that the minimum acreage be reduced to 10 acres and the 
minimum street frontage to Yz mile. 

Also, we believe that Sign Districts only be precluded where the boundary abuts existing 
single family homes, instead of a category of zones (i.e., RWl or less restrictive) that may or 
may not include such homes. 

Finally, the City Council could not approve off-site signage or digital displays without 
requiring that existing off-site signage or digital displays adjacent to the Sign District be 
demolished on square foot for square foot basis. This last requirement will be unworkable as 
there may not be any such signage in an adjacent area or sign owners willing to give up their 
signage rights. Therefore, we respectfully request that the Ordinance be revised to reflect the 
Planning Department's original proposal to allow off-site signs and digital displays in a Sign 
District that either implements a sign reduction program or a community beautification program. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

cc: Vince Bertoni, City Planning 
Alan Bell, City Planning 

Very truly yours, 

114~ 
William F. Del c 
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On behalf of Van Wagner Outdoor, I would like to share our support of the city's ongoing effort 
to create a revised sign ordinance with more effective enforcement and better public 
transparency. However, we believe that the draft ordinance presented at the April 21, 2009 
Planning and Land Use Management (PLUM) Committee meeting will not meet these goals 
and should be amended. 

Van Wagner Outdoor has provided some suggested amendments to various city departments 
and the Committee members for their consideration and we look forward to our continued 
dialogue. Our suggestions include: 

- Requiring sign owners to submit data to the City about existing off-site signs: While 
this process is underway with the sign inspection program, it should be expanded and 
codified to make sure that the data is required of all future signs as well. We believe this 
will allow the city to have an accurate record of legal signs and will enable enforcers to 
better identify and sanction irresponsible sign owners. Currently, such a database does 
not exist, which makes it difficult to enforce the city's current rules and regulations. 

- Requiring all signs to have a visible identification number that is assigned by the 
Planning Department: A visible identification number will allow the Department of Building 
and Safety to better track signs and the public will have easy access to necessary 
information to report signs in violation. We believe this will also assist advertisers in 
making better choices for their ad dollars and will stop renegade sign companies from 
being able to sell ad space on illegal signs. 

Under our proposal, the public will be able to easily access information on signs as they 
will be associated with the Assessor Parcel Number (APN) and street address or 
intersection; all information will be available on the city's Zoning Information and Map 
Access System (ZIMAS). 

By empowering the city to better track citywide sign age and the increasing penalties for 
signs found in violation, overall enforcement will be more effective; these two essential 
elements will address the big hole in the way the city currently addresses illegal signage. 

VAN WAGNER OUTDOOR 
11829 Ventura Boulevard, Studio City, California 91604 

Tel: (818) 508-8880 Fax: (818) 508-8893 
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- Eligibility for the Comprehensive Sign Program should be based on an area having 
at least 100,000 square feet of non-residential floor area: The current proposal sets a 
minimum of five acres which restricts signage in redeveloping urban areas with greater 
height allowances but not as much overall acreage. 

- Comprehensive Sign Programs should allow for flexibility of sign types and styles: 
One size and one set of rules does not fit all- some areas, like the Grove, for example, 
may be appropriate locations for internally focused signage that takes advantage of the 
latest and greatest in technology like digital or projected signs. Other locations are not 
appropriate for those types of signs, however banning them outright limits the ability of a 
particular area to define its own characteristics. · 

Include Community Beautification Programs as an additional finding to establish a 
Sign District: Community Beautification Programs are a prime example of how allowing 
sign age with specific guidelines can improve a community by enhancing the visual 
environment and should be listed as an additional finding to establish a Sign District. 

Sign age in exchange for a comprehensive and meaningful Community Beautification 
Program can revitalize a community's appearance and improve overall safety through 
beautifying streetscape or landscape improvements and removing unsightly graffiti. In 
some areas, there may not be existing billboards to remove and thus limiting sign permits 
to reduction programs only may be severely limiting a community's ability to reinvent itself. 

We urge the committee to amend the revised sign ordinance as presented at the April 21, 2009 
PLUM meeting since it is not the right policy for Los Angeles. We encourage the committee to 
consider our amendments to ensure better enforcement and improve public transparency. 
While the city has laid the groundwork in creating an effective ordinance, the dialogue must 
continue. Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~i7ttr.(2.b 
President, Western Division 

VAN WAGNER OUTDOOR 
11829 Ventura Boulevard , Studio City, California 91604 

Tel: (818) 508-8880 Fax: (818) 508-8893 
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Dear PLUM Committee members: 
., 

The sign ordinance before you is a significant step forward in sign regulation ·· n Los Angeles, 
and the city employees deserve praise for their hard work and diligence in putting it together 
under severe time restraints. We would like nothing better than to give our wholehearted 
support to this ordinance, but unfortunately there are serious flaws that need correction before 
the people of the city can rest assured that their neighborhoods and communities are protected 
from an unchecked proliferation of both legal and illegal outdoor advertising. 

1) Supergraphic signs: These would be classified as wall signs, but the only size limit is that of 
the overall signage allotment for a property. Very large buildings with blank wall space could 
still have sizeable supergraphic signs. The first draft of the new ordinance limited wall sign size 
to 100 sq. ft., which we believe is reasonable and should be restored. 
2) Sign districts: Some of the eligible areas for sign districts are closely bordered by residential 
neighborhoods, which could be negatively affected by digital signage and other prohibited sign 
types that would be allowed in sign districts. The ordinance now prohibits sign districts from 
abutting R-1 zoned areas, but this should be extended to multi-family zones to protect those 
living in apartments and condominiums. In addition, implementation of the sign district 
provision of the ordinance should be put on hold pending an appeals court decision in World 
Wide Rush v. City of Los Angeles that cites sign districts among the legal issues in that case. 
3) Temporary signs: The new ordinance keeps a provision allowing temporary signs to carry 
off-site as well as on-site messages anywhere in commercial zones. This means that for 90 days 
a year, large banners and supergraphic signs advertising commercial products and services could 
be displayed in wide parts of the city. This is contrary to the spirit of the off-site sign ban, and 
this loophole should be closed by prohibiting off-site messages on temporary signs. 
4) Digital signs: We support the general ban on digital signs, but believe a moratorium on 
approval of digital signs in existing or future sign districts should be adopted until the 
comprehensive study of the effect of digital signage on traffic safety now being conducted by the 
Federal Highway Administration is completed. 

Lastly, while this ordinance may or may not be the vehicle for it, the city must address the 
negative affects of digitally-converted billboards now in operation, and put in place measures to 
seriously mitigate these effects if these billboards must be allowed to remain. The city should 
also explore every possible way to tax these billboards and other signs that reap huge amounts of 
revenue from use of our publicly-owned visual space, and to recover ill-gotten gains from sign 
companies that have erected signs in blatant violation of building codes and the cunent ICO. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Hathaway 
President, Coalition to Ban Billboard Blight 
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Re: PLUM Agenda Item No.4; CPC-2009-0008-CA: Citywide Sign Ordinance 

Dear Honorable Chairman Reyes and Councilmembers Huizar and Weiss: 

We look forward to the City Council's first consideration of the City Planning 
Commission ("CPC") proposed ordinance that revises the City of Los Angeles sign regulations 
(the "Sign Ordinance") for every district, business, and property in the City. Though the urgency 
issues identified in the Council's December 2008 Interim Control Ordinance ("I CO") were 
limited to billboards, supergraphics, and off-site digital signs, all on-site signs for sports 
facilities, non-profit universities and museums, shopping centers, and business districts are 
affected by the proposed Sign Ordinance. While we appreciate the consideration given to these 
important stakeholders during the CPC process, due to the expedited time frame, many critical 
changes and corrections were not addressed. We respectfully request that these changes need to 
be made before Council action to avoid severe, unintended negative consequences Citywide. 
These impacts, if not avoided, could further exacerbate the significant economic consequences of 
the recession on jobs, businesses, and City revenues that support much-needed City services. 

The suggested modifications are detailed in the attachments and are summarized as 
follows: 

D Allow on-site signs to continue with their existing provisions for area, height, 
spacing, and number of on-site signs; no evidence has been provided that the proposed 
restrictions will not have negative impacts, especially given the many businesses that are closing 
and that need to be replaced, which requires new signage; 

D Retain the Council's ability to approve adequate relief provisions including 
variances, conditional use permits, and Specific Plans that give the City flexibility to permit 
necessary and appropriate signs in this diverse City with its many unique neighborhoods, rather 
than adopting the proposed restriction capping modifications at 20% regardless of the 
circumstances; 

LA \1967134.6 
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Ll Continue to allow Specific Plans to authorize broader sign rights with provisions 
tailored to the specific area, which allows integration with design; enhanced findings can be 
required that address issues raised in recent court rulings; 

0 For Sign Districts, allow a floor area minimum of 300,000 square feet as an 
alternative basis to minimum street frontage or acreage, and allow public benefits other than sign 
reduction to satisfy required findings; 

0 Make Comprehensive Sign Programs available to all properties within the City 
with a minimum of 100,000 square feet of non-residential development- deleting the proposed 5 
acre and zoning requirements- and provide additional flexibility for the Comprehensive Sign 
Program by allowing on-site digital signs, height relief for visibility of pole signs, and roof signs; 

0 Modify the enforcement provisions to focus the tougher penalties on illegal off-
site signs and to provide opportunities to cure on-site sign violations in order to promote fairness 
and due process protections and protect businesses viability; 

0 Limit the private right of action to only off-site sign violations to limit the 
potential for abuse and frivolous claims; 

0 Clarify the definition of "exterior signs" that fall within the scope of the Sign 
Ordinance to avoid application of the Sign Ordinance to signs not visible or only incidentally 
visible from public rights-of-way; 

0 Make fees for a modification and a Comprehensive Sign Program more 
appropriate and consistent with comparable Planning Department fees; and 

0 Provide broader transition rules. 

We respectfully request that the Committee direct staff to work with on-site stakeholders 
to identify the changes that are possible to eliminate the significant, negative economic 
implications that could otherwise result from the Sign Ordinance in the diverse City of Los 
Angeles. 

We appreciate your consideration of these comments. 

Very truly yours, 

~~ 
Lucinda Starrett 
of LATHAM & WATKINS LLP 

~~ 
David A Goldberg 
of LATHAM & WATKINS LLP 

LA\1967134.6 



Attachment 1 

Detailed Response to the Sign Ordinance and CPC Transmittal to the PLUM Committee 

The Sign Ordinance is a sweeping, one-site-and-size-fits-all approach. For the reasons 
set forth below and in our prior submittals to the CPC dated January 21, 2009, February 18, 
2009, March 6, 2009, and March 18, 2009, substantial revision is necessary to ensure a proper 
balance of aesthetic, planning, and business interests. Otherwise, implementation of the Sign 
Ordinance- especially during this terrible economic climate and on an expedited schedule, 
which prevents the necessary vetting in the diverse Los Angeles communities- creates very 
serious risks for negative impacts on job preservation, job creation, and revenue generation 
through sales tax and other revenue sources for the City of Los Angeles. This submittal 
highlights the modifications necessary to protect the City's schools, non profits, museums, 
cultural establishments, and businesses. These include modifications to several amendments 
adopted at the March 26, 2009 CPC meeting, which were introduced and adopted without public 
notice or public testimony. 

1. The Area, Height, Spacing, and Number of Sign Restrictions will have 
Negative, Unintended Consequences 

We continue to believe that in this unprecedented economic climate, now is not the time 
to impose drastic restrictions on on-site signs that will create extremely negative, unintended 
consequences on schools, nonprofits, cultural establishments, and businesses throughout the City 
whose ability to use signs to identify themselves and promote their businesses and events would 
be severely limited. Our March 6 submittal contains specific, photographic examples of the 
negative unintended consequences of the Sign Ordinance. Moreover, as detailed in Attachment 
2 to our March 18 submittal, the on-site sign limitations in the Sign Ordinance are significantly 
more restrictive than the sign regulations in New York, Chicago, and Boston. A comparison to 
New York, Chicago, and Boston demonstrates that a one-size-fits-all approach- as 
recommended in the Sign Ordinance- is rarely, if ever, used, and is certainly not an appropriate 
approach for a complete overhaul of sign regulations for a city the size of Los Angeles with a 
large, diverse population and great diversity of land uses, zones, and industries. 

We briefly highlight the significant consequences of the area, height, spacing, and 
number of sign restrictions below: 

0 Maximum Sign Area. The Sign Ordinance's significant reduction of maximum 
sign area would impact businesses and establishments in our urban centers and along urban 
corridors who rely upon on-site signs to attract good tenants and customers. 

0 Individual Sign Area. The significant reductions in individual sign area 
effectively prohibit the City's multi-tenant development sites, major retail centers, cultural 
establishments, campus-like developments, schools, nonprofits, and large and small businesses 
from providing adequate information on signs to alert customers or visitors of their destination 
and provide information about tenants and events. Moreover, the maximum sign areas for 
monument signs, pole signs, and projecting signs should not apply "for all the sign faces." The 
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significant reduction in individual sign area coupled with the new limitation that such reductions 
apply to all sign faces incentivizes sign clutter by encouraging one-sided signs. 

0 Sign Height. Under the Sign Ordinance, pole signs- used by schools, nonprofits, 
cultural establishments, and businesses throughout the City to identify them and promote their 
businesses and events- would be limited to 25 feet in height, effectively prohibiting visibility of 
such signs for many properties, particularly properties adjacent to freeways. 

0 Number of Signs. The Sign Ordinance's severe reduction in the number of signs 
permitted on properties throughout the City without consideration of lot size, the type of 
development, or the properties' location, will negatively impact major retailers and owners, 
universities, and sports and entertainment arenas that often have very large developments with 
several entrances off many City streets and freeways and which are critical to our City's 
economic vitality. 

2. The Sign Ordinance Must Include Adequate Relief Mechanisms 

The only relief mechanism included in the Sign Ordinance that would be available to all 
properties is a Modification, which only grants up to a 20% deviation and requires essentially 
variance findings. This is inadequate relief from the permitted area, height, spacing, and the 
number of signs per lot, which all have been severely limited under the Sign Ordinance. This 
need not be the case. There is no legal or practical justification to provide less relief from the 
sign regulations than is available for any other use authorized under the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code. The Sign Ordinance should be modified to allow other relief mechanisms allowed under 
the Code and under existing sign regulations, including variances and conditional use permits. 

3. Specific Plans Should Continue to be Allowed to Provide for More 
Permissive Sign Regulations 

The Sign Ordinance eliminates the existing sign regulations related to Specific Plans and 
provides that Specific Plan cannot allow signs otherwise prohibited under the Sign Ordinance 
and cannot include signs more permissive than the Sign Ordinance. Concerns related to the legal 
vulnerability of the existing findings for Specific Plans based on recent court rulings could be 
addressed through revised, qualitative findings requirements, similar to the findings proposed for 
Sign Districts. 

As provided under existing sign regulations and currently proposed for Sign Districts, 
Specific Plan areas should be able to create more permissive regulations than what is allowed 
under the Sign Ordinance, including signs otherwise prohibited under the Sign Ordinance. 
Including signs as part of a Specific Plan area allows full design review and furthers the goals of 
Specific Plans to create a unified, integrated development with a common theme, architecture, 
and design. Signs can be a key part of such a program. Moreover, the Sign Ordinance should 
permit future amendments to existing Specific Plans that already authorize more permissive 
signage rights. The City has previously determined after extensive public hearings and 
deliberation that broader signage rights are appropriate in such areas. Prohibiting any future 
amendments could prevent signage from remaining fully incorporated into the development, 
which will inevitably evolve over time in response to market conditions. Attachment 2 contains 
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suggested revisions to the Sign Ordinance, including suggested findings for Specific Plans, 
similar to the findings proposed for Sign Districts, and language to allow future amendments to 
existing Specific Plans. 

At a minimum, Specific Plans should be able to authorize the same broader on-site 
signage available through a Comprehensive Sign Program. Since public hearings and approvals 
by both the CPC and City Council are required for Specific Plans, there would be ample 
opportunity for careful scrutiny and conditioning of such signage in Specific Plans. It would also 
alleviate the need for an additional entitlement, which carries a substantial application fee under 
the Sign Ordinance. 

4. Rather than Severely and Artificially Restrict the Availability of Sign 
Districts, the Sign Ordinance Should Include Findings that Require 
Showings of Special Circumstances and Public Benefits 

The Sign Ordinance significantly reduces the availability of Sign Districts in the City. 
We request that these proposed reductions not be adopted, including that the boundaries of a 
Sign District shall not abut an RWl or more restrictive zone. Concerns related to the proximity 
of a Sign District to an RWl zone or more restrictive zone can be addressed through a restriction 
that prohibits signs that would not otherwise be allowed under the Sign Ordinance facing such 
properties. At a minimum, the restriction should only be imposed on properties that immediately 
abut an RWl or more restrictive zone rather than properties across a street or alley from an RW1 
or more restrictive zone. 

Moreover, this Committee should eliminate the increased minimum size for a Sign 
District from one block or three acres, whichever is smaller, to 5,000 linear feet of street frontage 
or 15 acres, whichever is smaller. These restrictions severely and arbitrarily prohibit several 
properties where additional signage would be appropriate, including cultural, entertainment, and 
economic centers of the City, and those commercial areas located at or surrounding transit 
stations, employment centers, large shopping centers, entertainment venues, and various tourist 
areas, from obtaining additional signage through a Sign District. Rather than severely and 
artificially restricting the size or permitted locations for Sign Districts, the approval of Sign 
Districts instead should be required to show special circumstances that make additional signage 
appropriate for the property, regardless of their size, as well as public benefits to the community 
or the City as a whole. 

While we continue to believe that the Sign Ordinance should be revised to maintain the 
current size and location regulations for Sign Districts, if the Committee moves forward with the 
proposed CPC modifications to Sign District requirements, we request that the Committee also 
permit properties with 300,000 square feet of non-residential development to qualify for Sign 
Districts. The current minimum size does not account for properties in urban areas in the City 
where additional signage rights may be appropriate, which have significant density but do not 
have either 5,000 linear feet of street frontage or 15 acres. 

The Sign Ordinance also includes a new finding requiring a mandatory sign reduction 
program for Sign Districts. There is no nexus between this requirement and the requested signs 
if the other findings are met. If an applicant is able to establish that the proposed signs are 
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appropriate for the area and will "enhance the unique quality, theme or character" of the 
proposed Sign District, then there is no nexus to require any sign reduction. Moreover, a 
mandatory sign reduction would not be appropriate for a proposed Sign District that may not be 
currently developed with off-site signs or digital signs in which instance it would be impossible 
to comply with a mandatory sign reduction requirement. In particular, the mandatory sign 
reduction would significantly disadvantage communities seeking economic development and 
redevelopment. In lieu of the proposed finding, we recommend including a finding that requires 
that the proposed use will provide public benefits that will benefit the community or City as a 
whole, e.g., economic development or job creation. Attachment 3 contains suggested findings 
for Sign Districts. 

5. The Comprehensive Sign Program Should Provide Broader Relief and Be 
Available to More Properties 

We appreciated Staff's recommendation at the February 26, 2009, public hearing that the 
CPC include in the Sign Ordinance a discretionary approval for certain development sites that 
are not eligible for a Sign District, such as multi-tenant development sites, major retail centers, 
cultural institutions, and campus-like developments. Unfortunately, many such unique 
development sites are not eligible for a Comprehensive Sign Program under the Sign Ordinance 
as adopted by the CPC. Rather than artificially restrict the availability of a Comprehensive Sign 
Program based on zoning and acreage, the Comprehensive Sign Program should be modified so 
that it is available to all properties within the City with a minimum of 100,000 square feet of 
non-residential floor area. The Committee should eliminate the following two restrictions in the 
availability of a Comprehensive Sign Program: 

0 That eligible properties must have a minimum of five acres. 

0 That Comprehensive Sign Programs shall only be approved for development 
projects located in the C, M, PF, or R5 zones. 

The elimination of these requirements will ensure that multi-tenant development sites, major 
retail centers, museums, universities, and other campus-like developments- which in many 
instances are not located inC, M, PF, or R5 zones or have less than five acres- are able to 
provide appropriate signs for their important, public-serving uses. Since the City has determined 
that such valued uses are appropriate in various zones throughout the City- and in many cases 
has conditioned such uses to ensure compatibility with the neighboring community- these uses 
should not be deprived the signage necessary to ensure that they can succeed. Moreover, the 
required findings for Comprehensive Sign Programs- made after a public hearing- will ensure 
that signs permitted under a Comprehensive Sign Program are appropriate for the design and 
surrounding area. 

We also request that the provisions regarding the Comprehensive Sign Program be 
modified to ensure that City has the necessary flexibility to approve appropriate signs in 
qualifying development sites: 

0 On-site digital signs should be allowed under the Comprehensive Sign Program. 
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D Relief for pole signs height permitted under a Comprehensive Sign Program 
should not be capped at 50 feet. 

D Roof signs should be permitted under a Comprehensive Sign Program. 

D Comprehensive Sign Programs should have flexibility to define what constitutes 
an "On-Site Sign" for each unique development site based on the specific circumstances of the 
property subject to the Comprehensive Sign Program, for example, to include sponsorship 
identification as on-site signs. 

In addition, amendments to an approved Comprehensive Sign Program should not be 
required for: 

0 Changes to a sign approved pursuant to a Comprehensive Sign Program due to a 
change in owner, occupant, or tenant, or changes to a sign copy, that do not increase the height or 
area of the permitted sign; or 

0 Changes to a Comprehensive Sign Program or any individual sign permitted by 
the Comprehensive Sign Program that allows signs otherwise permitted by the sign regulations 
whether by right or through additional discretionary approval. 

These revisions are necessary to ensure that property owners are not disadvantaged by obtaining 
a Comprehensive Sign Program. 

Attachment 4 contains suggested revisions to the Sign Ordinance to reflect these 
modifications to the Comprehensive Sign Program. 

6. The Enforcement Provisions Require Modification to Ensure Fairness 

We agree that the Sign Ordinance should "toughen and create easily enforceable" 
regulations to deter the proliferation of illegal signs in the City and aid the Department of 
Building and Safety in enforcing the sign regulations. While the proposed severe civil per-day 
penalties may be an appropriate and effective deterrent to off-site sign violations, such large 
penalties are inappropriate and misplaced for on-site sign violations. 

The new proposed sign regulations will be extraordinarily complicated and cumbersome 
for businesses with legitimate on-site signage to navigate, with many signs becoming non
conforming. Such significant civil penalties for on-site signs could result in a circumstance 
where schools, nonprofits, cultural establishments, or small business- unknowingly violating the 
Sign Ordinance with signs that identify them and promote their businesses and events - would 
accrue civil penalties that would be a severe detriment to pay. In addition, the Sign Ordinance 
should be revised to provide property owners and tenants and opportunity to cure an alleged sign 
violation before penalties accrue; this is only fair given the complexity of the new rules, the 
number of signs that will become nonconforming, the severity of the penalties and the costly fees. 
to appeal a violation. Attachment 5 contains suggested revisions to the Sign Ordinance to 
modify the enforcement provisions. A right to private action should be limited to only off-site 
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sign violations for the same reasons. Attachment 6 contains suggested revisions to the Sign 
Ordinance to modify the private right of action provisions. 

7. Clarify the Application of the Sign Ordinance to "Exterior Signs" 

The scope of the existing sign regulations set forth in Section 14.4.3.A, which is not 
proposed for modification, applies only to "exterior" signs. We understand from discussions 
with Planning staff that "exterior" signs do not include signs that are intended to be viewed 
primarily from the interior of the property and/or are only incidentally visible from public rights
of-way. However, in light of the sweeping new restrictions imposed on on-site signs and the 
tougher penalty provisions, it is important that the Committee reconfirm and clarify that the Sign 
Ordinance remains inapplicable to such signs. Attachment 7 contains a suggested revision to the 
Sign Ordinance to clarify the scope of the Sign Ordinance. 

8. The Proposed Fees Should be Revised for Consistency With Planning 
Department Fees for Similar Services 

The Sign Ordinance proposes application fees for a Sign Modification and for filing and 
amending of a Comprehensive Sign Program. The CPC transmittal states that the proposed fee is 
comparable to the processing of other similar types of applications currently charged by the City 
for related services. As shown in Attachment 8, the proposed fees are inconsistent with and 
greatly exceed existing fees for similar services. The Committee should drastically reduce the 
fees so that they are similar to other application and amendment fees i_n the Code. 

9. The Transition Rule Should be Expanded to Ensure Fairness 

The Sign Ordinance's partial transition rule does not address all signs that should be 
grandfathered to promote fairness and ease of administrative process. Our prior submittals each 
included a proposed transition rule, which the CPC did not fully include in the Sign Ordinance. 
We again request a transition rule to address all signs that should be grandfathered consistent 
with other grandfather provisions in the Los Angeles Municipal Code. Attachment 9 contains 
suggested revisions to the Sign Ordinance's transition rule. 
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Attachment 2 

Suggested Revisions to Sign Ordinance "C": Specific Plans 

Revisions to Proposed Section 11.7.K 

K. Sign Regulations. A specific plan shall not permit any of the signs prohibited by Section 
14.4.4 C of this Code. Aay sign regulations included in a specific plan must be more restricti'le 
and may not be more permissive than the sign regulations set forth in 1'\itide 4.4 of ChaJlter J of 
this Code. Establishment of Sign Regulations in Specific Plans 

In addition to the findings required by Charter Section 558, the following 
findings shall be made in establishing a specific plan which allows signage not otherwise 
allowed under Section 14.4 of this Code: 

1. that the proposed use will provide public benefits that 
will benefit the community or City as a whole; 

that the signage will not constitute a hazard to the safe 
and efficient operation of vehicles upon a street or a freeway, or create a condition that 
endangers the safety of persons or property; 

3.. that there are special circumstances applicable to the 
subject property such as use, location or surroundings, that make additional signage 
appropriate for the property; 

~ that the granting the signage approval will not be 
materially detrimental to the public welfare, or injurious to the property or improvements 
in the same zone or vicinity in which the property is located; and 

5.. that the granting of the signage approval is consistent 
with the objectives, policies and programs specified in the General Plan. 
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Attachment 3 

Suggested Revisions to Sign Ordinance "C": Sign Districts 

Revisions to Proposed Section 13.11.A and B.l 

A. Purpose. This section sets forth procedures, guidelines and standards for the 
establishment of "SN" Sign Districts. The purpose of the "SN" Sign District is to facilitate the 
creation of a sense of place in areas of the City that have a unique quality, theme or character 
through special sign regulations that convey a unified design or architectural theme, especially 
those areas of the City that have unique entertainment or cultural attributes. A further purpose of 
the "SN" Sign District is to improve the visual environment of the City through sign reduction. 

B. Establishment of Districts. 

+--- The procedures set forth in Section 12.32 S shall be followed, however each "SN" Sign 
District shall en:ly-include Q!.!..!yJJroperties located in athe C, PF, or R5 zone:(a) or M Zones, 
except that RS Zone properties may be included in a "SN" Sign District pt·ovided that the 
RS zoned lot is located within an area designated in the "Downtown Center;" as designated 
eftin the Framework Element of the General Plan~1 or(b) in an area designated on an adopted 
community plan as !!.,"Regional Centert -BF "Regional Commercial" .2 . ;:_or "High Intensity 
Commercial," or within any redevelopment project area. No "SN" Sign District shall 
contain less than 5,000 linear feet of street frontage or 15one block or three acres in area, 
whichever is the smaller. For purposes of applying this provision, "street frontage" shall be as 
defined in Section 14 .4 .2 of this Code. The total acreage in the district shall include 
contiguous parcels of land which may only be separated by public streets, ways or alleys, or 
other physical features, or as set forth in the rules approved by the Director of Planning. 
Precise boundaries are required at the time of application for or initiation of an individual 
distdct. 

3. The bouadaries of &A "SN" Sign District shall not abut an RWl zone or a 
more restrictive zone. 

[The following section B.l is proposed only if the proposed revisions in the above paragraph 
are not accepted.] 

B. Establishment of Districts. 

1. The procedures set forth in Section 12.32 S shall be followed, however 
each "SN" Sign District shall only include properties located in a C, PF, or R5 zone: 

(a) in the "Downtown Center," as designated on the Framework 
Element of the General Plan; or 

(b) in an area designated on an adopted community plan as "Regional 
Center" or "Regional Commercial" . 

2. No "SN" Sign District shall contain less than 5,000 linear feet of street 
frontage or 15 acres in area, whichever is the smaller, or consists of a minimum of 300,000 
square feet of nonresidential development. For purposes of applying this provision, "street 
frontage" shall be as defined in Section 14.4.2 of this Code. 
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3. The boundaries of an Any sign not otherwise permitted under Article 
4.4 in a "SN" Sign District shall not abi:H directly face any property located in an RWl zone or 
a more restrictive zone. 

Revisions to Proposed Section 13.11.B.4, B.S and C 

4:---In addition to the findings required by Section 12.32 C 2 of this Code, the following 
findings shall be made in establishing an "SN" Sign District: 

(a) The area of the proposed "SN" Sign District has a unique quality, 
theme or character; and 

(b) The proposed special sign regulations convey a unified design or 
architectural theme that will enhance the unique quality, theme or character of the proposed 
"SN" Sign District; and 

(c) The proposed special sign regulations shall not constitute a hazard 
to the safe and efficient operation of vehicles upon a street or a freeway, or create a condition 
that endangers the safety of persons, pedestrians or property; and 

(d) The proposed special sign regulations will not create light 
pollution or other negative environmentaJ effects that will be materially detrimentaJ to the 
character of development in the immediate neighborhood outside the proposed district; afH:i 

(e) The proposed special sign regulations will further the applicable 
goals, objectives and policies of the urban form and neighborhood design chapter of the 
Framework Element of the General Plan.i 

(f) The proposed use will provide public benefits that will benefit 
the community or City as a whole; and 

(g) There are special circumstances applicable to the subject 
property such as use, location or surroundings, that make additional signage appropriate 
for the property. 

5. The total acreage in l:l:fl "SN" Sign District shall include cofltiguous parcels 
of lafld which may only be separated by public streets, ways or alleys, or other physical features, 
or as set forth iR the rules approved by the Director of Planning. At the time of application for or 
iflitiation of an individual district precise boundaries are required. 

C. Sign RedHetion. If the ordinance establishing the "SN" Sign District allows off site 
signs, as othenvise prohibited by Sectioa 14.4 .4 C 9 of this Code, or sigfl faces with digital 
displays, as otherwise prohibited by Section ~ 4.4.4 C 8 of tfiis Code, thCfl the ordinance must 
a!str. 
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1. Identify the precise boundaries of a "sign impact area" adjacent to ~he 
"SN" Sign District. Properties to be included in the "sign i~pact area" sh~ll be those prop~r~1es 
most likely to be impacted by the proposed new off site stgn or nevr s1gn faces \Vith digital 
displays. 

2. Require, at a minimum, that every square foot of sign area of a new off 
t;ite sign or a new sign face with a digita l display must be offset by a reduction of more than one 
square foot of existing sign area, within either the "SN" Sign District or the "sign impact area." 

The sign reduction requirement established by this subsection shall only be ~1et throu~h 
the demolition of existing, legally permitted off site signs, including nonconformmg o~f ~Jte 
signs. The reduction in existing sign area must be ac?ompli ~h~d pr~or to issuance of .a bmldmg 
permit for the new off site sign or nev; sign face w~th. a d1gttal display. The appl~~aAt must 
proYide eYidence satisfactory to the Department of Bmldmg and Safety that the dernoht1on of Lhe 
required off site sign area has been accomplished. 
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Attachment 4 

Suggested Revisions to Sign Ordinance "C": Comprehensive Sign Program 

Revisions to Proposed Section 14.21 B, C and F 

SEC. 14.21 COMPREHENSIVE SIGN PROGRAM. 

B. General Provisions. A comprehensive sign program: 

1. shall not permit any sign prohibited by Section 14.4.4 C of this articlel. 
other than those signs specifically allowed in Section 14.21.C; and 

2. may only be submitted for existing or proposed development projects eH 

development sites that have a minimum of five acres and at least 100,000 square feet of non
residential floor area; and 

3. shall only be approved for development projects located in the C, M, PF or 
R5 zones. 

C. Sign Regulations. A comprehensive sign program may only include provisions 
that vary from the following provisions of this article: 

1. Definitions. The definition of On-Site Sign in Section 14.4.2 may be 
modified based on the specific circumstances of the property subject to the Comprehensive 
Sign Program, for example, to include sponsorship identification as on-site signs. 

2. On-Site Digital Signs. The provisions set forth in Section 14.4.4 C 8 of 
this article. No off-site digital signs shall be permitted. 

3. Roof Signs. The provisions set forth in Section 14.4.4 C 11 of this 
article. 

l. L_Maximum Sign Area. The provisions set forth in Section 14.4.4 K of this 
article, provided that the maximum sign area on the site of a development project shall not 
exceed two square feet of sign area for every linear foot of street frontage and two square feet of 
sign area for every linear foot of building frontage. 

*-" 5. Lots with Multiple Street Frontages. The provisions set forth in Section 
14.4.4 L of this ruticle. 

~ 6. Maximum Number of Signs. The provisions set forth in Section 14.4.4 
M of this article. 

4:-7. Information Signs. The area and height provisions set forth in Section 
14.4.7 of this ruticle. 
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.§.:.8. Monument Signs. The area, height and location provisions set forth in 
Section 14.4.8 of this article. 

6:-9. Projecting Signs. The area and location provisions set forth in Section 
14.4.9 of this article. 

~10. Identification Signs over 100 Feet in Height. The provisions set fmth in 
Section 14.4.10 D of this article. 

& 11. Illuminated Architectural Canopy Signs. The area provisions set forth 
in Section 14.4.11 of this article. 

9:-12. Pole Signs. The area and height provisions set fmth in Section 14.4.12 of 
this article, provided that no pole sigH shall be allovted to exceed a height of 50 feet. 

-H*13. Window Signs. The provisions set forth in Section 14.4.14 of this article. 

++.14. Temporary Signs. The time limit and area provisions set fmth in Section 
14.4.16 of this article, provided that the sign area of temporary signs shall not exceed two square 
feet of sign area for every linear foot of street frontage. 

F. Amendment. A comprehensive sign program may be amended, subject to the 
same procedures and other provisions set forth in this section. An amendment shall not be 
required for changes in the tenant or owner of the sign ot· property, or substitution, 
alteration or modification of the sign copy, provided that the height and area of the 
permitted sign are not increased. An amendment shaH also not be required for changes to 
the comprehensive sign program or any individual sign permitted by the comprehensive 
sign program that allows signage otherwise permitted pursuant to this article. 
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Attachment 5 

Suggested Revisions to Sign Ordinance "C": Enforcement 

Revisions to Section 14.4.23 

SEC.12.23 ADMINISTRATIVE CIVIL PENALTIES. 

B. General Provisions. 

1. The owner of the property on which a sign is located and the owner of the 
sign and sign suppmt structure are both responsible parties for complying with the sign 
regulations. 

2. Violations of the sign regulations are deemed continuing violations and 
each day that a violation continues is deemed to be a new and separate offense. 

3. Whenever the Department of Building and Safety determines that a 
violation of the sign regulations has occurred or continues to exist, the Department of Building 
and Safety may issue a written order to comply to all the responsible patties. 

4. The order to comply shall be posted in a conspicuous location on the 
premises where the violation has occurred and mailed via U.S. first class mail to the owner of the 
prope1ty on which a sign is located and the owner of the sign and sign suppmt stmcture. 

5. The order to comply shall cite which provisions of the sign regulations 
have been violated; the date and location of the violation; the action required to correct the 
violation; the date by which the violation must be corrected; the date from which civil penalties 
will accrue; the daily amount of the civil penalties; and information concerning the right of 
appeal, including the date by which an application to appeal the order to comply and the amount 
of the civil penalties must be filed. 

6. CiYil penalties are due afld payablelf the owner of the property on 
which the sign is located and the owner of the sign and support structure fail to correct the 
violation within 30 days of the date the Department of Building and Safety issues the order to 
comply is issued, they shall be subject to the civil penalties provided in this Section. 

C. Authority. 

1. The Depattment of Building and Safety shall have the authority to assess 
the following civil penalties against each responsible party for the first, second, third and all 
subsequent violations of the off-site sign regulations on the same lot. 

CIVIL PENALTY PER DAY OF VIOLATION 
SIGN AREA OF OFF-SITE SIGN First Second Third Violation and 

IN Violation Violation All Subsequent 
VIOLATION Violations 

Less than 150 square feet $2,000 $4,000 $8,000 
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150 to less than 300 square feet $4,000 $8,000 $16,000 

300 to less than 450 square feet $6,000 $12,000 $24,000 

450 to less than 600 square feet $8,000 $16,000 $32,000 

600 to less than 7 50 square feet $10,000 $20,000 $40,000 

750 or more square feet $12,000 $24,000 $48,000 

EXCEPTION: The civil penalty per day of a violation of Section 14.4.20 of this article 
for signs of less than 20 square feet in sign area shall be $500 for the first violation, $1 ,000 for 
the second violation, and $2,000 for the third and all subsequent violations on the same lot. 

2. Civil penalties for violations of on-site sign regulations shall be as 
provided in Section 98.0411 of this Code. 

;! 3. Civil penalties shall accme until the responsible parties complete all 
actions required by the order to comply and pay all of the civil penalties due. 

3. Filing of an appeal with the Department of City Planning does not stop 
civil penalties from accruing. 

4. Compliance with the actions required by the order to comply does not 
cancel any civil penalties that have accmed. 

5. Payment of the civil penalty shall not excuse a failure to correct the 
violation nor shall it bar fmther enforcement action. 

6. If the Department of Building and Safety or the administrative hearing 
officer rescinds an order to comply, the violation shall be considered corrected and no civil 
penalties shall be due. 

D. Appeals. 

1. Any appeal of an order to comply or the civil penalties must be filed 
within 15 days of the date the order to comply is mailed to the responsible party by the 
Department of Building and Safety. 

2. An appeal may only be filed by a responsible party. 

3. The appeal must be filed at a public office of the Department of City 
Planning, on a form provided by the Depattment of City Planning, and accompanied by 
applicable fees. The appeal must set forth specifically the points at issue, the reasons for the 
appeal, and the basis upon which the appellant claims there was an error or abuse of discretion 
by the Department of Building and Safety. 

4. Filing an appeal shall stay enforcement and assessment of any fines 
accrued pursuant to this Section until a determination has been made on the appeal. 
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Attachment 6 

Suggested Revisions to Sign Ordinance "C": Enforcement 

Revisions to Proposed Section 14.4.24 

SEC. 14.4.24. RIGHT OF PRIVATE ACTION 

A. Any person who erects or maintains a permanent off-site sign in violation of this 
article and is issued an order to comply by the Department of Building and Safety shall be liable 
in a civil action to the owner or occupant of real property located within 500 feet of a the off-site 
permanent sign for damages, as determined by the court, and may, at the discretion of the court, 
be awarded court costs and attorneys' fees. If an order to comply is appealed, a civil action may 
only be pursued if the administrative hearing officer concurs with the Department of Building 
and Safety that the sign regulations have been violated. 

B. For purposes of this section, a "permanent off-site sign" shall be a sign for which 
a permit is required under this article and the sign meets the definition of an off-site sign. as 
defined in Section 14.4.2 of this article. 

C. Remedies provided by this section and Section 14.4.23 of this article are in 
addition to any other legal or equitable remedies and are not intended to be exclusive. 
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Exhibit 7 

"Exterior Signs" Within the Scope of the Ordinance 

Revisions to Proposed Section 14.4.3.A 

A. Scope. All exterior signs and sign support structures shall conform to the requirements 
of this article and all other applicable provisions of this Code. For purposes of this article, 
exterior signs shall not include (i) signs not primarily visible from the public right-of-way, 
(ii) signs that are only incidentally or partially viewed from a public right-of-way, (iii) signs 
located within the interior of a building or structure where the sign does not exceed the 
rooftop of the building or structure, and (iv) signs primarily visible from a private street or 
alley. exceptthattheprovisionsofSectiofls 14.4.4 EandG; 14.4 .4 1; 14.4 .5; 14.4.6; 14.4.12; 
14.4.18; 91.6205.2; afld 91.6216 of this code shall flot apply to the relocation of sigfls or sign 
support stmctures that existed on Jafluary 17, 1993, that were erected rare maintained by the Los 
Angeles Memorial Coliseum Commission (Commission) on property owned or controlled, ifl 
whole or in part, by the Commission. 
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Attachment 8 

Sign Ordinance Fees 

The Sign Ordinance proposes application fees for a Sign Modification and for filing and 
amending of a Comprehensive Sign Program. For each such fee, the CPC's transmittal alleges 
that the proposed fee is comparable to the processing of other similar types of applications 
currently charged by the City for similar, related services. As shown in the tables below, the 
proposed fees are inconsistent with and greatly exceed existing fees for similar services. Further, 
the extremely high filing fees required for a Sign Modification or Comprehensive Sign Program 
may result in these relief options being unavailable for small retail tenants, non-profit 
organizations, and various other property owners. The Committee should drastically reduce the 
fees adopted in the Sign Ordinance so that they are similar to other application and amendment 
fees in the Code. We also identify fees for comparable services based on the actual, current fees 
charged for referenced services. 

Sign Modification 

The Sign Ordinance includes an application fee of $3,867 for a Sign Modification, which 
it compares in the Recommendation Report to a Slight Modification. Slight Modifications are 
limited by Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 12.28.B to deviations of no more than 20 
percent. The proposed Sign Modification provision also limits the modification of the height, 
location, and sign area provisions to less than 20 percent. Therefore, a similar fee should be 
established for similar services. 

$3,867 Slight Modification 

Comprehensive Sign Program 

$118- LAMC 19.01.E: Slight 
Modification of Area Requirements 

$215- LAMC 19.01.D: Slight 
Modification of Parking 
Requirements 

The Sign Ordinance includes a $10,000 application fee for the Comprehensive Sign 
Program application. The CPC transmittal states that this fee is compared to a zone change or 
subdivision application. The comparison of a Comprehensive Sign Program to a zone change or · 
subdivision is flawed and inequitable. In particular, a subdivision approval requires a far more 
extensive and significant review of zoning, traffic generation, circulation, engineering and 
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infrastructure, General Plan objectives, and prior actions in the vicinity, frequently requires input 
from the Department of Transportation, the Community Redevelopment Agency, the Grading 
Division of the Department of Building and Safety, the Bureau of Engineering and other bureaus 
of the Department of Public Works, and often includes an Environmental Impact Report under 
CEQ A. 

In comparison, a Comprehensive Sign Program is more akin to Site Plan Review, which 
also reviews the entirety of a project. In addition to making consistency findings with the 
General Plan, any specific plan, any redevelopment plan, and environmental considerations, Site 
Plan Review approval is required to review height, bulk, setbacks, off-street parking facilities, 
loading areas, lighting, landscaping, trash collection, and other such pertinent improvements, and 
find that the proposed project is or will be compatible with existing and future development on 
neighboring properties. The focus of the proposed Comprehensive Sign Program is far more 
narrow than for Site Plan Review as it is limited to aesthetic and traffic safety judgments and can 
be accomplished at a much lower fee than provided in the Sign Ordinance. 
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Zone Change or 
Subdivision 

$12,695- LAMC 19.01.A: Zone 
Change for the Construction of a 
Building or Buildings Other than a 
Dwelling or Dwellings 

$5,327- LAMC 19.02.A: Tentative 
Map where Buildings Other than 
Dwellings will be Constructed 
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$2,398-
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Applications 



Amendment to a Comprehensive Sign Program 

The Sign Ordinance includes a fee of $5,756 for an amendment to a Comprehensive Sign 
Program. The CPC transmittal claims that this process is comparable to a plan approval~ 
however, it provides no justification as to why an amendment to a Comprehensive Sign Program 
should be similar to a fee for initial approval of a plan approvaL The fee included in the Sign 
Ordinance is approximately 57 percent of the cost of the initial approval for a Comprehensive 
Sign Program. 

$5,756 

LA\1967134.6 

·.Referel1ced· .. in···cpc······.·.··· ....... ········· .. ·.·, 
Tl"allsnnttat•'·· · ·· · · 

Plan Approval 

. •· CmDpatabl~ 
$1,280- LAMC 19.0l.F: Request for 
Approval of Plans for a Conditional 
Use Exiting Prior to Enactment of 
More Restrictive Zoning 

$1,673- LAMC 19.01.F: Request for 
Approval of Plans for Conditional Use 
for the Sale of Alcoholic Beverages or 
for a Dance Hall with use Existing 
Prior to Enactment of More 
Restrictive Zoning 

$1,998- LAMC 19.0l.F: Request for 
Approval of Shared Parking 

Services .. 
$1,367 (57% of 
the 
recommended 
fee to obtain 
approval for a 
Comprehensive 
Sign Program) 

Attachment 8 - 3 



Attachment 9 

Suggested Revisions to Sign Ordinance "C": Transition Rule 

Sec. 12. APPLICATION OF REGULATIONS TO EXISTING PROJECTS AND 
INITIATED OR APPLIED FOR SIGN DISTRICTS. 

This ordinance amends Article 4.4 and related provisions of the Los Angeles Municipal Code to 
enact new requirements and provisions regulating signs. This ordinance also amends 
8ectionSections 11.5.7 and 13.11 of the Code to enact new findings and other criteria for the 
establishment of sign regulations in Specific Plan areas and "SN" Sign Districts. The scone 
of Article 4.4 shaH not include anv of the following signs: 

This ordisance shall not apply to any project that had received a discretionHry land use apprO'Ial 
prior to the effective date of this ordinance, and such approval specifically permitted sigat;, or 
granted i:l variance, ttdjustment or other exception from the sign regulations. A "discretionary 
land use approval" shall only refer to a grast of privileges by a Zoning Administrator, the 
Director of Planning, the City Plasning Commission, an Area Planning Cmnmission, or an 
appellate body on appenl, and such privileges had not expired as of the effective date of this 
ordinance. 

This ordinance shal l also not apply to "8N" Sign Districts that have not been established, but that 
the City Planniag Commission had approved on or before March 26, 2009, pursuast to Sections 
12.32 of the Code. 

L Signs or sign support structures for which a pending 
application with the City of Los Angeles has been deemed complete prior to the effective 
date of this ordinance. 

2... Signs or sign support structures proposed in connection 
with a Vesting Tentative Tract Map or Vesting Conditional Use Permit application that has 
been deemed complete, or a Development Agreement that has become effective prior to the 
effective date of this ordinance, regardless of when any required application for such sign 
or sign support structure is deemed complete. 

3.... Approved signs of sign support structures with a still-
valid discretionary approval related to the use of land prior to the effective date of this 
ordinance. 

~ Signs or sign support structures for which a still-valid 
building permit was issued prior to the effective date of this ordinance and any extension of 
such permit. 

.5.... Construction of signs for which a building permit is 
required under an order to comply issued by the Department of Building and Safety to 
repair or replace an existing sign that is an unsafe or a substandard condition or has been 
damaged as a result of fire, earthquake, or other natural disaster. 

Attachment 9 - 1 
LA\1967134.6 



6.. 
provisions of Section 12.25.B. 

Signs or sign support structure that is subject to the 

7. Signs proposed pursuant to an amendment to an 
existing signage ordinance approved prior to the effective date of this ordinance, regardless 
of when any such amendment is initiated or proposed. 

The copy or sign face of any existing nonconforming sign prior to the date of the ordinance 
or any existing sign deemed nonconforming as a result of this ordinance may be altered, 
modified and/or replaced provided that the height and area of the sign are not increased, 
except for information signs and other signs required for owner, occupant, or tenant 
identification, which may be altered, modified, and/or replaced as permitted in the Code in 
effect at the time the existing sign was installed. 

LA\1967134.6 Attachment 9 - 2 
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Los Angeles City Planning Commission 
City Hall, Room 532 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

355 South Grand Avenue 

Los Angeles, California 90071-1560 

Tel: +1.213.485.1234 Fax: +1.213.891.8763 

www.lw.com 

FIRM I AFFILIATE OFFICES 

Abu Dhabi Munich 

Barcelona New Jersey 

Brussels New York 

Chicago Northern Virginia 

Doha Orange County 

Dubai Paris 

Frankfurt Rome 

Hamburg San Diego 

Hong Kong San Francisco 

London Shanghai 

Los Angeles Silicon Valley 

Madrid Singapore 

Milan Tokyo 

Moscow Washington, D.C. 

Re: CPCM2009-0008-CA: Proposed Sign Ordinance -Visual Examples of Impacts to 
Shopping Center Identification Signage 

Dear Honorable President Roschen and Commissioners: 

On behalf of our client, Westfield LLC, we are submitting the enclosed visual depictions 
prepared by Westfield, which illustrate the adverse impacts the proposed signage ordinance (the 
"Proposed Ordinance") would have on essential shopping center identification signs at its centers 
in the City of Los Angeles. 

Among other restrictions, the Proposed Ordinance would limit lots of 800 or more linear 
feet of street frontage to a maximum of five monument signs and would limit all pole signs to a 

. height of 25 feet and an area (all sign faces included) of 200 feet. 

As shown on pages 2M3 ofthe enclosed materials, the Proposed Ordinance's monument 
sign provisions would limit a 62Macre property, like the Westfield Topanga shopping center, 
which currently has seven monument signs - one for each of its entrances -to the same number 
of monument signs (five) as a property one quarter of the size. This restriction impedes 
wayfinding and does not allow tenants to ensure that their customers can locate the stores they 
are seeking. 

The Proposed Ordinance's pole sign provisions similarly do not consider the practical 
realities of the built environment in Los Angeles. Westfieldrs centers are located on major state 
highways like Topanga Canyon Boulevard, Santa Monica Boulevard and offthe US 101 
Freeway. These roads are very wide and travelers need signage large enough to alert them in 
time that their destination is approaching. Westfield1s signs are very carefully designed for the 
highest quality, and their branding of Westfield centers is essential to attracting the best tenants 
for Los Angeles. As shown on pages 4-9 of the enclosed materials, Westfield's pole sign at 
Westfield Fashion Square would not be visible from the US 101 Freeway if it were subject to the 
Proposed Ordinance's height and area limitations, and the pole signs at Westfield Topanga 
would similarly be ineffective at alerting motorists to the shopping center's location if subject to 
these limitations. 

LA \1952830.1 
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LATHAM&WATKI NSLLP 

Moreover, because the Proposed Ordinance would eliminate variances and other current 
means for approving signage other than that permitted by right in the Code, and would substitute 
a provision called "sign modification" limited to a 20% increase, property owners would have no 
means of relief from these severe restrictions even where special c1rcumstances merit such relief. 
For example, a pole sign which might otherwise be approved at 80 feet by a variance, where the 
freeway was at 70 feet, could not be approved in the future since the 25 foot maximum cannot be 
increased by more than 20%, and thus it would have to be 30 feet. This would be much lower 
than tl;le freeway and thus not acceptable to many retailers. 

We appreciate the Commission's continued consideration of these issues. 

Very truly yours, 

Lucinda Starrett 
of LATHAM & WATKINS LLP 

Enclosure 

cc: Bud Ovrom 

LA\1952830.1 
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Los Angeles City Planning Commission 
City Hall, Room 532 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

355 South Grand Avenue 

Los Angeles, California 90071-1560 

Tel: +1.213.485.1234 Fax: +1.213.691.6763 

www.lw.com 

FIRM I AFFILIATE OFFICES 

Abu Dhabi Munich 

Barcelona New Jersey 

Brussels New York 

Chicago Northern Virginia 

Doha Orange County 

Dubai Paris 

Frankfurt Rome 

Hamburg San Diego 

Hong Kong San Francisco 

London Shanghai 

Los Angeles Silicon Valley 

Madrid Singapore 

Milan Tokyo 

Moscow Washington, D.C. 

Re: CPC-2009-0008-CA: Proposed Sign Ordinance -Visual Examples of Impacts to 
Shopping Center Identification Signage 

Dear Honorable President Roschen and Commissioners: 

On behalf of our client, Westfield LLC, we are submitting the enclosed visual depictions 
prepared by Westfield, which illustrate the adverse impacts the proposed signage ordinance (the 
"Proposed Ordinance") would have on essential shopping center identification signs at its centers 
in the City of Los Angeles. 

Among other restrictions, the Proposed Ordinance would limit lots of 800 or more linear 
feet of street frontage to a maximum of five monument signs and would limit all pole signs to a 
height of25 feet and an area (all sign faces included) of200 feet. 

As shown on pages 2-3 of the enclosed materials, the Proposed Ordinance's monument 
sign provisions would limit a 62-acre property, like the Westfield Topanga shopping center, 
which currently has seven monument signs - one for each of its entrances -to the same number 
of monument signs (five) as a property one quarter ofthe size. This restriction impedes 
wayfinding and does not allow tenants to ensure that their customers can locate the stores they 
are seeking. 

The Proposed Ordinance's pole sign provisions similarly do not consider the practical 
realities of the built envirorunent in Los Angeles. Westfield's centers are located on major state 
highways like Topanga Canyon Boulevard, Santa Monica Boulevard and off the US 101 
Freeway. These roads are very wide and travelers need signage large enough to alert them in 
time that their destination is approaching. Westfield1s signs are very carefully designed for the 
highest quality, and their branding of Westfield centers is essential to attracting the best tenants 
for Los Angeles. As shown on pages 4-9 of the enclosed materials, Westfield's pole sign at 
Westfield Fashion Square would not be visible from the US 101 Freeway if it were subject to the 
Proposed Ordinance's height and area limitations, and the pole signs at Westfield Topanga 
would similarly be ineffective at alerting motorists to the shopping center's location if subject to 
these limitations. 

LA\1952830.1 
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Moreover, because the Proposed Ordinance would eliminate variances and other current 
means for approving signage other than that permitted by right in the Code, and would substitute 
a provision called "sign modification'' limited to a 20% increase, property owners would have no 
means of relief from these severe restrictions even where special circumstances merit such relief. 
For example, a pole sign which might otherwise be approved at 80 feet by a variance, where the 
freeway was at 70 feet, could not be approved in the future since the 25 foot maximum cannot be 
increased by more than 20%, and thus it would have to be 30 feet. This would be much lower 
than the freeway and thus not acceptable to many retailers. 

We appreciate the Commission's continued consideration ofthese issues. 

Very truly yours, 

Lucinda Starrett 
ofLATHAM & WATKINS LLP 

Enclosure 

cc: Bud Ovrom 

LA\1952830.1 
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Issue: Design quality & place-making are more important criteria for 
judging signage than simply height and surface area 
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Issue: The City of LA should require integration of signage and 
architectural design, not one-size-fits-all restrictions · 



Issue: Neon was cutting edge once, too--the City should allow for 
innovation in design & technology in appropriate locations 
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SIGN PROGRAM NEEDS 

IDENTIFICATION: Need to create unique, 
memorable experiences tied to location. 

GENERAL WAYFINDING 
• Visibility from public spaces 
• General Presence 
• Entrance signs 

NAMING 
• Area identification 
• Building identification 
• Tenant identification 

PLACEMAKING 
• Area identification achieved with iconic 
forms or imagery 
• Reinforce sense of place 
• "You are here" 



SIGN PROGRAM NEEDS 

INFORMATION: Need to facilitate circulation flow in and around the area. 
- PLACEMAKING 
- WAYFINDING/DIRECTIONAL 

For drivers 
For pedestrians 

- INSTRUCTIONS 

- NON-VERBAL SIGNS 

- CONSTRUCTION SIGNS 

REGULATORY: Need to comply with local, State & Federal laws. 
-ADA ACCESSIBILITY 
- FIRE CODE COMPLIANCE 
-TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
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AMERICANA AT BRAND sign examples 

~ 

Plocemoking/Roof Sign opprox. 1 0' x 30' = 300 SF opprox. 90 SF Woyfinding Regulatory Building ID 



HOLLYWOOD/HIGHLAND sign examples 

Electronic, On-Site Signs, Tenant ID: Virgin Megostore = opprox. 18' x 50' = 900 SF; Building/tendon! ID: Kodak Theater approx. 3' x 24' = 72 SF Electronic, On- & Off-Site, Tenant ID approx totaL 1 ,000 SF 



HOLLYWOOD/HIGHLAND sign examples 

Off-Site Ads opprox. 18' x 24' = 432 SF x 2 = 864 SF Tenant 10, Electronic opprox. 12' x 3' = 36 SF Off-Site Ads opprox. 30' x 14' = 420 SF x 3 = 1,260 SF 



DISNEYLAND/CALIFORNIA ADVENTURE sign examples 

Area ID approx. 50' x 20' = 1000 SF Area ID approx. 1 2' x 1 2' = 144 SF Sign {Event Promotion) approx. 8' x 20' = 1 60 SF Wayfinding Sign approx. 3 SF 



DISNEYLAND/CALIFORNIA ADVENTURE sign examples 

On-site opprox. = 48 SF 
I 

Tena nt ID opprox. 3 ' x 16' = 48 SF Te nant ID approx. 3 ' x 14' = 42 SF 



LA LIVE NOKIA PLAZA sign examples 

Animated, Eledronic Message, Building ID Off-Site Sign 36' x 20' = 720 SF x 5 = 3600 SF Wayfinding 1 5' x 3' = 45 SF Animafed 16' x ll ' = 176SF 



FOX STUDIOS sign examples 

FOX STUDIOS AERIAL 62 Acres 
Sleet Frontage = 3900 Linea r Ft. 

Signs : ( 1 ) opprox. 40' x BO' = 3, 200 SF; (3) approx. 1 0' x 20' = 200 SF; TOTAL = 3 .400 SF 



PARAMOUNT PICTURES sign examples 

MELROSE AVENUE Signs each approx. 14' x 30' = 420 SF x 6 = 2,520 SF 

WEST FACADE Signs each approx. 14' x 30' = 420 SF = 420 SF x 2 = 840 SF 

PARAMOUNT STUDIO AERIAL: 56 Acres 
Street Frontage = 6,600 Linear FT 



SONY PICTURES sign examples 

SONY PICTURES STUDIO AERIAL: 45 Acres 
Street Frontage = 8200 Linear FT 

Roof Sign approx. 2,000 SF 
Signs each approx. 6' x 12' = 72 SF x 2 = 144 SF 

TOTAL 2,144 

Signs each approx. 375 SF x 6 = 2,250 SF 

Signs approx. 25' x 15' = 375 SF 



WARNER BROS. sign examples 

WARNER BROS. STUDIOS AERIAL: 11 7 Acres 
Street Frontage: = 12,672 Linear FT 

Wall Mural approx. 50' x 130' = 6,500 SF 

Sign approx. 15' x 1 5' = 225 SF Sign opprox. 30' x 20' = 600 SF 



WARNER BROS. sign examples 

O live /Borhom Street Entertainment Signs each opprox. 36' x 24' = 8 64 SF x 10 = 8 ,640 SF 

Forest Lawn Drive Entertainment Signs each opprox. 36' x 24' = 8 64 SF x 4 = 3,456 SF 
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AREA ID & PLACEMAKING 

Area Identification that uses iconic or thematic 
elements to reinforce the identity of a place. 

- Ground Mounted Sign 
-Wall Sign 
-Roof Sign 
- Projecting Sign 
- Architectrual Ledge Sign 
- Channel Letter Sign 

approx. 45' x 200' = 9,000 SF 

opprox. 40' x 1 00' = 4,000 SF approx. 2.5' x 20' x 4 = 200 SF 



BUILDING ID 

BUILDING ID: 
A sign that is limited to o company logo, name or 
address of building, business, or destination. 

-Ground Mounted Sign 
-Wall Sign 
- Projecting Sign 
- Channel Sign 
- Architectura l ledge Sign 
- Window Sign 
- Roof Sign 

opprox 25' x 25' = 625 SF Wall Sign opprox. 12' x 80' = 960 SF opprox. 25' x 4' x 2= 200 SF 



TENANT ID 

TENANT 10: 
A sign that is limited to c com pony logo, the nome, or address of c 
business. 

........ 

Architectural Ledge/Channel Letters cpprox. 1 .5' x 1 0' = 15 SF 

Well Sign 3' x 25' = 75 SF Projecting Sign 3' x 12' x 2 = 72 SF Well Sign 3' x 12' = 36 SF 

Well Sign/Channel Letters 11 ' x 1' = 3 .5 SF Projecting Sign 3' x 1.5' x 2 = 9 SF 



WAVFINDING & REGULATORY SIGNS 

A pedestrian or auto-oriented Sign that indicates the route to, di 
redion of, or loca1ion of a g iven goal, or tha1 provides regulatory 
or service informa tion of a non-advertising charoder. 

Signs that are required under City Building, Fire or other technical 
codes or regulations. 



WALL MURAL 

WALL MURAL: An image generally large in scale, which is incorporat
ed onto the fa~ade of a Building. Those portions of a Wall Mural that 
do not contain a Commercial Message or Logo shall be considered 
Public Art and not Signs. 

approx. 18' x 30' = 540 SF; no commercial message approx. 14' x 20' = 280 SF; commercial m,;gs app; ox 95 SF approx. 135' x 60' = 8,100 SFx 3 = 24,300 SF; 
commercial messages approx.3,000 SF 
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POLICY BRIEFING 
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IN THE CITY OF Los ANGELES 
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Policy Briefing- GY~ Proposed Ordinance Re: Sign age Regulations 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Los Angeles City Planning Conunission has prepared an ordinance amending sections of 
Chapter 1 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code as it relates to business signage. The Los Angeles 
County Economic Development Corporation Consulting Practice agreed to review the proposed 
ordinance based on its potential impact on the City's ability to attract businesses. We evaluated the 
potential impacts of the amended on-premises signage restrictions primarily based on economic 
theory. 

The Economic Impact of Reduced of Signage: 

The intent of the ordinance is to reduce signage in commercial and industrial development "vithin 
the City of Los Angeles. Insofar as signage performs a service to businesses and consumers, and a 
reduction of signage leads to a reduction in such services, such reduced signage will negatively 
impact sales by reducing the following signage benefits: 

);;> Providing information to passing co11summ of location and goods and services offtred 
~ Creating bra11d awareness and recognition 
~ l!tducingpurchases by heightening mvarem.rs of incipient demand 

The Distributional Impact of Changing On-premises Signage Regulation: 

The proposed ordinance will alter the competitive environment in the city, favoring some 
businesses and locations at the expense of others: 

~ Existing businesses favored over ne1v bu.rines.re.r because existing signage i.r grandfathered 
~ High tJisibi!ity locations favored o11er less tJisible ones where signage is more critical 
~ Locations Jar from the city bordm will escape competititJe pressures which are faced ~y other locations that are 

closer to competitors sul?_ject to more pnmissive mles 
~ Busimsses that mn qfford alternative marketing strategies, Sllt'h as larger national b11sinesses, can purchase 

name recognition through advertising to substitute for on-premim sign age 
~ Property owners of preftrred locations favored m;er owners of new!J undesirable locations as new businesses 

dJOose loratiom less dependmt 011 signage 

The Economic Impact on Consumers: 

Consumers may be affected by the proposed ordinance in several ways: 

~ Inmased search time due to loss of adwttising semices protJided ~y on-premises signage 
~ Reduced commercial prod11ct m;ailability and higberprices as businesses relocate otJer time 
);;> Increased congestion as conmmers slow down to search for desired destiMtions i11 tmfamiliar neighborhoods 
~ Potentia!!J higher property valms for residmces near commercial areas as vis11al clutter declines 

L4EDC Consulting Practice 



Policy Brieftn._g- C"'PC Proposed Ordinance Re: S~gnt(ge Regulations 

INTRODUCTION 

The Los Angeles City Planning Commission has prepared an ordinance amending sections of 
Chapter 1 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code as it relates to business signage. The intention of the 
ordinance is to set total sign area limits, to limit the area and height of individual signs, to prohibit 
off-premises signs, and to establish other measures to reduce "visual clutter and otherwise mitigate 
the potential impacts of signs on the visual environment." The proposed ordinance (Appendix C) 
was approved by the City Planning Commission (CPC) on March 26, 2009 and forwarded to the Los 
Angeles City Council on April6, 2009, with recommendation for approval. 

The Los Angeles County Economic Development Corporation (LAEDC) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit 
corporation dedicated to attracting, retaining and growing businesses and jobs in the regions of Los 
Angeles County. The LAEDC Consulting Practice agreed to review the proposed ordinance based 
on its potential impact on the City's ability to attract businesses. We evaluated the potential impacts 
of the amended on-premises signage restrictions primarily based on economic theory. 

SUMMARY OF ORDINANCE 

The ordinance establishes a three-tiered system for sign regulation based upon citywide sign 
standards which include: a prohibition of off-premises signs, digital signs and roof signs; total area 
ratio of on-premises signage limits of approximately 2.5:1 for all allowable signs (including wall 
signs, pole signs and window signs); limits to the surface area of each type of allowable sign; and a 
reduction in the height of on-premises pole signs. 

A second tier of regulation, the Comprehensive Sign Program, applies to development projects with 
special signage needs which allows increases in some sign limits and establishes clear guidelines for 
community notification and input. 

The third tier of regulation allows specific areas of the city to apply for special designation as a Sign 
District in which more flexibility is allowed on the types and sizes of signage, including permitting 
off-premises signage, such as billboards, and digital and electronic signage. To ameliorate the 
potential for mushrooming signage in Sign Districts, the ordinance mandates that each new digital or 
off-premises signage must be accompanied by a reduction of equal surface area in existing signage 
·within the district or in its proximity of equal surface area. 

In this brief, we focus on the impact of the proposed changes to on-premises signage regulation. 
Our analysis is based on economic theory given the underlying political and economic structure and 
conditions in the City of Los Angeles and surrounding region. 

LAB DC Consulting Practite 1 



Poliry Bniftng- CPC Proposed Ordinance Re: Signq_R,e RegHiations 

THE VALUE OF SIGNAGE 

Most businesses in markets with many producers and many consumers depend to some extent on 
advertising to differentiate themselves from their competitors and to direct potential customers to 
their doors. 

The value of signage is based on a number of services it provides: 

);> Advertising- Information: 
Signage is an important component of advertising. It provides information to passing 
consumers of an establishment's location and the goods and services it offers at that 
location. This service is especially important in regions such as Los Angeles characterized 
by high mobility in that a changing residential population brings newcomers to the area 
who are without prior knowledge or familiarity '.-vith the goods and services available. 
Thus signagc provides consumers passing by the information needed to make a decision 
on purchases. 

);> Advettising- Promotion: 
Signage encourages recall and recognition. It encourages the development of memory 
for a specific location and the products or services available. Seeing the same signage 
frequently reinforces memory and extends consumers' recall of other advertising efforts. 

);> AdtJcrlising- Inducement to Purchase: 
Signage induces purchases by prompting customers to make impulse visits or purchases 
by enhancing the customer's awareness to his or her demand for the goods or services 
that are immediately available at that location. It encourages customers to modify their 
previously-formed purchase decisions or habits by introducing new concepts or 
awareness of product availability, features and prices. 

Some businesses benefit more from signage than others. For example, in an industry dependent on 
impulse-oriented purchases such as those specializing in non-essential goods like snack foods, 
clothing accessories, and entertainment, good signage can make the difference between success and 
failure if it draws in customers. 

This is especially true for the businesses that depend on freeway drivers notlc1ng their location. 
Drivers need to see the signage with sufficient notice to accurately assess the business's location and 
to safely negotiate freeway traffic to make it to the exit ramp. 

Yet, in a dynamic city where people move frequently, even those businesses with an established 
customer base and not as dependent on impulse buys still need to attract new customers as others 
simply move away. 

Other establishments that are particularly dependent on signage are those whose locations are less 
than optimal, perhaps less visible from the street or less accessible to vehicular traffic. This is 
particularly common in Los Angeles where changing regulatory regimes have left a varied built 
environment. Businesses with storefront parking are sometimes located next to buildings that extend 
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to the sidewalk. Signage is vital in areas where building offsets and heights differ from one parcel to 
the next. 

Businesses that specialize in one area but offer extra services and products, such as a gas station with 
a mini-mart, or the dry-cleaner who also performs alterations, are dependent on signage to advertise 
their line extensions. These additional services are often particularly profitable but because they are 
not the main services offered by the firm they are often overlooked; signage becomes an important 
vehicle to inform potential customers of these products and to add to the bottom line for these 
businesses. Certain types of signs, such as electronic message centers, are especially effective for 
alerting potential customers to these types of services. 

Finally, for marginal businesses such as small mom-and-pop firms, and those that operate on very 
slim margins such as retailers, signage is the most affordable advertising vehicle available. In these 
cases, signage offers a variety of services that are not available in other avenues simply due to budget 
limitations. 

THE IMPACT OF REDUCED SIGNAGE 

The intent of the ordinance is to reduce signage in commercial and industrial developments within 
the City of Los Angeles. Insofar as signage provides services to businesses and consumers as 
discussed above, a reduction of signage leads to a commensurate reduction in such services. 

Because existing signage is grandfathered, in the short term the impacts will be limited. Over time, 
however, as businesses move or close and new businesses open, the regulations will take effect. As 
they do, overall sales may fall. To believe otherwise is to deny that advertising influences purchase 
decisions. 

While it may not be possible to quantify in advance the potential cost of restnctlve signage 
regulations, the direction will almost certainly be a decrease in sales. Providing consumers with 
information on the location and price of particular goods and services can be critical to making a 
sale. For example, an electronic message center advertising a special on ice-cream bars may be the 
inducement for a family to make a purchase there rather than at their planned visit to a fast-food 
restaurant. Encouraging another family to buy ice-cream bars when it was not even thinking of 
purchasing a food product at all is an example of inducing purchases by making a potential customer 
aware of incipient demand. 

If businesses are less effectively able to convey location and price information to potential 
customers, and it leads to sales in other jurisdictions, total sales will fall in the City of Los Angeles. 

If businesses are less effectively able to induce purchases to satisfy incipient demand, total sales may 
fall in the region. 

To the extent that overall sales in the City of Los Angeles decline, the collection of sales tax 
revenues and business license taxes that are based upon gross receipts will fall. 
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THE DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECT OF CHANGING ON-PREMISES SIGNAGE REGULATION 

1be proposed ordinance will alter the competitive environment in the city, favoring some 
businesses and locations at the expense of others. Among the '1-vinners will be: existing businesses; 
businesses with high visibility locations; businesses far from competitors subject to more permissive 
rules; certain property owners; and businesses that can afford alternative marketing strategies. 
Among the losers will be: new businesses; businesses in locations with poor visibility or poor 
access; and smaller businesses, particularly those competing against national and regional chains. 

);> Existing businesses fiJVored over new businesses 
Under the provisions of the ordinance, existing Qawful) s1gns that become non~ 
conforming due to the new legislation will be permitted to continue provided 
maintenance and modifications are kept within stringent limitations. Given that these 
signs exceed the rules of the proposed ordinance, their continued installation would 
provide service to existing businesses that would be unavailable to new businesses. Thus 
two companies of different vintage offering similar services would face differential 
signage restrictions, at least until the existing signage is replaced. 

);> High visibili(y locations favored Oller less virible ones 
Location is a critical ingredient for retail success. High~traffic, easy-access, visible 
locations are preferred. For locations with limited or restricted visibility, or for locations 
that are difficult to reach, new businesses will be disadvantaged compared to businesses 
with better visibility. New businesses with restricted signage will be even more 
disadvantaged compared to businesses with better visibility than they are today. 

);> Lomtions far from mmpetitors sub.fec! to more permissiPe m!es 
Los Angeles is a sprawling city surrounded on all sides by developed urban areas. The 
City itself completely surrounds several smaller cities, including West Hollywood and San 
Fernando, and its perimeter stretches south to San Pedro and northwest through the San 
Fernando Valley. This means the City touches a multitude of independent municipalities 
and unincorporated areas of the county, all subject to different zoning boards and 
signage regulations. A business in the City of Los Angeles faces immediate competition 
from dose-by businesses in neighboring jurisdictions - often just across the street -
many with more lenient regulatory and tax environments. Under existing pressure to 
offer similar services at competing rates, new businesses in Los Angeles will be faced 
with restrictions on business attraction through visual means. New businesses may 
therefore choose to locate in neighboring cities instead of the City of Los Angeles. 

);> Owners qfpriferred locations fmlored Oller owners rif new!y undeJirab!e locations 
Changing property market conditions on the demand side as a result of the new 
ordinance will affect market values. For example, locations that are less visible (and 
therefore more dependent on signage for directional purposes) will lose market value as 
the pool of potential new users for the property shrinks. Similarly, commercial property 
close to city borders where the neighboring region has more permissive sign regulations 
and where signage is an important component of the typical business's marketing 
strategy will also fall in value. While in the longer term, other uses and tenants may find 
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such locations suitable, the immediate change to current property owners 1s an 
unanticipated economic impact. 

~ Busimsses that can afford alternative marketing strategies jam red over small local busimss 
The proposed ordinance limits the most affordable method of advertising for most 
companies. In practice, this probably means favoring larger businesses over smaller ones. 
Smaller, non~franchised or non-chain merchants are especially dependent on signage as a 
type of local advertising since they lack national name recognition. Thus limiting on
premise signage favors larger corporations that can afford intensive media advertising in 
substitution of reduced on-premises signagc. Independent small businesses are limited in 
their ability to commwucate with their potential customers; signage is a major 
component of their outreach effort. 

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT ON CONSUMERS 

Consumers may be affected by the proposed ordinance in several ways, including: increased search 
time; reduced commercial product availability and higher prices; increased traffic congestion; and 
impacted property values. 

~ Increased search time 
Over time, the loss of advertising services which would have been provided by signs 
translates into less immediately available information for consumers in their purchase 
decisions, leading to higher search costs and missed opportunities. For example, a 
consumer looking for a barbershop may not be aware of the business in the mitu-mall on 
his block because he has not been drawn in by the ftrm's sign. In this case, the customer 
will be compelled to look for a barbershop in another location or area. In some cases, 
the customer will purchase services from a business that may not be his ftrst choice had 
he been aware of his options at the beginning of his search. 

);> Red11ced commercial prodmi availability and higher prices 
Over time, if businesses choose to locate elsewhere, customers will have fewer choices 
and competition can suffer, leading to higher prices of the goods and services offered by 
those businesses remaining in the market. This is more likely in areas with either poor 
locational choices or in areas where signage makes a real difference. 

);> Increased congestion 
Over time, if it becomes harder for businesses to locate in areas because their signage is 
less visible to drivers, customers travelling by road to unfamiliar locations will slow to 
search for their desired destination, causing traffic delays. This is especially relevant to 
traffic on freeways or busy commercial streets as non-locals slow down to safely exit to 
their anticipated destination. This additional traffic congestion is a cost to all other 
residents in the area. Moreover, to the extent that neighborhood-serving businesses 
which close are not replaced because new entrants choose alternate locations, people will 
have to travel further to make their purchases. 
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? Potentia!{y higher property values 
The stated intention of the ordinance is to reduce "visual clutter." Homeowners in areas 
with excessive amounts of commercial signage may prefer less advertising in their visual 
environment If so, residential property values in those affected areas may be enhanced 
by a reduction in signage. 
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Founded 1889 

April 21, 2009 

Dear Sir: 

UNITED ASSOCIATION 
of Journeymen and Apprentices of the 
Plumbing and Pipe Fitting fudustry of 
The United States and Canada 

UALocal Union: 78 Ll.- t-/- 0? 
Date: ___ .....:..-~-;.,__~-

Submitted in PvU VII Committee 

Council File No: C2S .,- '2fJ 'J--o 
Item No.: L-.{ 
Deputy: _ __:tOl;;;;.:_·..;::G;;~.:.. flffiJ~._c_.s._ 

William P. Rite 
General President 

Patrick R Perno 
General Secretary

Treamrer 
Stephen F. Kelly 

Assistant General President 

My name is Gary Cook, Business Manager of Plumbers Loca178, representing 2000 Plumbers within the City of Los 
Angeles. 

Previously, this Committee approved the initiation of an offsite advertising sign at our offices located at 1111 James Wood 
Blvd. This sign is to be approved through the amendment to the Central City West Specific Plan. 

A key part of our plan is to use the sign as a vehicle to supp01t the local community. Specifically, we have agreed to a 
partnership with the Miguel Contreras Foundation, with the proceeds serving the local community and the Miguel 
Contreras Learning Center 

As presented, the Planning Commissions recommendation would revoke our rights to proceed with the approvals of this 
Sign. 

We would like to strongly urge the Committee to protect applications that were approved by City Council motions such as 
ours. 

We would propose adding language as follows: 

"This ordinance shall not apply to any sign project initiated by Council motion before December 26~ 2008, 
pursuant to Section 12.32 of the Code." 

Thank you for your consideration of this request 

Sincerely, 

Business Manager 
Financial Secretary-Treasurer 

UA Plumber's Local Union 78 
1111 West James M. Wood Blvd., Los Angeles CA 90015 

Phone: 213 688-9090 • Fax: 213 627·4624 
www.uaplumber78.com 

(~) 



April21, 2009 

Dear PLUM Committee members: 

The sign ordinance before you is a significant step forward in sign regulation in Los Angeles, 
and the city employees deserve praise for their hard work and diligence in putting it together 
under severe time restraints. We would like nothing better than to give our wholehearted 
support to this ordinance, but unfortunately there are serious flaws that need correction before 
the people of the city can rest assured that their neighborhoods and communities are protected 
from an unchecked proliferation of both legal and illegal outdoor advertising. 

1) Supergraphic signs: These would be classified as wall signs, but the only size limit is that of 
the overall signage allotment for a property. Very large buildings with blank wall space could 
still have sizeable supergraphic signs. The first draft of the new ordinance limited wall sign size 
to 100 sq. ft., which we believe is reasonable and should be restored. 
2) Sign districts: Some of the eligible areas for sign districts are closely bordered by residential 
neighborhoods, which could be negatively affected by digital signage and other prohibited sign 
types that would be allowed in sign districts. The ordinance now prohibits sign districts from 
abutting R-1 zoned areas, but this should be extended to multi-family zones to protect those 
living in apartments and condominiums. In addition, implementation of the sign district 
provision of the ordinance should be put on hold pending an appeals court decision in World 
Wide Rush v. City of Los Angeles that cites sign districts among the legal issues in that case. 
3) Temporary signs: The new ordinance keeps a provision allowing temporary signs to carry 
off-site as well as on-site messages anywhere in commercial zones. This means that for 90 days 
a year, large banners and supergraphic signs advertising commercial products and services could 
be displayed in wide parts of the city. This is contrary to the spirit of the off-site sign ban, and 
this loophole should be closed by prohibiting off-site messages on temporary signs. 
4) Digital signs: We support the general ban on digital signs, but believe a moratorium on 
approval of digital signs in existing or future sign districts should be adopted until the 
comprehensive study of the effect of digital signage on traffic safety now being conducted by the 
Federal Highway Administration is completed. 

Lastly, while this ordinance may or may not be the vehicle for it, the city must address the 
negative affects of digitally-converted billboards now in operation, and put in place measures to 
seriously mitigate these effects if these billboards must be allowed to remain. The city should 
also explore every possible way to tax these billboards and other signs that reap huge amounts of 
revenue from use of our publicly-owned visual space, and to recover ill-gotten gains from sign 
companies that have erected signs in blatant violation of building codes and the current ICO. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Hathaway 
President, Coalition to Ban Billboard Blight 

Date: __ ~'f---_~;....:.....-0....,.../
s ubmltted In fLu /1.. Committee 

/'}g-)02.v Council File No: '? . , • , 

ltemNo.: f{ 
Deputy: C1Z • 6 ~ _s. 
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TheloftExpertGroup.com 
849 S Broadway, Loft 81 0 

Los Angeles, CA 90014 

1 am Bill Cooper, President of the Downtown Real Estate Association and Committee 
Chair of the Eastern Columbia Community Liaison Committee. I live and work in 
downtown. 

We support the Central City Association's positions on preserving on-site signage 
rights, modifying temporary sign provisions, the comprehensive sign program, 
supplemental use districts (sign districts), and settlement agreements as outlined in 
the attached Legislative Alert. 

As a full time REALTOR® in downtown I see the importance of temporary signage 
for buildings with property for lease and/or for sale. I would ask that you allow 
more flexibility and a longer duration for temporary signs which help us do our job. 

For Sale signs on single family properties are allowed to stay up in perpetuity, but 
multi-family properties are not afforded the same consideration. 

At the Eastern Columbia Lofts building we have several commercial spaces that we 
are still looking for tenants. Until we find them we have artistically covered the raw 
open spaces with beautiful murals, a few which incorporate the leasing office 
information. We recently had the City demand that we take our murals down at the 
Eastern Columbia building. 

We can either have our beautiful building look like this: 

REALTOR® for Keller Williams. Each Keller Williams Realty office is independently owned and operated. 



Or it could end up looking like this: 
I 

We think this would be detrimental to what Bringing Back Broadway is working to 
change: a beautiful, vibrant updated Broadway. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Best regards, 

90 
Bill Cooper, 

REALTOR®/ President 
Downtown Real Estate Association 

Chairperson 
Eastern Columbia Community Liaison Committee 

Principle, 
The Loft Expert! Group 
849 S Broadway, Loft 810 
Los Angeles, CA 90014 



LEGISLATIVE ALERT 
CITY COUNCIL'S PLANNING & LAND USE MANAGEMENT 

(PLUM) COMMITTEE TO HOLD HEARING ON 
SIGN ORDINANCE 

APRIL 21 

On Tuesday, April 21, 2009 the City Council 's Planning and Land Use Management 
(PLUM) Committee will hold a hearing regarding the City's ongoing efforts to rev ise the Sign 
Ordinance. The ordinance would regu late all signage in the City, including business 
identification signage. 

The current draft would significantly reduce allowable sign area, height and size; 
drastically restrict the areas eligible for Sign Districts; and ban electronic message 
signage, among other restrictions. Needless to say, the proposal poses a tlu·eat to your 
business success and viability. The potential loss of jobs and sa les tax, as well as 
reduced property values and lost property tax, will be great if this ordinance passes. 

Businesses survive or fa il depending on their ability to effectively advertise. The most 
cost-effective form of advertising is on-premise business signage. It works 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week drawing in as much as 50% or more of the business' new 
clients. It does not make sense to strip your business of the right to reach out and 
communicate. 

We need your help to ensure that the City Council adopts a workable ordinance 
that will not harm businesses in this troubled economy. Please consider sending a 
letter to the City Council and appearing to testify at the April 21 hearing. We have attached 
talking points organized by issue that you can tailor to address your particular concerns. 

We need your support at this hearing, which will take place on: 

Tuesday, April21 stat 2:00pm 
City Hall, Room 350 

200 North Spring Street 



Los Angeles, CA 90012 

If you have any questions or would like more information on this issue, please contact 
Veronica Perez Becker at (213) 624-1213, ext. 21 7. Please see below for suggested 
talking points. 

SUGGESTED TALKING POINTS ON SIGN ORDINANCE 
BY TOPIC 

• Preserve On-Site Signage Rights 

o I wish to voice my strong objection to the proposed revisions to the City's sign 
ordinance, now pending before you. Virtually all of the controversy smTmmding the 
sign issue in Los Angeles has been generated by billboards and super-graphics, not on
premise s1gnage. 

o The proposed ordinance's restrictive prohibitions upon on-premise business 
signage - the very signs my business needs to identify itself and to announce the goods 
and services I provide my customers- will have severe, unintended consequences. 

o I am not aware of any objections or complaints about the current sign code as it 
applies to on-premise signs and the negative impact on my business if this ordinance 
passes will be profound. Moreover, very little input has been sought from businesses 
and merchants, such as me, who are directly affected. 

o At an economic time vvhen businesses -both small and large - are struggling just 
to survive, the imposition of on-premise sign restrictions that will dramatically reduce 
our ability to advertise is like throwing gasoline on the fire. 

o A rewrite of the on-premise regulations was never anticipated by the City 
Council, which was instead focused on digital conversions of billboards, super
graphics and enforcement concerns. Please separate the changes regarding off-s ite 
signs from those proposed for on-site signage and focus your immediate efforts on the 
off-site sign issues affecting Los Angeles. 

o Don't rush changes regarding on-site signs. If the City wishes to address on-
premise signage then it must first involve the various stakeholders, including business 
owners like myself, architects, sign designers and the on-premise sign industry, who 
are lmowledgeable in these areas. 

• Modifv Temporary Sign Provisions 

o Current sign regulations relating to temporary signs are unworkable for 



businesses and cultural institutions. 

o Allowing a maximum of 90 days per year for temporary signs- including real 
estate "for sale" and leasing signs- does not put our businesses i11 a position to 
succeed in this ailing economy. 

o The temporary signs typically used to advertise residential leasing and sales often 
generate as much as 50% of buyer/tenant traffic. Even in a normal market, a project 
typically takes at least a year to lease or sell out completely. In the cunent market, it is 
almost impossible to tell how long it will take to lease or sell a project . 

o "For Sale" signs on single-family properties are allowed to stay up in perpetuity. 
Why then , are we punishing our multi-family properties, which are in line with Los 
Angeles ' goal to be a greener, transit-oriented City? 

o These rules also do not work for cultural institutions, where museum and 
educational programming runs all year, or for retailers advertising their products , 
among other businesses. 

o We ask that you amend the ordinance to allow more flexibility and a longer 
duration for temporary signs. 

• Comprehensive Sign Program (City review process whereby it can grant 
greater signage rights for projects with a minimum of5 acres and 100,000 
square feet of non-residential floor area) . 

o The proposed Comprehensive Sign Program would not work for an urban 
environment, such as Dmvntown, because many high-density urban properties do not 
meet the restrictive eligibility requirements . 

o In particular, the 5-acre requirement would virtually eliminate the possibility of a 
Comprehensive Sign Program in Downtown, where larger projects are built up, rather 
than out. 

o We ask that the 5 acre requirement for the Comprehensive Sign Program be 
eliminated. 

o We also ask that the Comprehensive Sign Program not be restricted to just the C, 
M, PF and RS zones, since greater on-site signage rights aTe often necessary and 
appropriate in other zones as well to accommodate appropriate signage for cultural 
centers, sports venues , and schools. 

o Finally, we reqeust that on-site digital signs, such electronic message displays, 
and roof signs be permitted pursuant to a Comprehensive Sign Program. When 



approved 111 appropriate areas, these signs can add excitement and chaTacter to a 
building. 

• Supplemental Use Districts (Sign Districts) 

o Sign Districts can complement neighborhood character and be a vital source of 
income during these times of economic crisis . 

o Sign Districts are already expensive, time consuming, and difficult to obtain. 
Indeed, the existing regulations have resulted in the creation of only two sign districts 
in the last seven years . 

o Yet the draft before you drastically reduces the areas in which Sign Districts vvill 
be permitted, tying Council ' s hands if they determine a Sign District is appropriate in a 
restricted area. 

o Rather than limit sign district oppmtunities with arbitrary and restrictive 
thresholds, we should maintain current thresholds and rely on public input and the 
discretion of the City Planning Commission/City C mmcil to determine whether a 
proposed Sign District is appropriate . 

o I am opposed to mandatory sign reduction programs within Sign Districts. We 
have learned time and time again that the one-size-fits-all approach rarely works . A 
mandatory reduction discriminates against areas of the City that currently do not have 
a large amount of signage. We must maintain flexibility to allow the right kind of 
signage for each neighborhood. 

o The requirement that a Sign District have at least 5,000 lineal feet or 15 acres 
discriminates against downtown propenies. There should be an alternative 
qualification criteria of 300,000 square feet of non-residential development. 

o In addition, all Sign District applications in the pipeline should be grandfathered, 
since to not do so causes a real fairness issue and sends a message to potential 
i.Jwestors that LA. will change the rules midstream. 

• Settlement Agreements 

o Unless the unleveled playing field created by the City 's Settlement Agreements 
with the largest outdoor advertising companies is addressed, changes to the sign 
ordinance will have little to no impact on Los Angeles' sign landscape. 

o This is because the Settlement Agreement Companies- which are exempt from 
the City ' s sign regulations- operate over 90% of the pole signs in the City, and all of 



--------
the City's approximately 100 digital signs. 

o Yet the Draft Sign Ordinance does not address whether the new regulations are 
intended to apply to the Settlement Agreement Companies. 

o We respectfully request that the draft sign ordinance be amended to include such 
language. 

Central City Association 
626 Wilshire Boulevard, 2nd Floor 

(SE corner of Hope and Wilshi re) 
Parking is available underneath the building for $5 - enter on Hope Street 



April 20, 2009 

PLUM Committee 
City of Los Angeles 

CalifomiaSignAssociation 

RE: OPPOSITION ~Proposed Sign Ordinance 

Honorable Members of the PLUM Committee: 

Date: i- 2;- o 9 

Submitted in PL t1 141 Committee 

Council File No: 0.§: --2o l-0 

Item No.: :;:_ 

Deputy: ]z · c; ~e.s;; 

The California Sign Association, representing the on-premise sign industry and its customers, 
has reviewed the latest draft of the proposed sign ordinance revision and finds it defective in 
many regards. We oppose the ordinance as drafted and ask for your NO vote. 

In addition to the lengthy list of infirmities provided to you previously by Cindy Starrett of 
Latham & Watkins, with which we concur and incorporate herein by reference, the proposal 
further suffers from a lack of clarity, feasibility and impracticality in many regards, as outlined 
below. 

Adoption of the proposal will only lead to more illegal signage, as well as be detrimental overall 
to the Los Angeles business community and city tax coffers. It certainly does NOT create the 
"easily enforceable time/place/manner restrictions" envisioned by the Council motion of July 29, 
2008. To the contrary, many of the limitations are unconstitutionally arbitrary and lack a rational 
basis. 

We urge you to bifurcate the on-premise provisions so that they can be rationally and 
thoughtfully vetted with affected stakeholders. There simply is no compelling policy or legal 
argument to rush forward with the on-premise regulations at this time. 

SECTION 14. (all references to Discussion Draft C-2) 

4.1 Inconsistent Purpose. The proposed ordinance reduces on-premise sign height and size 
significantly; yet this is inconsistent with the stated Purpose of "improved legibility, 
readability and visibility" ( 4.l.B) and "equalizing the opportunity for messages to be 
displayed" ( 4.l.D). The smaller signs proposed will NOT result in improved legibility, 
readability or visibility, because they will be lost among a sea of similar signs. Given 
that the proposal limits heights to 25' or smaller, based on the formula that height is 
limited to 1/4 of the maximum allowable display square footage (sf), not to exceed 25', a 
business entitled to 60 sf of display, for example, would be limited to a 15' tall sign, 

PO Box 276567 
Sacramento, CA 95827-6567 

Phone: 916-932-0021 Fax: 916-932-2209 Website: www.calsign.org 



which may be unreadable among all the other similar-sized signs. This does not 
"equalize" the opportunity for messages to display because it results in a competitive 
disadvantage compared to existing businesses which have larger message area or greater 
foot frontage. 

4.2 "Monument Sign"~ definition unintelligible. 

4.3 Reference to Section 14.4.17 makes no sense in this context. 

4.4.C Prohibited Signs. We see no reason or governrnental purpose for prohibiting digital 
displays. There is nothing in the findings or record suggesting that digital displays 
should be banned. There is no evidence of any kind that these displays are unsafe. 
Indeed they are used more and more for basic static messages. The City should not ban 
this unique medium of communication. Since they currently exist throughout the City, to 
ban new digital signs will not "equalize" the opportunity for messages, but instead will 
result in a city-endorsed competitive advantage for those already operating such signs. 

4.4.F Sign illumination no greater than two foot candles. We fail to understand why or how 
this limitation is necessary. What empirical justification does the City have? How will it 
be enforced? How will it result in "improved legibility, readability and visibility"? 

4.4.K Square footage calculation- Very confusing. How would a individual business in multi
tenant situation know how much sign area has already been used? When a new tenant 
comes into an existing non-conforming sign situation and tries to pull a sign permit for 
their new sign, al1 the allowable sign are could already be used. Sign area should be 
based on square footage per business calculation rather than by lot, which often times has 
multiple businesses. What is wrong with the existing code? We haven't heard of any 
complaints justifying changing the current allocation. We believe the planning 
department is being arbitrary and capricious in its recommended changes. Calculations 
should be based on speed of traffic, setback from the roadway, using commonly accepted 
legibility tables and formulae. 

4.4.M Number of signs. Pole signs are only permitted for businesses with more than 400' of 
frontage. What rational basis does the City have for this limitation, especially in light of 
the difficulty drivers, especially as our population ages, will have in locating signs 
perpendicular to the roadway. How does it equalize the opportunity for messages? (If a 
digital sign were allowed, there would be more message "opportunity.") 

4.4.0 No relief? This section states no applicant would be entitled to relief from the limitations 
of the ordinance unless they were approved pursuant to a cost-prohibitive Sign 
Modification or Comprehensive Sign Program. This is hardly conducive toward creating 
"business friendly" community. 

4.5 Hazard determination. The timelines are irrational and violate the Permit Streamlining 
Act. A business can't wait around for 4 months, extended an additional 75, days for a 
sign permit. During that period, the City could deem a sign abandoned. Other cities 
don't have this problem. 

PO Box 276567 
Sacramento, CA 95827-6567 
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4.6 Freeway visibility. On-site signs should not be subject to this provision. It makes no 
sense in this context. This provision appears to be leftover from the off-premise rules and 
seemingly, perhaps unintended, would require any business applicant adjacent to a 
freeway to obtain a Caltrans permit for any on-premise sign, even though Caltrans is only 
concerned with billboards and does not issue permits for on-premise signage. As written 
it's so broad that it would apply to every conceivable sign. What's the intent here? Does 
it refer only to signs visible from the highway? Freeway visibility is key to success. This 
is a real business killer, which eliminates any investment in business adjacent to freeway 
where signage needs are paramount. 

4. 7 Information signs -too small. These include menu boards, such as at drive- thru 
restaurants. They simply need to be larger for safety purposes and readability. 

4.8 Monument signs- the limitation fails to take into account actual sizes need for 
readability. As written, the tallest dimension of a monument sign would be 30 sf per side 
and no ta11er than 8' overall. This is a very squat sign. Each side from ground to top 
would be only 8' by 3.75' wide. Is that what the City envisions for monuments signs? 
Seems wholly irrational and fails to serve the purpose of"improved legibility, readability 
and visibility." 

4.9 Projecting signs- The limitation of 50 sf for all faces (i.e., 25 sf per side) discourages 
creativity because most of the display is used just for the message and inconsistent with 
the purpose of "improved legibility, readability and visibility." 

4.10.B Wall sign location- Why the limitation to non-illumination? This appears to be harsh 
result when signs may need to be illuminated. Seems to be no basis for this. This whole 
section needs clarification. 

4.1 O.D Identification signs- not always available for use in channel letter format. Often only a 
logo is used. Ordinance needs to make this option available. Illumination may be too 
little and therefore inconsistent with the purpose of"improved legibility, readability and 
visibility." 

4.12 Pole signs- The proposal discourages small signs because they lose height based on the 
proposed formula. This is a huge reduction from 400 sf to 200 sf overall, but coupled 
with the 25' height cap, all such signs will be the same size. Also, because the max 
allowable sf is based upon area of the parcel (Section 4.4.K), the signs will be even 
smaller and therefore inconsistent with the purpose of"improved legibility, readability 
and visibility." Calculations should be based on speed oftraffic, setback from the 
roadway, based on commonly accepted legibility formulae. 

4.15 Permit Required for temp sign- Section A and the Exception are inconsistent. Why 
would a permit be required based on the content of the message? 

4.20 Sign Modifications. Instead of requiring an applicant to apply for what is basically a 
variance and incur the enormous expense and delay of doing so for just a possible 20% 
deviation, reserve the process only for those deviations exceeding 20%. Give the planning 
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staff the ability to issue permits for minor adjustments over the counter per set criteria (as 
other cities do). This would be a "business friendly" revision. 

4.21 Comprehensive Sign Program. Our experience is that CSP's or "master sign plans" are 
often a good idea when the intent is to create a unified design theme, but usually the first 
anchor tenant sets the tone for a project, which leaves subsequent tenants (who are often 
unknown) subject to that standard. Regardless, in order to promote CSP's the city needs 
to foster an environment where developers and property owners will want to employ 
them. A $10,000 fee is not helpful, but instead appears punitive. Worse here, however, 
is that the CSP restrictions do not really engender creativity and are limited to projects 
greater than 5 acres and 100,000 sf. These limitations are arbitrary. Smaller projects may 
wish to and often should have a CSP. Why cut them out? lfthe city wants to "clean up" 
an existing project, why would you limit CSP's this way? Make it affordable and 
available- and provide financial and tax incentives for existing projects to "re-brand" a 
site. Also, the time limits set forth for processing applications is much longer than 
allowed by the Permit Streamlining Act. 

4.22 Nonconforming Signs- Inventory Required. The proposal seems to grandfather lawfully 
existing signs; however, because the new ordinance bans digital signs and conversions of 
existing signs, imposes offsets and reductions in SN districts, and also hamstrings 
maintenance, the city will be required to conduct an inventory of illegal and abandoned 
signs before it can enforce the ordinance. [See Business & Professions Code §5491.1, 
which applies to any ordinance which "prohibits the use of any on-premise advertising 
display that is more restrictive than existing law."] Also, upon review of the referenced 
Section 91.6216, any modification exceeding 10% in any one year or 50% of the 
effective value ofthe sign (that would have, for example, the effect of making it more 
energy efficient or use new technology, which might exceed the replacement cost, 
especially for older signs) would apparently trigger conformance. These limitations 
appear arbitrary and eliminate any maintenance or replacement incentive. 

4.23 Civil Penalties~ Arbitrary. We see no rational basis for the penalties. They appear to be 
arbitrary and violate the California constitutional prohibition of"excessive fines" (Art. I, 
§17). Ifthere is limited enforcement now, how does the City expect to realistically 
implement these rules? What's missing from the proposed enforcement scheme is notice. 
Prior to imposing fines, due process dictates that the city must serve notice to the 
landowner and/or sign owner and provide reasonable opportunity to make correction. 
Upon reinspection and only then, if there's no compliance, should the city proceed. The 
LA "appeals" process appears to mimic the California Administrative Procedures Act, 
but selectively disregards the AP A defense procedures, including requiring stiff appeals 
fees, which AP A does not impose (a further due process concern). 

Another problem is that the appeal must be filed within 15 days ofthe "order to comply" 
being mailed. This is a significant problem, as mail delivery is often delayed and the 
"responsible party" may not be the property owner, who often finds out about the 
problem after the fact, and after the 15-day window. There is also confusion about when 
to appeal, because the ordinance requires filing appeal within 15 days of mailing the 
"order to comply," but the penalties start to accrue 30 days from the date of the order, and 
the B&S Department can also establish a timeline for correction. We don't see where 
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B&S was consulted in the drafting of Section 4.23. LA should instead follow the lead of 
other cities with successful enforcement programs, e.g., Santa Monica and San Jose, for 
example.) 

4.24 Right of Private Action. We see no lawful authority for this provision. It usurps the 
police power from the city. Making it available to "the occupant of real property within 
500 feet" is so broad that it could include thousands of people working in nearby 
buildings. Do you mean "tenant"? Also, change: "shall be liable" to "may be liable." 

>Proposed Amendment to LAMC 11.5.7 {p. C-40)- Specific Plan regulations- See comments 
above in 4.22 regarding non-conforming signage and inventory requirements. 

>Proposed Amendment to LAMC 13.11 (p. C-44)- SN district regulations- See comments 
above in 4.22 regarding non-conforming signage and inventory requirements. 

>Proposed Amendment to LAMC 19.01 (p. C-47)- Fees- The proposed fees are cost
prohibitive and will have a unconstitutional chilling effect on speech. The fees are also unlawful 
because they exceed the reasonable value ofthe service provided, LA's "scale" notwithstanding. 
See Government Code §66014. 

> Intent re "Digital Displays" (p. C-48) - See comments above in 4.4.C and 4.22 regarding non
conforming signage and inventory requirements. 

Overall, the proposed ordinance is flawed in many areas. Again, we urge you to bifurcate the 
on-premise provisions so that they can be rationally and thoughtfully vetted with affected 
stakeholders. There simply is no compelling reason to rush forward with the on-premise 
regulations at this time. The existing sign ordinance works well. The problem is with illegal 
signs and billboards. Let's get those under control first. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey£. }lran 

JEFFREY L. ARAN 
Legal Counsel 
916.395.6000 direct 
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A STUIDY OF THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
DIGITJ~L BILLBOARDS 
AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
IN ROCHESTER, MN 

Figure 1. 

Digital Billboa rd locations in Rochester, MN 

BILLBOARD 1 

Hwy52N 
no.ar 55th St NW 

BILLBOARD2 

37th St NW 
near 3rd Ave NW 

BILLBOARD3 

Hwy 63 N (N Broadwl\y) 
near 2nd St NE 

BILLBOARD4 

Hwy 63 S (S Broadway) 
near 17th St SW 

BILLBOARDS 

Hwy 63 S (S Broadway) 
near 40th St SW 



OVERVIEW 

The purpose of this study is to examine the statistical re lationship between digital 

billboards and traffic safety in Rochester, Minnesota. This study analyzed traffic and 

accident data along local roads near five existing, digital billboards (see Figure 1) with 

traffic volumes collectively represent ing 56 million vehicles per year. The study uses 

official data as collected, complied and recorded independently by the Rochester Police 

Department. 

The study included five years of accident data representing approximately 18,000 

accidents. Temporal and spatial statistics were summarized near billboards within 

multiple vicinity ranges from 0.2 to 1.0 miles upst ream and downstream of the 

billboards. Additionally, subsets of accident day for daytime and nighttime accidents 

were analyzed for before and after comparisons. 

The overall conclusion of the study is that digital billboards in Rochester have no 

statistically significant relationship with the occurrence of accidents . This conclus ion is 

based on the Rochester Police Department's own data and an objective statistical 

analysis; the data shows no increase in accident rates. 

STUDY REGION 

The City of Rochester, in Olmstead County, Minnesota was chosen for study, because 

the City has multiple digital billboards in service for several years. The City is populated 

with 100,000 people and 41,000 households. The city is served by three U.S. highways 

(U.S. 14, U.S. 52, and U.S. 63), and the southern edge of Rochester is near Interstate 

Highway 90 and State Highway 30. In Rochester, approximately 40,000 workers 

commute, with a mean t ravel t ime of 15 minutes compared with 22 minutes statewide 

and 26 minutes nationwide. Rochester has one commercial airport. 



BILLBOARD CHARACTERISTICS 

Digital billboards are a relat ively new technology in outdoor advertising. Digital 

bill boards display static messages which, when viewed, resemble conventional painted 

or printed billboards. With digital technology, a static copy "dwel ls" and Includes no 

animation, flashing lights, scroll ing, or full-mot ion video. The static display on each of 

t hese digital billboards has a "dwell t ime" of eight seconds . 

The digital billboards were designed and 

manufactured by Daktronics, and use red , green, 

and blue light-em itt ing-diode (LED) technology to 

present text and graphics. The digital bill boards 

compensate for varying light levels, includ ing day 

and night viewing, by automatically mon itoring 

and adj usting overal l display brightness and 

gamma levels. A photocell is mounted on each of 

the digital billboards to measure ambient light. All 

five digitals are owned and operated by Magic 

Media, Inc. 

Each of the five digital bi llboa rds is a freestanding, 

single-pole, double-faced structure with one 

digital face that measures 10-feet 6-inches high 

and 36-feet wide (a face area of 378 square feet). 

The digital billboards are numbered 1 to S from 

north to south. The locations of the five bill boards 

in Rochest er are shown in Figures 2 and 3 which 

summarize direction, sizes and other sign 

characteristics. These are the only digital 

billboards w ithin Rochester. The boards and their 

surroundings were observed during day and night 

condit ions. 

Figure 4 summarizes conversion dates. The 

billboards have various conversion dates between 

2006 and 2008 which allows for before/after 

comparisons in excess of 4.2 years ind ividually; or 

collect ively for S billboards with average of 3.2 

years of data and or a cum ulative 16 years of data. 

Addit ional billboard-locat ion photos, aerials, and 

map references for each billboard number are also 

included within this report. 

1 0.5 0 2 3 4 .. - -··- -
Figure 2. 

Miles 

Digital Billboard locations in Rochester, MN 
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Figure 3. 

Digital Billboard direction, sizes 
and other sign characteristics 

2004 

9/30/2004 

Figure 4. 

Digital Billboard Conversion 

Dates 

2005 

5/20/2005 

4/12/2005 

I . 

Hwy 52 N North 10' 6" X 36' Free standing, 

near 55th St NW Flag 

37th St NW West 10' 6" X 36' Free standing, 

near 3rd Ave NW Flag 

Hwy 63 N (N Broadway) North 10' 6" X 36' Free standing, 

near 2nd St NE Vee, Flag 

Hwy 63 S (S Broadway) South 10' 6" X 36' Free standing, 

near 17th St SW Flag 

Hwy 63 S (S Broadway) South 10' 6" X 36' Free standing, 

near 40th St SW Vee, Flag 

2006 2007 

5 years of accident data provided 

16 months 

4/9/2006 8/14/2007 
CONVCIISION 

21 months 21 months 

3/5/2007 
CONVERSION 

22 months 22 months 

2/14/2007 
CONVERSION 

25 months 25 months 

11/9/2006 
CONVl:ll'iiON 

2/9/2007 1/14/2008 

Right 

Right 

left 

Right 

Right 

Digltal1 
2.7years 

Digital 2 

3.5years 

Digital3 
3.7years 

Digita14 
4.2 years 

Digital 5 
1.8 years 



Billboard No. 1 faces north, advert ises to traffic 

on the southbound lanes of Highway 52 North 

near 55 th Street NW. Billboard No. 1 is a right

hand reader with a paral lel-faced, flag 

configu ration. Figure 8 shows the location in an 

oblique aerial. Figure 5 is a photo of the digital 

face. The digital face was converted from a 

convent ional face on the existing structure. 

Billboard No. 2 faces west, adverti ses to t ra ffic on 

the eastbound lanes of 37th Street NW near 3rd 

Aven ue NW. Billboard No. 2 is a right-hand 

reader with a parallel-faced, f lag configu ration . 

Figure 9 shows the location in an oblique aeri al. 

Figure 6 is a photo of the digital face. The digital 

face was converted from a conventional face on 

the existing structure. 

Billboard No. 3 faces north, advertises to t raffic 

on the sou thbound lanes of North Broadway 

(Highway 63 North ) near 2nd Avenue NE. 

Billboard No. 3 is a cross reader with a vee flag 

configurat ion. Figure 10 shows the location in an 

oblique aerial. Figure 7 is a photo ofthe digital 

fa ce. The digital face was part of a new sign; 

there was no existing billboard at this location. 

Figure 5. Digital 1 

Figure 6. Digital 2 

Figure 7. Digital 3 

I 6 



Figure 8 . Oblique Aerial of Digital l 

Figure 9. Oblique Aerial of Digital 2 

Figure 10. Oblique Aerial of Digital 3 



Billboard No.4 faces south, advertises to traffic on 

the northbound lanes of Sout h Broadway (Highway 

63 South) near 17th Street SW. Billboard No.4 is a 

right-hand reader with a parallel- faced, flag 

configurat ion. Figure 13 shows the location in an 

oblique aerial. Figure 11 is a photo ofthe digit al 

face. The digita l face was converted from a 

convent ional face on t he existing structure. 

Billboard No. 5 faces south, advertises to traff ic on 

the northbound lanes of South Broadway (Highway 

63 South) near 40th Street SW. Billboard No.5 is a 

right-hand reader with a vee flag configuration. 

Figure 14 shows the location in an oblique aerial. 

Figure 12 is a photo of the digital face. The digital 

face was converted from a trivision face on the 

existing structure. Some roadway and const ruction 

work had occurred during the service li fe of the 

billboard. The digital was removed from th is 

location and relocated in late December 2008. 

Figure 11. Digital4 

Figure 12. Digital 5 



Figure 13. Oblique Aerial of Digital 4 

Figure 14. Oblique Aerial of Digital 5 



TRAFFIC VOLUME DATA 

Tra ffic volume data for the City of Rochester was 

obtained from the Minnesota Department of 

Transportation (DOT) and included the annual 

average daily traffic (AADT). which is the average of 

24-hour counts collected every day in the year. 

AADT Traffic volumes were recorded in Rochester 

between 1994 and 2008. 

The AADT values are summarized in Figures 15 and 

16. AADT ranges ind ividually near the five billboards 

from 21,000 to 44,000 vehicles per day, or 

equivalently 7.7 to 16 million vehicles per year. For 

all f ive billboards, t h is collect ively represents 

155,000 vehicles per day or 56 million vehicles per 

year. 

Traffic Volume Dat a 
AADT 20061<sted 

70,000AADT 

SOAADT 

Year Sign 1 Sign 2 Sign 3 Sign 4 

SIGN KEY 

1994 29,000 20,700 18,500 2'1,900 

1996 28,600 18,200 20,600 

1998 33,600 23,600 18,200 20,700 

2000 33,200 23,000 17,900 23,300 

2002 38,500 25,500 18,600 23. ~ 00 

2004 40,000 31,100 24,000 30,000 

2006 43,000 24,700 21,600 27,000 

2008 43,500 32,000 4,000 30,500 

Figure 15. 

Sign S 

Figure 16. A/I.DTTraffic Volume Data near digital billboards 

AADT Traffic Volume Data in Rochester 
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ACCIDENT DATA 

In Rochester, the majority of accident reports are investigated and recorded by the 

Rochester Police Department. Data is maintained by the City and by Minnesota 

'oepartment of Public Safety, Driver and Vehicle Services. Within ten days of a crash, 

law enforcement officials are required to submit reports on crashes they investigate 

that meet the reporting threshold provided by statue, which is one thousand dollars or 

3 4 

more in property damage, or 

t hat anyone was injured, or 

killed in the crash. Data 

generally conforms to the 

American National Standards 

Institute's (ANSI) Standard 

D16.1-1996, Manual on 

Classification of Motor Vehicle. 

The accident data set provided 

by the Rochester Police 

Department includes 18,000 

accidents over five years 

between 2004 and 2009. Most 

of the data is specified by 

addresses and intersections. 

Figure 17 shows the geocoded 

accident locations in Rochester. 

Accident and 
Billboard Locations 

(between 2004-2009) 

• Accident 

~ Digital Billboard 

Location 

.. - -··- - Miles 

Figure 17. Traffic Accidents in Rochester, 2004-2009 



Figure 18 summarizes the traffic accident data of the 

past five years in Rochester and shows the distribut ion 

of accidents by year, month, day of week and time of 

day. Th is represents a consistent pattern of data and 

illustrates that more accidents occur on weekdays and 

at rush hour (before and after work). 
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Figure 18. Histogram of traffic accident data of the past five years in Rochester 
by (A) year, (B) month, (C) day of week and (D) time of day 
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ANALYSIS 

The analysis of this robust data, involves an engineering-statistics based approach and 

uses a widely accepted method to show what happened when these five digital 

billboards were installed in Rochester. The analysis has two parts. 

In the first part, the temporal analysis, the incidence of traffic accidents near the digital 

billboards is examined for an equa l length of time before and after the boards were 

installed and activated, for the purpose of establishing if traffic accidents occurred more 

or less frequently with the presence of the digital billboards. From information 

collected from police accident reports, the temporal analysis uses metrics such as traffic 

volumes, the accident rates values (APV) and the maximum number of accidents' during 

any given month . 

For comparison, accident statistics were summarized near billboards within multiple 

vicinity ranges of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 miles both upstream and downstream of the 

bi llboard. These vicinity ranges also sampled data to include: (1) for accidents along the 

principal roads to which the digital directly advertises (2) for roads, ramps and local 

roads adjacent to the primary road where the digital may also advertise to, (3) for 

accidents recorded as occurring within the intersection of the primary road and any 

cross roads and (4) for crossroad accidents within a reasonable distance from the 

primary road to include drivers turning onto or leaving the primary road. Accident data 

for roads to which the digital does not advertise or wasn't connected were excluded 

even ifthey were within the desired vicinity range. 

The second part, the spatial analysis, establishes statistical correlation coefficients 

between the digital billboards and accidents. Corre lation coefficients are statistical 

measures of the "association" between two sets of data, for example, billboards and 

traffic accidents. The resu lts are analyzed for various scenarios between accident 

density to billboard density (the number of billboards) and to bill board proximity (the 

distance from the accident to the nearest bi l lboard) . 

Additionally, subsets of accident data for daytime and nighttime accidents were 

ana lyzed for before and after comparisons. 

For a more lengthy discussion of analysis methods, please refer to previous studies (see 

References 6 and 7). 



RESULTS 

Figure 19 shows a comparison of the accident metric for before and after the conversion 

near t he five digital bill boards in the City Rochester. The statist ics are summarized for 

vicinity ranges with in 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 1.0 miles ofthe billboard . 

The metric include the tota l number of accidents, the average number of acc idents in 

any given month, and the peak number of accidents in any given month. Other metrics, 

including rates and vehicle miles traveled, were also analyzed . 

The number of accidents and rates of accidents near the f ive digital bill boards decreased 

in all vicinity ranges. The benchmark 0.6 mile vicin ity experienced a 5% decrease in 

accidents over the average 3.2 year span for all signs . 

Consistent results were obta ined for daytime and nighttime comparisons. Low 

correlation coefficients were calculated for t he spatial analysis . 



Total Accidents as 

Conventional 

Billboard 

Average Number of 

Accidents In a 
Month 

Peak Number of 

Accidents in Any 

Given Month 

Total Accidents as 

Digital Billboard 

Average Number of 

Accidents in a 

Month 

Peak Number of 

Accidents in Any 

Given Month 

Total Accidents per 

month 

0.2 

489 

17 

35 

408 

15 

29 

-17% 

0.4 

1162 

42 

82 

1087 

41 

71 

-6% 

DISTANCE RANGE 

FROM BILLBOARD (MILES) 

0.6 

1883 

65 

123 

1784 

63 

116 

-5% 

0.8 1.0 

2783 4088 

87 117 

169 238 

2660 3914 

85 114 

163 210 

-4% -4% 

Figure 19. Summary accident statistics near all five digital billboards in 
Rochester, MN 



SPECIFIC RESU LTS FOR BILLBOARD 1 

Figures 20 summarizes the statistics and composite accident metrics for billboard 

number 1 for all vicinity distances. Figure 21 shows the billboard location, geocoded 

accident records and approximate vicinity ranges. Figure 22 shows the 0.6 mile vicinity 

histogram as an example of before and after accident counts and rates centered around 

the conversion date of the billboard . 

These figures represent a 32 month window (16 before and 16 after) of accidents within 

various vicinities. A comparison ofthe histograms of acc idents (on either a monthly 

basis) at the location before and after the digital conversion indicates no substantial 

change in accident patterns. Comparing 2. 7 years of data for this locat ion, indicates that 

the total number of acc idents on any given month increased insignificantly from 244 to 

252 (3%) within 0.6 miles, after the introduction of the digital billboard at the location; 

the average number of accidents in any given month remained about the same at 20 per 

month. 

Total Accidents as 

Conventional Billboard 

Average Number of 

Accidents in a Month 

Standard Deviation 

Peak Number of Accidents 

in Any Given Month 

Minimum Number of 

Accidents in 

Total Accidents as Digital 

Billboard 

Average Number of 

Accidents In a Month 

Standard Deviation 

Peak Number of Accidents 

in Any Given Month 

Minimum Number of 

Accidents in 

Total Accidents 

DISTANCE RANGE 
FROM BILLBOARD (MILES) ----

Figure 20. Summary accident statistics near digital billboard 1 

within 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mile vic inities 
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Figure 21. Aerial of Accid ent data near digital billboard 1 
within 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mile vicinities 
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Accident and Billboard Locations 
(between 2004-2009) 

• Acc.ldent 

Digital Billboard Location 

R dius (Miles) 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

Accident count per month 
within 0.6 miles of billboard 

20 

Accident rate (per 100,000 vehicles) 
within 0.6 miles of billboard 

Figure 22. Accident Counts per month and Accident Rates per 100,000 vehicles 
near digital billboard 1 within 0.6 mile vicinity 



SPECIFIC RESULTS FOR BILLBOARD 2 

Figures 23 summarizes t he statistics and composite accident metrics for billboard 

number 1 for all vicinity distances. Figure 24 shows the billboard location, geocoded 

accident records and approximate vicinity ranges. Figure 26 shows the 0.6 mile vic in ity 

hist ogram as an example of before and after accident counts and rates centered around 

the conversion date of the bill board. 

These figures represent a 42 month window (21 before and 21 after) of accidents within 

various vicini t ies. A comparison ofthe histograms of accidents (on either a monthly 

basis) at the location before and after the digital conversion indicates no substantial 

change in accident patterns. Comparing 3.5 years of data for this locat ion, indicates that 

the total number of accidents on any given month decreased from 206 to 165 (20%) 

within 0.6 miles, after the introduct ion of the digital billboard at the location; the 

average number of accidents in any given month decreased from 17 to 14 per month. 

Total Accidents as 
Conventional Billboard 
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Figure 23. Summary accident statistics near digital billboard 2 

within 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mile vicinities 
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Figure 24. Aerial of Accident data near digital billboard 2 

within 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mile vicinities 
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Figure 25. Accident Counts per month and Accident Rates per 100,000 vehicles 
near digital bil lboard 2 within 0.6 mile vicinity 



SPECIFIC RESULTS FOR BILLBOARD 3 

Figures 26 summarizes the statistics and composite accident metrics for billboard 

number 1 for all vicinity distances. Figure 27 shows the billboard location, geocoded 

accident records and approximate vicinity ranges. Figure 28 shows the 0.6 mile vicinity 

histogram as an example of before and after accident counts and rates centered around 

the conversion date of the billboard. 

These figures represent a 44 month window (22 before and 22 after) of accidents within 

various vicinities. A comparison of the histograms of accidents (on either a monthly 

basis) at the location before and after the digital conversion indicates no substantial 

change in accident patterns. Comparing 3. 7 years of data for this locat ion, indicates that 

the total number of accidents on any given month decreased from 1135 to 1094 (4%) 

within 0.6 miles, after the introduction of the digital billboard at the location; the 

average number of accidents in any given month decreased from 95 to 91 per month . 

This represents a high volume area that remained consistent after the conversion. 
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Figure 26. Summary accident statistics near digital billboard 3 
within 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mile vicinities 
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Figure 27. Aerial of Accident data near digital billboard 3 
within 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mile vicinities 
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Figure 28. Accident Counts per month and Accident Rates per 100,000 vehicles 
near digital billboard 3 within 0.6 mile vicinity 



SPECIFIC RESULTS FOR BILLBOARD 4 

Figures 29 summarizes the statistics and composite accident metrics fo r bill board 

number 1 for all vicinity distances. Figure 30 shows the billboard location, geocoded 

accident records and approximate vicinity ranges. Figure 22 shows the 0.6 mile vicinity 

histogram as an example of before and after accident counts and rates centered around 

the conversion date of the billboard. 

These figures represent a 50 month window (25 before and 25 after) of accidents within 

various vicinities. A comparison ofthe histograms of accidents (on either a monthly 

basis) at the location before and after the digital conversion indicates no substantial 

change in accident patterns. Comparing 4.2 years of data for this location, indicates that 

the total number of accidents on any given month decreased from 275 to 24 7 (10%) 

within 0.6 miles, after the introduction of the digital billboard at the location; the 

average number of accidents in any given month decreased from 23 to 21 per month. 

This represents a longer term period (4.2 years) that remained consistent after the 

conversion. 
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Figure 29. Summary accident statistics near digital billboard 4 

within 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mile vicinities 
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Figure 30. Aerial of Accident data near digital billboard 4 
within 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mile vicinities 
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Figure 31. Accident Counts per month and Accident Rates per 100,000 vehicles 
near digital billboard 4 with in 0.6 mile vicinity 



SPECIFIC RESULTS FOR BILLBOARD 5 

Figures 32 summarizes the statistics and composite accident metrics for billboard 

number 1 for all vicin ity distances. Figure 33 shows the bill board location, geocoded 

accident records and approximate vicinity ranges. Figure 34 shows the 0.6 mile vicin ity 

histogram as an example of before and after accident counts and rates centered around 

the conversion date of t he bill board. 

Th ese figures represent a 22 month window (11 before and 11 after) of accidents w it hin 

various vicinities. A comparison of t he histograms of accidents (on either a monthly 

basis) at t he location before and after the digital conversion indicates no substantial 

change in accident patterns. Comparing 1.8 years of data for th is locat ion, indicates that 

the total number of accidents on any given mont h increased from 23 to 26 (13%) wit hin 

0.6 miles, after the introduction of the digita l billboard at the location; t he average 

number of accidents in any given month remained the same with 2 per month. Limited 

data was available for th is location because of the length of operation of the billboard. 

Addi t ionally, roadwork was performed during the service life of the bill board. 
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Figure 32. Summary accident statistics near digital billboard 5 

with 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mile vicinities 
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Figure 33. Aerial of Accident dat a near digital billboard 5 
within 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mile vicinities 
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FINDINGS 

Rochester was a unique opportunity for study about the statistical associations between 

digital billboards and traffic safety using robust data sets and analyzing multiple 

locations for periods in excess of four years. The overall conclusion is that the digita l 

billboards in Rochester have no st atistically significant re lationship with the occurrence 

of accidents. This conclusion is based on the Rochester Police Department's own data 

and an objective statistical analysis. 

The specific conclusions of th is study of Rochester indicate the fo llowi ng: 

• The rate of accidents near the five digital billboards shows that t here was a 5% 

decrease within 0.6 miles of all digital bill boards over an average 3.2 years. Similar 

decreases occur within smaller or larger vicinit ies. 

• The accident stat istics and metrics rema in consistent, exhibiting statistica lly 

insign ificant variations, at each of the digital billboards. The metrics include the total 

number of accidents in any given month, the average number of accidents over the 

22- t o 50-month periods, the peak number of accidents in any given month, and the 

number of accident-free months. These conclusions account for variations in traffic

volume and other metrics. 

• The accident statist ics and metrics remain consistent for before and after 

comparisons of daytime-only accidents and for nighttime-only accidents. 

• The correlation coeff icients demonstrate no statistica lly significant relationship 

between accidents and these billboards. 

• Accidents occur with or without billboards. The accident statist ics on sections and 

roads near these billboards are comparable to the accident statistics on similar sections 

with comparable traffic volumes that have no bill boards. 

Simply stated, the data shows no increase of accident rates near these billboards. 
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AlA Los Angeles 
A Chapter of the American Institute of Architects 

April 21, 2009 

Honorable Ed Reyes 
Chair, Planning and Land Use Management Committee 
Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street, Room 410 
Los Angeles, California 90012 

Re: Revised Sign Ordinance - CPC 2009-0008-CA 

Dear Council member Reyes: 

The American Institute of Architects (AlA/LA) generally supports the passage of a revised sign ordinance 
as proposed and has the following recommendations for PLUM consideration: 

1. SIGN DISTRICTS: Support sign districts but only within C and/or PF zones within Regional Center 
or Regional Commercial areas and not within R5 residential zones. Additionally support one 
additional threshold criteria for sign districts; a sign district should be considered if the combined 
project area within structures in a proposed sign district is a minimum of 650,000 NSF. 

2. SUPERGRAPHIC SIGNS, WALL SIGNS, AND OTHER SIGN TYPES: Recommend that with the 
exception of eliminating the definition of supergraphic signs and prohibitions on the placement of 
wall signs over windows, doors, and vents as proposed, that additional changes to sign type criteria 
be deferred until substantive visual analysis is completed. The proposed ordinance appropriately 
reduces the total sign area allowed compared to existing regulation. With the exception of proposed 
changes to wall signs and supergraphic signs, further changes to sign types at this time are not based 
on community complaint or adequate visual analysis. 

3. COMPREHENSIVE SIGN PROGRAM: Support the Sign Modification provisions as proposed that 
allow for modifications to signage of up to 20% per appropriate findings by a Zoning Administrator. 
With this allowance, if a project requires additional exceptions, it should then be considered in the 
context of the proposed sign district provisions as modified by " 1" above. Approve allowances for 
Zoning Administrator modification and appeal. Do not approve additional exceptions as allowed by 
the proposed Comprehensive Sign Program. 

Supporting the proposed ordinance with the above modifications will allow for an evolved sign ordinance 
that restricts excessive sign area allowances for new projects on a citywide basis, eliminates intrusive 
digital media except as allowed in sign districts, introduces needed enforcement provisions and allows 
reasonable opportunities for signage reduction and/or innovation in pre-defined districts, per the published 
land use criteria of the approved General Plan. 

If you have any questions or need additional explanation and/or information, please do not hesitate to 
contact Will Wright, AlA/LA Director of Government & Public Affairs. 

Wiltern Center 
3780 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 800 . 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 
213.639.0777 FAX: 213.639.0767 
www.aialosangeles.org 



Westwood South of Santa Monica Blvd. Homeowner1s Association 
Incorporated November 8, 1971 

April 20, 2009 
L.A. City Council 

P. 0. Box 64213 
Los Angeles, CA 90064 

Planning and Land Use Management Committee 
Los Angeles City Hall, Room 3 50 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

~r--v-'-o 
oate: . ? [J tA committee 

submitted \0~2.-Ci 2C 
. counc\\ fi\e No: 

\tem No.: 

oeputy: 

RE: CPC Draft Sign Ordinance- City Planning Case No. 2009-0008--CA 

Our organization has been actively involved in the City Planning Commission's 
deliberations on proposals to revise and amend the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
regulating signs. We would like to submit comments pertaining to a number of 
provisions in the ordinance as currently proposed: 

! . Prohibit all super graphics. "Wall Signs," as they are now being called; are 
unacceptable. Large properties with multiple street frontages (as we have in Westwood 
on Wilshire Blvd., a potential sign district location, would be able to erect supergraphic 
signs that are unacceptable in size and impact. Allowing such signs on walls where 
windows and/or doors are not located does not address the visual blight that they create. 
The current allowance for posting on blank walls will create an incentive for new 
buildings to be designed and constructed expressly to accommodate the placement of 
"wall signs." 

2. Neighborhood Councils ("NCs") should be notified of requests for appeal of Civil 
Penalties and of proposed Comprehensive Sign Districts, as should incorporated 
homeowner associations in a given area. (Many areas do not currently have NC's to 
represent them before the City.) To have the "Code section be consistent," notify NCs of 
all proposed items effecting billboards and signage rather than removing them from the 
process. NCs represent aU stakeholder and should be "at the table" in accordance with the 
intent of the City charter to provide NC public oversight of City Government. · 

3. At the present time Digital signs should be prohibited everywhere in the City, even in 
Sign Districts. Until the traffic studies documenting their impacts on public health and 
safety have been completed, no new digital signs should be allowed. The ability to 
protect the public's safety and health is well-established. The impact ofthese signs has 
not been adequately determined. The City Councjl voted to support state legislation AB 
109 that is being proposed by Representative Mike Feuer for a two-year Moratorium on 
Digital Billboards. This is to allow ongoing Federal and National Studies to provide 
research concerning "public health and welfare," hazards to drivers, pedestrians, 
residents, property, and communities. As the outcome of state consideration is not clear 
as of this date, it may be advisable for the City to introduce their own motion to prohibit 



digital signs as a policy statement (or certainly, at the very least for the two year term 
included in AB 109). 

Issues of additional concern that should be considered as part of this ordinance include 
the effects on the environment and on historical buildings. 

4. NCs and CBBB representatives should be fully represented on the proposed taskforce 
that will meet in one year. Review of this ordinance should be an annual process- not a 
single year item. The mechanisms for continued monitoring should be established at this 
time. , 

5. NCs and incorporated homeowner associations as well as the Coalition to Ban 
Billboard Blight should have the right of Private Action. Individuals often do not have 
the resources or expertise to bring action. We have seen in our community instances 
where individual homeowners who have brought complaints against illegal signs have 
been intimidated by the outdoor advertising company representatives. Organizations 
representing the community members must be empowered arrd able to seek redress and 
take action. 

6, A discretionary deviation of 20% is too large. There should be no exceptions. 
Exceptions lead to more litigation. 

7. Sign Districts are a massive loophole in the proposed ordinance, The property owners 
within the Sign District appear to be allowed to make the decisions about the sign 
districts. The Community does not have any say. The ability of existing sign regulations 
in not clear as in Westwood Village. This result could be disastrous, The evaluation of 
sign district impacts on both single-family residences and multi family residences is 
needed. We represent condominium and apartment residents who are already negatively 
impacted by digital and supergraphic signs. 

The numerous impacts including the glare, noise and onslaught of visual clutter all day 
and night with the attendant traffic and parking nightmare that Sign Districts create is an 
unacceptable blight and a taking of privacy and property value. Sign Districts represent 
an unwarranted intrusion upon our lives. 

8. Enforcement and penalties are essential if the ordinance is to be taken seriously. In 
addition, the City should revisit the sign inspection ordinance and e~tablish inspection 
fees that take into account all of the costs associated with an inspection program, 
including the posting of sign inventories, etc, 

9. There should be no exception to the requirement that there must be a 660 foot buffer 
between the freeway and signs unless otherwise permitted by California Codes. 

10. (Page C-2) "Signs should not dominate the visual character of an area, The easily 
enforceable time/place/manner restrictions City wide are to protect neighborhoods." 
Therefore, again we request that you act to prohibit Digital Signs everywhere even in 



Sign Districts< 

11. Allow only Fine Art Murals to be installed on private property and then only when 
approved by the Department of Cultural Affairs. Supergraphics should not be permitted 
under the guise that they are Fine Art Murals. 

12. The proposed ordinance would permit Sign Districts to include Supergraphics, 
Digital, off-site and rooftop signs. Such signage would not< comply with the code because 
they would dominate the visual appearance ofthe area. Section 14.4.1Purpose.E 
indicates "That adequacy of message opportunity will be available to sign users without 
dominating the visual appearance of the area." 

13. We now have R-3 or more restrictively zoned residences 30 or more feet away from 
illuminated signs that interfere with the lives of tenants/owners of residences. There 
should be a strict ''shut-off' time for illumination, preferably when the business closes or, 
at the latest, midnight. 

14. (C-21) Two years is too long for temporary signs on temporary construction walk 
These signs often end up being supergraphics. Additionally, they are a target for grafliti. 
The cumulative impact of such signs could be significant and negative. There is no need 
to have such rights established. Further, allowing these signs creates a nightmare for 
enforcement. Where is the staff to keep track of posting dates, removal dates, etc.??? 

J 5. (C-31) The draft ordinance states "Comprehensive Sign Programs within 500' of a 
residentially zoned lot is to be "Compatible" with residential uses." What does 
"compatible" mean here? 

How ma.ny possible comprehensive Sign Program prope1ties are there in the City of Los 
Angeles? CPCs will be excessive exceptions to the proposed ordinance, and again, an 
invitation for legal action. 

16. (C-40, Section 2.K.) We applaud that Specific Plans are allowed to be the same or 
more restrictive than the proposed ordinance. 

We urge the Planning and Land Use Management Committee and later the City Council 
to ban supergraphics and digital billboards, eliminate special sign districts, pass an 
ordinance incorporating the provisions that we and numerous other stakeholders of Los 
Angeles are requesting. Additionally, we request that there be vigorous enforcement of 
the provisions ofthe law once it is in place. 

There remain significant concerns related to the status ofNinth District Court pending 
decisions and whether or not the City should move forward with the adoption of a new 
ordinance or whether it is prudent to wait for a Court decision that would guide policy 
decisions. Because time is short to adopt a new ordinance, we would recommend that an 
additional moratorium be initiated immediately so that there is adequate time to craft a 
good ordinance without the threat of a loss of the moratorium before the process has been 



completed. The notion that our City could be left defenseless against a profit-motivated 
outdoor advertising industry is unacceptable. The Council's consideration and adoption 
of a continuing moratorium to address a "what if' situation is important and we would 
recommend its adoption immediately. 

Thank you for this oppommity to provide comment and for your consideration. We look 
forward to continuing to work with the City to address this is.sue of critical importance. 

Barbara Broide 
President 



MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC. 

SARAH WALSH 
Director 
State Government Affairs 

April 16, 2009 

The Honorable Ed Reyes 

Date: _ '1-:~~:._f:J"-'--..... 
Submitted in_ :f::LUft-t __ ComrtliUi9@ 

Council File No: • .Ql: ~ ~- --- -
Uem No.: t __ --- .aa u """'" 

Deputy: rtP ·6 ~~-=~ 

Chairman, Planning and Land Use Management Conunittee 
Los Angeles City Council 
Room 410, City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles CA 90012 

RE: LACPC Recommended Sign Ordinance 

Dear Councilmember Reyes: 

On behalf of the Motion Picture Association of America and its member 
companies •, I am writing in opposition to the revised sign ordinance as 
recommended by the Los Angeles City Planning Commission. 

The reduction in allowable signage, as proposed by the Planning 
Commission, would severely restrict our member companies' ability to 
advertise their motion picture and television programs in the city our 
companies call home. In 2007, the average cost to advertise, market and 
promote a single motion picture was approximately $36 million, and that 
amount includes billboard advertisements, which can play an important role 
in a marketing campaign for a feature film. Our companies have 
consistently relied upon billboards as a time-honored method of 
communicating effectively with millions of people. 

The Planning Commission also proposes to ban digital billboards, with few 
exceptions, throughout the city. Digital billboards represent an advance in 

·The Motion Picture Association of America, Inc. includes: The Walt Disney Company; NBC Universal; 
P.aramount Pictures Corporation; Sony Pictures Entertainment, Inc.; Twentieth Century Fox Film 
Corporation; and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. 

15301 VENTURA BOULEVARD • BUILDING E • SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91403 • 818.995.6600 



technology from traditional billboards, and present an efficient and attractive 
opportunity for MP AA's members to advertise their motion pictures and 
television shows. This new technology also provides a convenient way to 
keep advertisements timely and up-to-date. For example, following major 
awards or a highly successful opening weekend, a motion picture company 
can modify an advertisement on a digital billboard to reflect and incorporate 
an achievement of a particular film. A ban on digital billboards would deny 
our member companies the opportunities this new technology presents for 
advertising motion pictures, as well as television programs. 

For these reasons, we respectfully oppose the ordinance as proposed. Thank 
you for your consideration. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate 
to call me. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Walsh 

cc: The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Honorable Jack Weiss 



85 TH ANN IVER S AR Y 

April 21, 2009 

Los Angeles City Council 
City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 9001 2 

of LOS ANGELES 

RE: Proposed Revisions to City's Sign Ordinance- Case No. CPC-2009-0008-CA 

Dear Honorable Members of the City Council: 

Established in 1924, Central City Association (CCA) is L.A.'s premier business advocacy association 
with 450 members employing over 350,000 people in the Los Angeles region. We submit this letter 
in response to the April 6, 2009 Staff Report and attached draft ordinance amending Article 4.4 and 
related provisions of Chapter I of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (Draft Sign Ordinance). 

We appreciate Planning Department staffs work on this incredibly complex issue and their attempts 
to gather input during this expedited process. We also support reasonable regulations to address 
visual blight and protect neighborhoods; however, we are extremely concerned that these 
recommendations are being pushed through on an unnecessarily expedited time frame and without 
proper input from stakeholders. 

The Interim Control Ordinance (ICO) regarding signage was adopted on December 17, 2008. 
Planning staff released the first draft sign ordinance and recommendation report less than one month 
later. The second staff report and accompanying two revised drafts ofthe ordinance, which differ 
significantly from the first draft, were released on February 12, and the last staff report and revised 
draft were released on April6. Little over four months has passed since Council adopted the ICO; 
yet the PLUM committee is set to consider the draft ordinance, which proposes sweeping changes 
that will impact the visual and economic landscape of our City for generations. In these times of 
economic crisis, we must do all that we can to ensure new regulations help, rather than hurt, our local 
economy; the current sign ordinance timeline simply does not allow for that process to occur. 

Because of our numerous concerns about the Draft Sign Ordinance and limited time for analysis, set 
fmih below are some of our more immediate concerns, rather than an exhaustive commentary. It is 
worth noting, however, that unless the unlevel playing field created by the City's Settlement 
Agreements with the largest outdoor advertising companies (Settlement Agreement Companies) is 
addressed, changes to the sign ordinance will have little to no impact on Los Angeles' sign landscape. 
This is because the Settlement Agreement Companies- which are ostensibly exempt from the City's 
zoning laws and sign regulations - operate over 90% of the pole signs in the City, and all of the 
City's approximately 100 digital signs. 
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Act On Urgency Matters 
We understand that expiration of the ICO in mid-June is driving this expedited process. In light of 
the short time-frame, the City can choose to focus on the matters of urgency. Based upon the public 
testimony presented at several hearings before the City Planning Commission, it is clear that the 
issues of digital sign conversions and supergraphics are of greatest immediate concern to Los 
Angeles residents. Hence, the ICO only pertains to off-site signage, including off-site digital signs, 
billboards and supergraphics. 

We believe that efforts to revise sign regulations on an expedited timeframe should be limited to the 
off-site signage issues of greatest concern to residents. If it is determined that regulations relating to 
other signage must be modified, the proper time, analysis and public process should occur before any 
changes are made. Any changes should make the economic health of the City a priority and should 
maintain maximum flexibility to protect our small businesses and our neighborhoods. 

Regulations Relating to Temporary Signs Should Be Modified 
Under the current sign ordinance, temporary signs must be removed within 30 days of installation and may 
not be reinstalled for a period of 30 days. In addition, current regulations do not allow the installation of 
temporary signs to exceed 90 days in any calendar year. This regulation has proven to be very problematic 
for cultural institutions and residential leasing and sale efforts, among other businesses. Attached please fine 
our suggested revisions to the temporary sign provisions of the Draft Ordinance. 

• Cultural Institutions: Typically, museum exhibitions run longer than 30 days. Museum and 
educational programming runs all year. Finally, sponsors often require visibility for a specific period 
of time. A 90-day limit/year on signage would prevent museums, such as MOCA, from promoting 
their exhibitions and programs effectively year-round. 

• Residential Leasing and Sales: Temporary signs are typically used to advertise residential leasing an( 
sales. These signs often generate as much as 50% of the buyer/tenant traffic. Even in a normal 
market, a project typically takes at least a year to lease or sell out completely. In the current market, 
it is almost impossible to tell how long it will take to lease or sell a project. Especially in this 
crashing housing market, we should be giving property owners- and our local economy- every 
chance for success. 

In addition, the current sign regulations do not work for other kinds of temporary signage, including such 
signage for retailers advertising their products throughout the year; and commercial leasing signs on ground 
floor vacant space (currently, window signs advertising such space cannot exceed 10 percent of the total 
window area). 

PROPOSED LANGUAGE FOR TEMPORARY SIGNS (also attached to this letter): 
To be inserted as SEC. 14.4.16 (C): 

C. Time Limit. Temporary signs shall be removed within nine months of installation and shall not be 
reinstated for a period of30 days of the date of removal of the previous sign, unless an extension is 
granted by the Zoning Administrator. The Zoning Administrator shall have the authority to grant 
consecutive three-month extensions where applicant can show a business or operating necessity. 
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Maximize Opportunities for Appropriate Supplemental Use Districts (SUD) 
The CPC also approved a dramatic reduction in the areas eligible for Supplemental Use Districts 
(SUD's), also known as sign districts. Properly applied, SUD's can complement neighborhood 
character, can energize a pedestrian-oriented area (such as LA Live), and can be a vital source of 
income during these times of economic crisis. SUD's are already expensive, time consuming, and 
difficult to obtain. Indeed, the existing regulations have resulted in the creation of only two SUD's in 
the last seven years. Other troublesome provisions of the draft SUD provisions include: 1) a 
requirement for mandatory sign reduction for every new digital or off-site sign allowed in an SUD; 
and 2) a refusal to grandfather all SUD applications in the pipeline (only the two pending SUD 
applications already approved by the CPC were grandfathered). 

Rather than limit sign district opportunities with arbitrary and restrictive thresholds, we should 
maintain current thresholds and rely on public input and the discretion of the City Planning 
Commission/City Council to determine whether a proposed SUD is appropriate. In the alternative, a 
third qualification criteria of 300,000 square feet of non-residential development should be added. 

Finally, all SUD applications in the pipeline as of December 26, 2008 should be grandfathered, since 
to not do so causes a real fairness issue and sends a message to potential investors that L.A. will 
change the rules midstream. 

Comprehensive Sign Program 
The City Planning Commission (CPC) has approved a comprehensive review process whereby the City 
could review the design of signage for an entire project in order to allow greater signage rights than the 
baseline permitted in the draft ordinance (Comprehensive Sign Program or CSP). In order to qualify for a 
CSP, a project must have a minimum of 100,000 square feet of non-residential floor area and the 
development site must include a minimum of 5 acres. 

The proposed Comprehensive Sign Program would not work for an urban environment, such as Downtown, 
because many high-density urban properties do not meet the restrictive eligibility requirements. The CSP 
requires some modifications to ensure flexibility for the City, including: 1) eliminating the 5 acre 
requirement, which prejudices high-density urban areas, such as Downtown; 2) permitting flexibility in 
height by eliminating 50-foot limit on pole signs; and 3) allowing on-site electronic signage with a public 
hearing. 

We also ask that the Comprehensive Sign Program not be restricted to just the C, M, PF and R5 zones, since 
greater on-site signage rights are often necessary and appropriate in other zones as well to accommodate 
appropriate signage for cultural centers, sports venues, and schools. ' 

Digital Signage Should be Allowed with Reasonable Time/Place/Manner Standards 
The Draft Sign Ordinance proposes a total ban on digital signage, including on-site digital signage. 
This is despite the fact that no study has conclusively determined that digital signs are any more 
distracting than street signs. In fact, numerous studies have concluded that digital signage does not 
measurably affect driver performance. What is clear, is that countless businesses, schools and 
cultural institutions can benefit from properly-regulated digital signage. Instead of banning any 
technology outright, the City should develop reasonable time, place and manner standards to protect 
neighborhoods and business viability. The City could also create a permitting process, such as a 
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Conditional Use Permit process, for certain types of signage. Finally, any signage rights should be 
equally available to all companies in the field, not just to the Settlement Agreement Companies. 

In short, signage in the City cannot be addressed with a one-size-fits-all approach. It is in the City's 
best interest to take the time necessary to analyze the issue and consider the needs of the City's 
diverse neighborhoods. We thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Carol E. Schatz 
President & CEO 
Central City Association 

Attachment: CCA Suggested Revisions 

cc: Deputy Mayor Bud Ovrom 
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CCA Suggested Revisions 

SEC. 14.4.16. TEMPORARY SIGNS. 

A. Permit Required. Notwithstanding any other provision ofthis article, a building 
permit shall be required for a temporary sign, pennant, banner, ribbon, streamer or spinner. etheF 
than ene that eentaifls a flelitieal, ideologieal er other floneomrnereial message. The permit 
application shall specify the dates being requested for authorized installation and the proposed 
location. 

EXCEPTION: Pursuant to Section 91.6201.2.la of this Code, no building pe1mit shall 
be required for a temporary sign, pennant, banner, ribbon streamer or spinner that contains a 
political, ideological or other noncommercial message, or that, pursuant to Section 91.101.5 of 
this Code, contains less than 20 square feet of sign area. 

B. Area. 

1. The eernhined sign area ef ternperary signs shall net eJfeeed nve sq\iare 
feet for eaeh feet of street frontage. In addition to the sign area allowed under Section 14.4.4-K of 
this article, each lot shall be allowed one square feet of sign area for every linear foot of street 
frontage. This sign area shall only be used on temporary signs and no other signs allowed by this 
article. The limitation on sign area imposed by this subsection applies to all temporary signs, 
including temporary signs that do not require a building permit. 

2. The eefi'l-1:3iHed sign area of all temporary signs, when placed upon a the 
interior surface of a window and any other window signs shall not exceed a maximum of ten 
percent of the window area. Any temporary sign placed on _the interior of a window of vacant 
commercial space wilLbc permitted to cover up to 100 percent ofthe window area. 

C. Time Limit. 

-h ,Te111porary signs shall be removed within nine months ofinstallation and shall not be 
reinstated for a period of30 days ofthe date ofrcmoval of the previous sign, unless an extension 
is granted by the Zoning~.d!l.tio.5,?.!J:.::].\.9r. The Zoning_Admi_nistrator shall have the authority to 
grant consecutive three-month extensions where applicant can show nJn1>iness or operating 
necessity_, 

EXCEPTION: Temporary signs ,may be installed for a period of greater than 30 days, 
provided that such signs shall not exceed a total of nine month~_jn any calendar year, plus any 
extensions granted .. b.Y the Zoning Administrator. 

D. Location. Temporary signs, including those that do not require a building permit, 
may be tacked, pasted or otherwise temporarily affixed to windows and/or on the walls of 
buildings, barns, sheds or fences. 

E. Construction. Temporary signs may contain or consist of posters, pennants, 
ribbons, streamers or spinners. Temporary signs may be made of paper or any other material. If 
the temporary sign is made of cloth, it shall be flame proofed when the aggregate area exceeds 
I 00 square feet. Every temporary cloth sign shall be supported and attached with stranded cable 
of 1/16-inch minimum diameter or by other methods as approved by the Department of Building 
and Safety 

Deleted: Temporary signs tho~ 
~shall be removed within 30 days 
of installation and shall not be reinstalled 
for a period of 30 days oft he date of 
removal of the previous sign. The 
installation of temporary signs shall not 
exceed a total of90 days in any calendar 
year. 

Deleted: that do not require a bui I ding 
permit 
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Dear Honorable Committee Members: 

On behalf of Van Wagner Outdoor, I would like to share our support of the city's ongoing effort 
to create a revised sign ordinance with more effective enforcement and better public 
transparency. However, we believe that the draft ordinance presented at the April 21, 2009 
Planning and Land Use Management (PLUM) Committee meeting will not meet these goals 
and should be amended. 

Van Wagner Outdoor has provided some suggested amendments to various city departments 
and the Committee members for their consideration and we look forward to our continued 
dialogue. Our suggestions include: 

- Requiring sign owners to submit data to the City about existing off-site signs: Wh ile 
this process is underway with the sign inspection program, it should be expanded and 
codified to make sure that the data is required of all future signs as well. We believe this 
will allow the city to have an accurate record of legal signs and will enable enforcers to 
better identify and sanction irresponsible sign owners. Currently, such a database does 
not exist, which makes it difficult to enforce the city's current rules and regulations. 

- Requiring all signs to have a visible identification number that is assigned by the 
Planning Department: A visible identification number will allow the Department of Building 
and Safety to better track signs and the public will have easy access to necessary 
information to report signs in violation. We believe this will also assist advertisers in 
making better choices for their ad dollars and will stop renegade sign companies from 
being able to sell ad space on illegal signs. 

Under our proposal, the public will be able to easily access information on signs as they 
will be associated with the Assessor Parcel Number (APN) and street address or 
intersection; all information will be available on the city's Zoning Information and Map 
Access System (ZIMAS). 

By empowering the city to better track citywide signage and the increasing penalties for 
signs found in violation, overall enforcement will be more effective; these two essential 
elements will address the big hole in the way the city currently addresses illegal sign age. 

VAN WAGNER OUTDOOR 
11829 Ventura Boulevard, Studio City, California 91604 

Tel: (818) 508-8880 Fax: (818) 508-8893 



- Eligibility for the Comprehensive Sign Program should be based on an area having 
at least 100,000 square feet of non-residential floor area: The current proposal sets a 
minimum of five acres which restricts sign age in redeveloping urban areas with greater 
height allowances but not as much overall acreage. 

- Comprehensive Sign Programs should allow for flexibility of sign types and styles: 
One size and one set of rules does not fit all -some areas, like the Grove, for example, 
may be appropriate locations for internally focused signage that takes advantage of the 
latest and greatest in technology like digital or projected signs. Other locations are not 
appropriate for those types of signs, however banning them outright limits the ability of a 
particular area to define its own characteristics. 

Include Community Beautification Programs as an additional finding to establish a 
Sign District: Community Beautification Programs are a prime example of how allowing 
sign age with specific guidelines can improve a community by enhancing the visual 
environment and should be listed as an additional finding to establish a Sign District. 

Signage in exchange for a comprehensive and meaningful Community Beautification 
Program can revitalize a community's appearance and improve overall safety through 
beautifying streetscape or landscape improvements and removing unsightly graffiti. In 
some areas, there may not be existing billboards to remove and thus limiting sign permits 
to reduction programs only may be severely limiting a community's ability to reinvent itself. 

We urge the committee to amend the revised sign ordinance as presented at the April 21, 2009 
PLUM meeting since it is not the right policy for Los Angeles. We encourage the committee to 
consider our amendments to ensure better enforcement and improve public transparency. 
While the city has laid the groundwork in creating an effective ordinance, the dialogue must 
continue. Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

A~c.b 
Bill Crabtree 
President, Western Division 

VAN WAGNER OUTDOOR 
11829 Ventura Boulevard, Studio City, California 91604 

Tel: (818) 508-8880 Fax: (818) 508-8893 
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Introduction 

A Review of the Ecological Effects of 
Road Reconfiguration and Expansion 

on Coastal Wetland Ecosystems 

The importance of coastal wetlands and estuaries to global biodiversity and ecosystem function 
is well known. In California, only a fraction of the historic extent of these wetlands remain, and 
it is only the protection afforded by laws such as the California Coastal Act that has reduced and 
sometimes reversed the loss. Even projects next to wetlands that do not directly involve filling 
of wetlands can have significant adverse ecological effects. The purpose of this review is to 
discuss the ecological consequences of expanding and rebuilding road systems within a wetland 
area. This review focuses on the potential adverse ecological effects of two projects before the 
California Coastal Commission on November 14, 2001 (Item Wl2.3/Wl2.5c and Item 
Wl2.5d/12.5e). It is also our intention that the scientific research assembled herein will provide 
a reference document for the Commission as it considers other similar projects under its 
jurisdiction. 

Several topics pertaining to roads and road construction are discussed. First we consider the 
consequences of increased artificial night lighting on wetland ecosystems. Second, we discuss 
the impacts of noise on birds and other wildlife in wetland ecosystems. Third, we review some 
of the research about roadkill and road-induced fragmentation, and its potential impact on 
wildlife populations. Fourth, we address the impacts of increased road area on water quality and 
efficacy of detention basins in mitigating such impacts. Finally, we offer some particular 
observations unique to the two proposals under consideration. 

Artificial Night Lighting 

Illumination of the night sky has increased drastically over the past century. Today, more than 
two-thirds of the population of the United States lives in a location where the Milky Way is no 
longer visible at night. 1 Despite increasing knowledge about the effects of artificial lighting on 
human health, astronomical observation, and energy consumption, the ecological consequences 
of nighttime lighting is not widely known. Despite the lack ofwidespread incorporation ofthe 
effects oflighting into the environmental review process, significant scientific research has been 
completed that can and should guide policy decisions. 

Road construction, expansion, or reconfiguration in the United States almost inevitably involves 
an increase in nighttime lighting. For road projects proposed by Playa Capital, lighting at the 
two sites is currently minimal. At the intersection of Culver Boulevard and Jefferson Boulevard 
only two streetlights are currently functioning (another two are installed, but not operational). At 
the intersection of Culver Boulevard and Lincoln Boulevard, only a few streetlights are installed 
under the Culver Boulevard bridge. Consequently, ambient nighttime lighting levels at these 

1. Cinzano, P., F. Falchi, and C.D. Elvidge. 2001. The first world atlas of artificial night sky brightness. Monthly 
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society 000: 1-16. 
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locations are low compared to the surrounding urban area. The undeveloped portions of the 
Ballona wetlands are the darkest areas in West Los Angeles. While the staff recommendations 
for both projects include a condition requiring the lowest possible lighting levels pe1missible 
under state and federal law, the projects are nevertheless likely to result in a significant increase 
in nighttime lighting levels experienced in the environmentally sensitive habitat areas of the 
Ballona wetlands. 

Artificial night lighting can have significant effects on virtually all classes of terrestrial 
organism. We will discuss the mechanisms and potential results of some of these impacts. 

Plants 

Light is central to the function and physiology of plants. However, relatively little published 
information is available about the effects of artificial night lighting on plants in natural settings. 
One consequence of lighting is to change the duration of light and dark ("photoperiod") 
experienced by the plant. Many functions may be triggered by photoperiod, including seed 
germination,2 flowering, and leaf loss. 3 Some plants will not flower if night length is not 
sufficiently long.4 Trees under streetlights have been observed to retain leaves longer into the 
fall in temperate climates.5 Dismption of plant growth by sodium vapor lights has been recorded 
in several studies. 6 These studies do not pertain to wetland plants specifically, but there is no 
reason to expect that wetlands species would not also be affected by artificial lighting in similar 
ways. 

Aquatic Invertebrates 

Artificial lighting affects aquatic invertebrates through modification of photoperiodic behaviors 
such mating and foraging. In the first experimental study on this topic, Dr. Marianne Moore 
found that the aquatic zooplankton Daphnia exhibited different behaviors in wetlands that had a 
natural photoperiod and those that were subject to artificiallighting.7 She found that Daphnia in 
dark night conditions migrate farther up and down the water colmnn to forage on algae than 
those exposed to higher ambient light levels. She documents that lakes in urban areas are 
exposed to over 100 times the light levels of mrallakes, and concludes that this will affect the 
foraging patterns of Daphnia across the lighting gradient. This, she states, is important, because 

2. Edwards, D.G.W., and Y.A. El-Kassaby. 1996. The effect of stratification and artificial light on the germination 
of mountain hemlock seeds. Seed Science and Technology 24:225-235. 

3. Outen, A. 1998. The possible ecological implications of artificial lighting. He1tfordshire, UK: Hertfordshire 
Biological Records Centre. 

4. Campbell, N.A. 1990. Biology (2nd ed.). New York: Benjamin Cummings Inc. 
5. Environmental Buildling News. 1998. Light pollution: efforts to bring back the night sky. Environmental 

Building News 7(8}. 
6. Sinnadurai, S. 1981. High pressure sodium street lights affect crops in Ghana. World Crops 

(Nov/Dec):120-122. Cathey, H.M., and Campbell, L.E. 1975. Effectiveness of five vision-lighting sources on 
photoregulation of 22 species of omamental plants. J. Am. Soc. Hort. Sci 100:65-71. 

7. Moore, M.V., S.M. Pierce, H.M. Walsh, S.K. Kvalvik, and J.D. Lim 2000. Urban light pollution alters the die! 
ve1tical migration of Daphnia. Proceedings of the International Society of17woretical and Applied Limnology 
in press. Pierce, S.M., and M.V. Moore 1998. Light pollution affects the die! vertical migration of freshwater 
zooplankton. Abstract, 1998 Annual Meeting ofthe Ecological Society of America, Baltimore, MD. 
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"vertical migration of lake grazers may contribute to enhanced concentrations of algae in both 
urban lakes and coastal waters. This condition, in tum, often results in deterioration of water 
quality (i.e. low dissolved oxygen, toxicity, and odor problems)."8 If Daphnia or other 
zooplankton do not migrate to the surface of the wetland to forage on algae because light levels 
are too high, then the whole aquatic food chain is in jeopardy. Because the two projects under 
consideration are so close to existing wetlands, adverse impacts on aquatic invertebrates in this 
manner is a distinct possibility. 

Terrestrial Invertebrates 

Terrestrial inve11ebrates are similarly affected by m1ificial night lighting. Many larval forms of 
arthropods are positively phototactic (e.g., attracted to light, even artificiallight).9 At1ificial 
lighting results in increased mortality of moths and other nocturnal insects. 10 While the most 
conspicuous and well-known examples are moths, many types of insects are attracted to artificial 
lights, including a wide range of orders that are known to be attracted to light sources includinfi 
lacewings, beetles, bugs, caddisflies, crane flies, midges, hoverflies, wasps, and bush crickets. 1 

Some insects are attracted to night lighting, while other nocturnal species are stimulated to rest 
under increased lighting levels as if it were dawn. Low pressure sodium lamps, which provide a 
yellow light, attract the fewest number of insects. 12 Lighting not only influences nighttime 
locomotory behavior but can also affect reproductive activities. 13 

While it may seem to be a benefit for diurnal species to be active under streetlights, any gains 
from increased activity time are offset by increased predation risk. In a study of butterfly larvae, 
a higher growth rate associated with longer photoperiod (as would be caused by artificial light) 
resulted in significantly higher predation on the butterfly larvae from the primary parasitoid 
species. 14 Some bat species are attracted to streetlights where they forage on the gathered 

8. Moore, M.V. 2001. Wellesley College Summer Program> Pmticipating Faculty. [Online: 
http://www. wellesley .edu/Sumres/faculty/faculty .htm]. 

9. Summers, C.G. 1997. Phototactic behavior of Bemisia argentifolii (Homoptera: Aleyrodidae) crawlers. Annals 
of the Entomological Society of America 90(3):372~379. 

10. Frank, K.D. 1988. Impact of outdoor lighting on moths: an assessment. Journal of the Lepidopterists· Society 
42(2):63~93. Kolligs, D. 2000. Ecological effects of artificial light sources on nocturnally active insects, in 
particular on butterflies (Lepidoptera). Faunistisch-Oekologische Mitteilungen Supplement(28): 1 ~ 136. 

11. Kolligs, D. 2000. Ecological effects of artificial light sources on noctumally active insects, in particular on 
butterflies (Lepidoptera). Faunistisch-Oekologische Mitteilungen Supplement 28:1~136. Eisenbeis, G., and F. 
Hassel2000. [Attraction of nocturnal insects to street lights- a study of municipal lighting systems in a rural 
area ofRheinhessen (Germany).] Natur und Landschafl75(4):l45~156. Sustek, Z. 1999. Light attraction of 
carabid beetles and their survival in the city centre. Biologia (Bratislava) 54(5):539~551. 

12. Frank, K.D. 1988. Impact of outdoor lighting on moths: An assessment. Journal of the Lepidopterists' Society 
42:63~93. Rydell, J., and H. J. Baagoe. 1996. Street lamps increase bat predation on moths. Entomologisk 
Tidskrift 117: 129~ 135. Kolligs, D. 2000. Ecological effects of artificial light sources on noctumally active 
insects, in particular on butterflies (Lepidoptera). Faunistisch-Oekologische Mitteilungen Supplement:l~136. 
Eisenbeis, G., and F. Hassel 2000. [Attraction of nocturnal insects to street lights- a study of municipal lighting 
systems in a rural area of Rheinhessen ( Gennany ). ] Natur und Landschafl7 5( 4): 145~ 156. 

13. Tessmer, J.W., C.L. Meek, and V.L. Wright. 1995. Circadian patterns of oviposition by necrophilous flies 
(Diptera: Calliphoridae) in southern Louisiana. Southwestern Entomologist 20:439--445. 

14. Gotthard, K. 2000. Increased risk of predation as a cost of high growth rate: an experimental test in a butterfly. 
Journal of Animal Ecology 69(5):896-902. 
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insects. 15 Mercmy vapor streetlights especially increase bat predation on moths because the 
lights interfere with the ability of moths to detect the ultrasonic sound bursts used by bats to 

16 
locate prey. 

Amphibians 

Artificial night lighting has also been shown to affect the behavior of nocturnal frogs and toads, 
reducing their visual acuity and ability to consume prey. 17 Amphibians are particular about the 
light levels in which they will forage, and the crepuscular hours of dusk and dawn are often 
divided among species specializing in different light levels. 18 If the night does not become 
sufficiently dark, some species will never forage and will disappear from an area. In 
salamanders, similar pmiitioning of foraging times by lighting levels is being researched, and 
salamander diversity decreases under miificiallighting. 19 Only the species adapted to the lighted 
conditions can persist. Increased night lighting adjacent to wetlands can thereby reduce the 
number of species of amphibians that are present. 

Fish 

Fish respond to artificial light at night in varying ways. Some species are attracted to light 
sources, so much so that lights are used to lure fish up ladders to bypass dams?0 Other fish will 
not forage in artificially lit areas or on nights with a full moon? 1 Seatrout in the United 
Kingdom provide an example. A tennis club built a lighted court adjacent to a productive 
seatrout pool on the Little Cowie River south of Aberdeen, Scotland. Seatrout are normally 
caught at night, especially on dark nights, when they forage at lighting levels between 0.5 and 
0.2lux. Foraging at greater illumination exposes the fish to greater predation. With the tennis 
court illuminated next to the river, the fish were no longer active in that pooL The local angling 
association ultimately took the tennis club to court and was successful in having the lighting 
declared a "light nuisance."22 The effects of artificial lighting on juvenile and adult fish in the 

15. Blake, D., A.M. Hutson, P.A. Racey, J. Rydell, and J.R. Speakman. 1994. Use oflamplit roads by foraging bats 
in southem England. Journal of Zoology (London) 234:453-462. 

16. Svensson, A.M., and J. Rydell. 1998. Mercury vapour lamps interfere with the bat defence oftympanate moths 
(Operophtera spp.; Geometridae). Animal Behaviour 55:223-226. 

17. Buchanan, B.W. 1993. Effects of enhanced lighting on the behaviour of nocturnal frogs. Animal Behaviour 
45(5):893-899. 

18. Jaeger, R.G., and J.P. Hailman. 1976. Phototaxis in anurans: relation between intensity and spectral responses. 
Copeia 1976:352-407. Hailman, J.P., and J.G. Jaeger. 1976. A model of phototaxis and its evaluation with 
anuran amphibians. Behaviour 56:289-296. Hailman, J.P. 1984. Bimodal nocturnal activity of the western toad 
(Bufo boreas) in relation to ambient illumination. Copeia 1984:283-290. 

19. Wise, Sharon. 2001. Personal communication. 
20. Larinier, M., and S. Boyer-Bernard 1991. Smolt's downstream migration at Poutes Dam on the Allier River: use 

of mercury lights to increase the efficiency of a fish bypass structure. Bulletin Francais de Ia Peche et de Ia 
Pisciculture 323:129-148. Haymes, G.T., P.H. Patrick, and L.J. Onisto. Attraction offish to mercury vapor 
light and its application in a generating station forebay. Internationale Revue der Gesamten Hydrobiologie 
69:867-876. 

21. Contor, C.R., and J.S. Griffith 1995. Nocturnal emergence of juvenile rainbow trout from winter concealment 
relative to light intensity. Hydrobiologia 299(3): 179-183. 

22. Stonehaven & District Angling Association. nd. Seatrout v light nuisance. [Online; 
http://www.sana.org.uk/light.htm]. 
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Ballona wetlands has not been studied, but lighting may have important effects on behavior and 
ultimately affect the quality of the wetlands as fish habitat. 

Birds 

Artificial lighting affects behavior ofbirds in many ways. One of the most well-known 
examples is the attraction of migrating birds to tall, lighted stmctures (i.e., towers, office 
buildings, bridges), where they often die. While effects on migrating birds are possible from 
street lighting in some circumstances, other impacts are more likely. Lighting can affect bird 
species composition. For example, Ame1ican crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos) roost in areas 
with high nighttime lighting levels,23 where artificial lighting allows them to reduce predation 
from owls.24 Crows are aggressive, and artificially increased population levels can be 
detrimental to other native bird species. Lighting can affect singing and foraging times for many 
species.25 A review of the impact of miificiallight on waterfowl records numerous instances of 
shorebirds foraging or roosting under artificiallights.26 There is not yet information about 
whether these changes in behavior increase or decrease mm1ality. 

Mammals 

Finally, m1ificiallighting has significant effects on mammals. Large predators such as wolves 
and mountain lions, while clearly not an issue at the Ballona wetlands, are repot1ed to avoid 
illuminated areas.Z7 This may be impmiant when addressing impacts of development that might 
eliminate landscape connections between coastal wetlands and other large natural areas. More 
likely of issue at Ballona wetlands is the effect of lighting on bat species. Some faster-flying bat 
species congregate at streetlights, while slower-flying species avoid them.28 For fast species the 
agglomerations of insects at street lights are a source of food, but for slower species the 
increased food availability is offset by increased risk of predation by owls. 

From the scientific literature on the effects of artificial lighting, we conclude that significant 
adverse impacts occur when the diurnal patterns of light and dark are dismpted. Because the 

23. Gorenzel, W.P., and T.P. Salmon. 1995. Characteristics of American Crow urban roosts in California. Journal 
of Wildlife Management 59( 4 ):63 8-645. 

24. Brody, I.E. 1997. The too-common crow is getting too close for comfort. New York Times, May 27. Miller, R. 
1998. Flocks of crows making urban areas home, so look out below. The News-Times, December 28. [Online at: 
http://www .newstimes.com/archi ve98/dec2 898/lcd .htm]. 

25. Bergen, F., and M. Abs. 1997. £tho-ecological study of the singing activity of the blue tit (Parus caenileus), 
great tit (Pants major) and chaffinch (Fringilfa coelebs ). Journal ji1er Ornithofogie 138( 4 ):451-467. 
Derrickson, K.C. 1988. Vmiation in repertoire presentation in northern mockingbirds. Condor 90(3):592-606. 
Hoetker, H. 1999. What determines the time-activity budgets of avocets (Recurvirostra avosetta )? Journalfuer 
Ornithologie 140(1 ):57-71. Frey, J.K. 1993. Noctumal foraging by scissor-tailed flycatchers under artificial 
light. Western Birds 24(3):200. Hill, D. 1992. The impact of noise and art(ficiallight on waterfowl behavior: a 
review and synthesis of available literature. British Trust for Ornithology Research Report No. 61. 

26. Hill, D. 1990. The impact of noise and artificial light on waterfowl behaviour: a review and synthesis of the 
available literature. British Trust for Omithology Research Report No. 61. 

27. Beier, P. 199 5. Dispersal of juvenile cougars in fragmented habitat. Journal of Wildlife Management 
59:228-237. 

28. Rydell, J., and H.J. Baagoe. 1996. Bats & streetlamps. Bats 14(4):10--13. 
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proposed road improvement projects at the Ballona wetlands would trigger the installation of 
much higher lighting levels, such impacts will occur as a result of the project. Given this 
consequence, we believe that it would be prudent to fully explore the options for not lighting 
these intersections prior to approving these development permits. To make the finding that the 
increased lighting will not cause an adverse effect on the Ballona wetlands or other 
environmentally sensitive habitat areas, it is necessary to fully describe the lighting of the 
proposed project, and to provide measures to mitigate the impacts caused by it. 

No state or federal law requires lighting of either intersection. However, if a roadway lighting 
system is included, failure to meet a voluntmy national standard may result in increased liability 
for the jurisdiction. The standard is not compulsory, and does not weigh the effects of light on 
ecosystems in its formulation.29 Therefore the Commission is free to impose lighting level 
standards without danger of conflicting with state or federal law. We suggest that the project be 
conditioned so that illuminance levels experienced by environmentally sensitive habitat areas 
surrounding the proposed projects are not increased throughout the life of the project. This 
performance objective could be achieved through a combination of lighting design, low ( <3 feet) 
shields of native vegetation, and a mandatory inspection and maintenance regime for any lighting 
system. 

Noise Impacts on Birds and Wildlife 

Roads can exet1 a profound effect on birds and other wildlife through the production of noise. 
Two projects before the Commission would reconfigure an existing intersection, widen a stretch 
of road, and add a connector road. This will result in an increase in the noise levels experienced 
by wildlife within the Ballona wetlands. New road construction and road widening expands the 
area subjected to elevated sound levels. Widening Culver Boulevard will allow traffic to travel 
faster, which produces louder road noise. 

Dutch scientists have conducted extensive research on the effect of road noise on birds. Their 
research shows that the breeding density of many species is depressed near roads. The research 
showed that up to a certain noise level, which differs for each species, no decrease occurs. Once 
the level is attained, called the "threshold," breeding bird density decreases drarnatically. 30 The 
decreased density over the area with noise greater than the threshold level ranges from 30% to 
100% and is known as the "decrease factor."31 These two variables, the threshold value and the 
decrease factor, describe the impact of noise on breeding birds. For bird species similar to those 
found in the Ballona wetlands, the threshold level for decreased density is 43~60 dB(A).32 

29. Standard Practice Committee of the IESNA Roadway Lighting Committee. 2000. American national standard 
practice for roadway lighting (ANSI/IESNA RP-8-00). Illuminating Engineering Society ofNot1h America, 
New York, NY. 

30. Reijnen, R., R. Poppen, C. ter Braak, and J. Thissen. 1995. The effects of car traffic on breeding bird 
populations in woodland. III. Reduction of density in relation to the proximity of main roads. Journal of Applied 
Ecology 32:187~202. 

31. !d. at 192. 
32. Reijnen, R., R. Poppen, and H. Meeuwsen. 1995. The effects of traffic on the density of breeding birds in Dutch 

agricultural grasslands. Biological Conservation 75(1996): 255~260. 
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Two explanations are suggested for the decreased abundance of breeding birds at elevated noise 
levels. First is the disruption of vocal communication. Male birds are perhaps unable to attract 
females when their songs cannot be heard. A complementary hypothesis is that birds avoid noisy 
areas because they are stressful. 33 Increased stress because of difficult communication leads to 
an increase in emigration (birds leaving the area) and decrease in reproduction 34 

Detrimental effects of road noise are recorded for many species ofwetland-associated birds. Of 
particular concern at the Ballona wetlands is Belding's savannah spmrow, a state-listed 
endangered species. Noise from the project could have a significant impact on this and other 
bird species. In studies of wetland birds (lapwing, black-tailed godwit, redshank), a zone of 
decreased density of 500--600 m was found for a rural road, and 1600-1800 m for a busy 
highway?5 The zone increases with the width of the road and the volume and speed of traffic. 

The body of research on the effects of noise on vertebrates shows that chronic noise, even at low 
levels, is associated with elevated stress hormone levels, higher blood pressure, faster heart rates, 
and other physiological effects.36 As a result, birds, mammals, and other vertebrates may show 
anatomical differences (smaller body size, enlarged adrenal glands) from prolonged exposure to 
noise. 

The potential of road noise to render less useful otherwise productive wetland habitats exists for 
any reconfiguration or construction project. If roads are widened, or redesigned to accommodate 
traffic flow at higher speeds, an increased area will be exposed to chronic elevated noise levels. 
These effects should be carefully considered when such projects are proposed close to wetland 
and other natural habitats. 

Road kill 

Another direct pathway of road effects is through direct mortality ofwildlife. The taxonomic 
breadth of deaths from collisions with vehicles is wide and well documented.37 In wetland 
situations, amphibians and small mammals are particularly vulnerable. The percentage of 
individuals in a vertebrate population killed on roads increases with the width of the road, and 
with the number of vehicle trips on the road. 38 So even in instances where roads already exist, 

33. Illner, H. 1992. Effect of roads with heavy traffic on grey partridge (Perdix perdix) density. Gibier Fuane 
Sauvage 9:467--480. 

34. Reijnen, R., R. Foppen, and G. Veenbaas. 1997. Disturbance by traffic of breeding birds: evaluation of the 
effect and considerations in planning and managing road corridors. Biodiversity and Conservation 6:567-581. 

35. van der Zande, A.N., W.J. Keurs, and W.J. van der Weijden. 1980. The impact ofroads on the densities of four 
bird species in an open field habitat- evidence for a long distance effect. Biological Conservation 
18:299-231. 

36. Manci, K.M., D.N. Gladwin, R. Villella, and M.G. Cavendish. 1988. Effects of aircraft noise and sonic booms 
on domestic animals and wildlife: a literature synthesis. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service National Ecology 
Research Center, Ft. Collins, CO. NERC-88/29. 88 pp. 

37. See reviews in Groot Bruderink, G.W.T.A., N.N. Beyer, and L.P. Franson. 1986. Ungulate traffic collisions in 
Europe. Conservation Biology 10:1059-1076, and Trombulak, S.C., and C.A. Frissell. 2000. Review of 
ecological effects of roads on ten·estrial and aquatic communities. Conservation Biology 14:18-30. 

38. Carr, L.W., and L. Fahrig. 2001. Effect of road traffic on two amphibian species of differing vagility. 
Conservation Biology 15:1071-1078. Hels, T., and E. Buchwald. 2001. The effect of road kills on amphibian 
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widening from two lanes to four can sever population connections between habitats bisected by 
the road. In Area C at Playa Vista, which is bisected by Culver Boulevard, Audubon's 
cottontails are still present. Increasing Culver Boulevard from two to four lanes, combined with 
cumulative impacts of separate projects widening Lincoln Boulevard, may result in an isolation 
of these populations. This would increase the risk that they will be extirpated from one or more 
areas and decreases the probability of recolonization. 

Birds are also vulnerable to roadkill. Birds of prey are often killed along roads where they have 
come to forage in roadside vegetation. One of the authors of this report observed a roadkilled 
Barn Owl along Culver Boulevard in the project site in December 1996. The specimen was 
collected and deposited in the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County. Increasing the 
width of Culver Boulevard will increase direct mortality, and further fragment the open space of 
Area C. 

Water Quality and Detention Basins 

Increased road area generates an increase in five types of chemicals in the surrounding 
environment. Trombulak and Frissell identify and discuss the effects of these pollutants, heavy 
metals, salt, organic molecules, ozone, and nutrients.39 While many of these may have impacts 
to water quality, they have other detrimental impacts in the environment. Often effects of road 
pollution are only analyzed for water quality effects in a receptor water body downstream, not 
for the effects to the terrestrial communities adjacent to the road. Heavy metals accumulate in 
the tissues of plants and animals up to 200m away from roads.40 Deicing salts are particularly 
harmful to plants, but are not an issue in southern California. Complex organic molecules, such 
as polycyclic hydrocarbons, accumulate along roads and are toxic to many organisms. For 
example, these compounds accounted for toxicity of water along a road in Britain to aquatic 
invertebrates.41 Roads increase atmospheric ozone, which contributes to respiratmy problems in 
mammals just as it does in humans. Finally, roads are sources of excess nutrients for nearby 
environments. One such nutrient is nitrogen, which is released during combustion of fossil fuels. 
Even very low levels of excess nitrogen can be affect aquatic vertebrates such as amphibians. 

Nitrates and nitrites have been implicated in global amphibian declines. The pathways of effect 
are many. Increased nitrates influence prey distribution and behavior.42 Rouse eta!. review 
laboratory studies that report lethal and sublethal effects of nitrates on amphibians at 

populations. Biological Conservation 99:331-340. Lode, T. 2000. Effect of a motorway on mmtality and 
isolation of wildlife populations. Ambio 29:163-166. 

39. Trombulak, S.C., and C.A. Frissell. 2000. Review of ecological effects of roads on terrestrial and aquatic 
communities. Conservation Biology 14:18-30. 

40. Id. 
41. Maltby, L. A.B.A. Boxall, D.M. Farrow, P. Calow, and C.I. Betton. 1995. The effects ofmotorway runoff on 

freshwater ecosystems. 2. Identifying major toxicants. Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 14:1093-1101. 
42. Watt, P.J., and R.S. Oldham. 1995. The effect of ammonium nitrate on the feeding and development of larvae of 

the smooth newt, Triturus vulgaris (L.), and on the behaviour of its food source, Daphnia. Freshwater Biology 
33:319-324. Rouse, J.D., C.A. Bishop, and J. Struger. 1999. Nitrogen pollution: an assessment of its threat to 
amphibian survival. Environmental Health Perspectives 107:799-803. 
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concentrations equaling 2.5-100 mg/L.43 Laboratory studies have shown significant larval 
mortality at 1 mg/L, which meets safe drinking water standards, with all four species studied 
showing significant effects at 2 mg/L.44 Studies often show larval deformities and altered 
metamorphosis phenology in response to nitrogen pollution.45 In another effect pathway, stress, 
such as that induced by exposure to sublethal nitrogen pollution, is hypothesized to weaken 
amphibian immune systems, which makes individuals vulnerable to infection by pathogens 46 

such as bacteria or chytrid fungi.47 Increased nitrogen loading in wetlands and constructed 
detention basins may be a significant detrimental byproduct of the proposed road construction 
and expansion. 

Mitigation for the increased pollution created by the road widening of Culver Boulevard is 
proposed in the form of a wetland detention basin or bioswale. It is argued that the quality of 
stormwater reaching Ballona Creek will be better after project implementation. However, even 
if the water flowing into Ballona Creek is cleaner, there will still be more pollution in the 
Ballona wetlands ecosystem as a result of the project. The bioswale is designed to "clean" the 
water that flows into it. However, while the pollutants may be kept out of the runoff flowing out 
of the swale, many are retained within the bioswale, where they can affect plants and wildlife. 
Even though bioswales may provide habitat for birds and other wildlife, they are by design 
polluted habitats. So while they may mitigate water quality issues, they do not minimize or even 
reduce the amount of pollution experienced by plants and wildlife. 

The ability ofbioswales to remove pollutants from stormwater is also not perfect. In a very 
recent study ofbioswales constructed by Caltrans in San Diego similar to that proposed at Culver 
Boulevard, performance was monitored for three years. 48 Suspended solids experienced an 
average load removal of73%. Nitrogen fonns were reduced by only 17% and phosphorus was 
reduced by 38%. Between 61-75% ofthe total concentration heavy metals was reduced, while 
only 16--44% of dissolved metals was reduced. Concentrations of complex hydrocarbons fi·om 

43. Rouse, J.D., C.A. Bishop, and J. Stmger. 1999. Nitrogen pollution: an assessment of its threat to amphibian 
survival. Environmental Health Perspectives 107:799-803. 

44. Marco, A., C. Quilchano, and A.R. Blaustein. 1999. Sensitivity to nitrate and nitrite in pond-breeding 
amphibians from the Pacific northwest, USA. Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 18:2836-2839. 

45. Xu, Q., and R.S. Oldham. 1997. Lethal and sublethal effects of nitrogen fertilizer ammonium nitrate on 
common toad (Bufo bufo) tadpoles. Archives of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology 32:298-303. 
Jofre, M.B., and W.H. Karasov. 1999. Direct effect of ammonia on three species of North American anuran 
amphibians. Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 18:1806-1812. Hecnar, S.J. 1995. Acute and chronic 
toxicity of ammonium nitrate fertilizer to amphibians from southern Ontario. Environmental Toxicology and 
Chemistry 14:2131-2137. 

46. Carey, C. 1993. Hypothesis concerning the causes of the disappearance of boreal toads from the mountains of 
Colorado. Conservation Biology 7:355-362. 

47. Berger, L., R. Speare, P. Daszak, D.E. Green, A.A. Cunningham, C.L. Goggin, R. Slocombe, M.A. Ragan, A.D. 
Hyatt, K.R. McDonald, H.B. Hines, K.R. Lips, G. Marantelli, and H. Parkes. 1998. Chytridiomycosis causes 
amphibian mortality associated with population declines in the rain forests of Australia and Central America. 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 95:9031-9036. Lips, K.R. 
1999. Mass mortality and population declines of anurans at an upland site in western Panama. Conservation 
Biology 13:117-125. 

48. Taylor, S.M., Hanson, L., and C. Beitia. 2001. Assessment of costs and benefits of detention for water quality 
enhancement. Paper read at American Society of Civil Engineers World Water & Environmental Resources 
Congress 2001, Orlando, FL, May 20-24, 2001. 
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diesel and oil were only reduced by 3% and 25% respectively, while fecal coliform levels were 
200% higher in water flowing out of the detention basin than flowing in. The basins studied 
represent the state of the m1 and were well maintained during the study. Results such as this in 
the scientific literature raise legitimate concerns about the reliance on detention basins for 
stormwater treatment. It further brings into question the asset1ion by the applicant that water 
flowing into Ballona Creek will be cleaner after the project than before. If previous experience 
is to be a guide, it would be reasonable to expect that following expansion of Culver Boulevard 
significantly more pollutants (diesel, oil, dissolved heavy metals, fecal coliform bacteria) will 
flow into Ballona Creek than before. The evidence from the 2001 study contradicts the 
statement by the applicant's consultant (repei;lted in the staff report) that levels of coliform 
bacteria can be reduced by over 50% in water quality basins. 

Other Issues 

The special conditions for the project widening Culver Boulevard include a requirement for the 
use of Integrated Pest Management ("IPM") in landscape and bioswale areas. Suggested 
methods include the release of toads, garter snakes, and predatory insects. It is not advisable to 
introduce more exotic species into a system already so burdened by exotics. The use of 
predators as biocontrol agents is controversial in the scientific community, and impacts on non
target species must be carefully considered. Only introduction of species native to the Ballona 
wetlands should be allowed as part of the Integrated Pest Management program. 

The recommendations for the IPM also include "trapping manually." While it is unclear what 
species would be trapped, the target would presumably be pocket gophers. Burrowing mammals 
are often removed in the maintenance of bioswales.49 However, gophers have profound 
ecosystem benefits, including increased humus content, mineral availability, soil moisture, and 
friability, 5° all ofwhich are beneficial to native plant communities. They are also prey for 
raptors. While bmTOwing mammals can present a challenge to the establishment of vegetation, 
their presence increases the long term viability of the ecosystem. 

Conclusion 

Wetlands are critically important to ecosystem function and the maintenance of biodiversity. 
Our understanding of the impacts of development of roads near and through wetlands provides 
more than ample evidence to argue for caution when weighing the need for a project against the 
impact the resource. Unfortunately, the environmental review process does not always keep 
pace with scientific understanding. The proposed projects are mitigations for traffic impacts 

49. Id. 
50. Dalquest, W.W. and V.B. Schaffer. 1942. Origin ofmima mounds in westem Washington. Journal of Geology 

50:68-84. Ellison, L. and C.M. Aldous. 1952. Influence of pocket gophers on vegetation of subalpine grassland 
in central Utah. Ecology 33:177-186. Hansen, R.M. and M.J. Morris. 1968. Movement ofrocks by Northern 
Pocket Gophers. Journal ofMammalogy 49:391-399. McGinnes, W.J. 1960. Effect ofmima-type microrelief 
on herbage production of five seeded grasses in western Colorado. Journal of Range Management 13 :231-23 9. 
Mielke, H.W. 1977. Mound building by pocket gophers (Geomyidae): their impact on soils and vegetation in 
Nmih America. Journal of Biogeography 4:171-180. Ross, B.A., J.R. Tester, and W.J. Breckenridge. 1968. 
Ecology of mima-type mounds in northwestern Minnesota. Ecology 49(1 ): 172-177. 
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evaluated in an Envirotmlental Impact Report prepared nearly a decade ago. As is usually the 
case, the environmental impacts of the mitigation measures themselves were not sufficiently 
evaluated. Furthermore, increased scientific knowledge during the intervening years leads to the 
conclusion that resource agencies should be more, not less, restrictive when approving roads in 
and near wetlands. 

This review has shown several pathways through which reconfigured and expanded roads 
through the Ballona wetlands ecosystem can impact environmentally sensitive habitat areas and 
the wildlife dependent on them. These pathways include increased light, noise, roadkill and 
pollution. We conclude that these impacts will still occur if the projects are approved as 
proposed and conditioned by staff and would conflict with the resource protection statutes of the 
California Coastal Act. 
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Humans have radically transformed the physical characteristics of the nighttime hours in 
ways that would have been unimaginable only a hundred years ago (Figure 1, Longcore 
and Rich 2004). The cost of industrial development, affluence, and mass consumption 
has been the loss of natural patterns of darkness over vast expanses of the Earth's sur
face, both on land and at sea (Cinzano et al. 2001). 

Those concerned with the nighttime environment, whether scientists or advocates, 
regulators or lighting manufacturers, in the private or public sector, together face the 
challenge of restoring the night sky and natural patterns of light and dark in a global 
economy. We are motivated by an affinity for the night sky (Mizon 2002), respect for 
our natural heritage, concern for our own health (Stevens and Rea 2001, Pauley 2004), 
and a desire to protect the night for the other living beings with which we share the 
planet. 

Astronomers were the first to express concern about the widespread proliferation of 
artificial night lighting, and they rightfully raised the alarm about the degradation of the 
night sky (Riegel1973). Concern about the effects of artificial lighting on wildlife and 
plants has been a relatively recent phenomenon (Verheijen 1985, Upgren 1996, Outen 
1998). This is not to say that scientists were not interested in the effects oflight on other 
species. Naturalist William Beebe was fascinated with the ability of ultraviolet lights 
to attract juvenile fish, as documented in a sketch from an expedition in 1935 (Figure 
2). But Beebe's observations were not motivated by concern that lights had widespread 
ecological consequences. 

A substantial and growing 
body of research on the eco
logical effects of artificial night 
lighting is now available (see 
Rich and Longcore 2006). New 
scientific articles that extend this 
knowledge are being published 
at a steady rate (e.g., Oro et al. 
2005, Baker and Richardson 
2006, Miller 2006). Sufficient 
information is now available to 
devise policies to mitigate and 

avoid the range of profound, Figure 1. The view of Los Angeles from the Mount Wilson Observa
adverse consequences on other tory showing the extent of night lighting. 
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Figure 2. William Beebe shows the attractive effect of different light types on 
fish on an expedition to Bermuda in 1935. Reprinted from the Bulletin, pub
lished by the fonner New York Zoological Society, now known as the Wildlife 
Conservation Society. 

Lights that kill 

species caused by artifi
cial light at night. 

Urban planners and 
open space managers 
can incorporate this 
knowledge to better pro
tect nature at night. Here 
we provide examples 
of three general types 
of impacts on wildlife: 
direct mmtality, altered 
reproductive behaviors, 
and disrupted interac
tions between species. 
These examples give an 
indication of the breadth 
of this problem and of 
the opportunities for 
solutions. 

Anyone with a porch light knows that lights can kill. Many insects are attracted to 
their deaths at lights; in Gennany alone, the estimate of total insect deaths at streetlights 
in a summer is 100 billion (Eisenbeis 2006). 

Migratory birds are attracted to the lights on tall towers when weather conditions 
are adverse. In North America, an estimated 4-5 million birds are killed per year in 
collisions with towers, their guy wires, and each other. Most of these are Neotropical 
migrants, birds that migrate to Central and South America, which are already under 
severe population stress (Banks 1979, Shire et al. 2000, Longcore et al. 2007). Based 
on past patterns, we have calculated that two species of federal conservation concern, 
blackpoll warbler and bay-breasted warbler, suffer losses of over 100,000 individuals 
each year (Longcore et al. 2007). Over 10,000 individuals of an additional 20 species 
of conservation concern are killed annually. A change in lighting type would probably 
eliminate up to 80% of this mortality (Gehring and Kerlinger 2007), and the U.S. Federal 
Communications Commission is considering such a change based on expert testimony 
from us, other groups, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Although they are not afforded the same attention as birds, the mmtality of insects 
can be significant. In a study along a forested stream, a single streetlight installed on 
the bank attracted and killed as many caddisflies as emerged from the stream along an 
entire 200 meter stretch (Scheibe 1999). This process is described by Professor Gerhard 
Eisenbeis as the "vacuum cleaner effect," vividly evoking the image of lights sucking 
insects out of the surrounding habitat (Eisenbeis 2006). 

Beachfront lighting and sky glow threaten the survival of hatchling sea turtles and 
affect the nest site choice of female turtles (Witherington 1992, Salmon et al. 2000). 
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Hatchlings are disoriented by lights and fail to make their dash to the ocean and out to 
sea. This problem was identified first in the 1960s (MacFarlane 1963) and many pro
grams have been put in place to control beachfront lighting (Salmon 2006). 

Interference with reproduction 
Even when lights do not kill wildlife, they can interrupt important behaviors such as 

those associated with reproduction. For example, stray light can wash out the visual 
messages between male and female fireflies (Lloyd 2006). 

In a recently published article, two Canadian researchers investigated the effects of 
intermittent light on the reproductive behavior of northern green frogs (Baker and Rich
ardson 2006). They counted the number of calls by males to attract mates under natural 
ambient darkness and under the light of a flashlight shined on them. This simulates the 
effects of a security light on a motion detector or the flash of lights from a passing car. 
The results show a significant 44% decrease in the number of calls and a 675% increase 
in the number of moves made by individuals (Baker and Richardson 2006). 

Under different circumstances, extra light causes species to expend energy calling at 
night. In another recent article, current and historic singing records for American robins 
were used to show that males sing well before dawn only in those locations with high 
light levels (Miller 2006). Subsequent research on European robins concluded that day
time noise is a more important predictor of nighttime singing, although locations where 
birds sang at night were on average brighter than areas where birds did not sing at night 
(Fuller et al. 2007). Our analysis of the data reported by Fuller et al. (2007) suggests 
a threshold effect where increased illumination allows nocturnal singing in noisy loca
tions; no birds sang at night at any of the darkest 20% of locations, even if the location 
was noisy during the day. 

The effects of lighting can extend to the ocean. Seabirds are attracted to and inciner
ated at flares at oil platforms, migratory birds are killed running into cruise ships, and 
lighted squid boats each shine 
30,000 Watts into the ocean 
(Montevecchi 2006). But 
even sky glow at the level of 
the full moon could easily dis
rupt the tightly synchronized 
spawning of corals. Under 
normal lunar cycles the release 
of coral larvae, also known 
as planula, always follows 
the new moon, presumably 
to reduce predation on these 
larvae. This synchronization 
breaks down in experiments 
where corals are subjected to 

perpetual full moon illumina- Figure 3. Ecological and astronomical light pollution is caused by lights 
tion (Jokiel et al. 1985). at night. Figure reprinted from Longcore and Rich (2004). 
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Predators, prey, and night lights 
Lights at night also disrupt ecological interactions. Predator-prey interactions are 

particularly vulnerable to influence by lighting. In general, additional light benefits the 
predator, except when the prey are found in groups where individuals warn each other 
of predators, such as flocks of birds and schools of fish (Longcore and Rich 2004). But 
examples of lights increasing nocturnal predation are many. 

In a study of European storm-petrel nests in caves on an island off the coast of Spain, 
the birds in the cave illuminated by city lights were killed far more often by gulls than 
those in the cave facing away from the city (Oro et al. 2005). In addition, bird survival 
decreased after completion of a major lighting project in the city, declining significantly 
in the years that followed (Oro et al. 2005). In a separate study of black-vented shearwa
ters, another seabird, nesting birds were predated far more in the light of the full moon 
than the dark of the new moon, again by gulls (Keitt et al. 2004 ). 

Young salmon, known as salmon fry, migrate from the streams where they hatch to 
the ocean. They migrate en masse at night, cued by illumination levels, and this timing 
is designed to reduce predation. Researchers in the Pacific Northwest documented 
harbor seals positioning themselves under lights on a bridge to locate and capture the 
outmigrating fry (Yurk and Trites 2000). When they tumed off the lights, predation 
levels declined at first but then increased as the seals relocated under other lights from 
the town. They were found eating salmon fry under the lights of a ball field, a sawmill, 
and other urban glow (Yurk and Trites 2000). 

A recent study from Florida showed alteration in the foraging behavior of beach mice 
under night lighting (Bird et al. 2004). Some species of these small rodents are feder
ally endangered and they are an important part of the coastal dune ecosystem. The 
research found that beach mice reduced the proportion of bait stations they visited closer 
to lights. In addition, this pattern was found for both low-pressure sodium vapor lights, 
which are generally considered to have fewer environmental impacts because they are 
less attractive to insects, and for yellow "bug lights," which are also promoted as being 
turtle-friendly and mandated for this reason (Bird et al. 2004). In this example, we see 
that lights that reduce impacts for one species are not necessarily benign for others. 

Nature needs the night 
Our question, from this ecological perspective, is whether the international commu

nity is up to the challenge of restoring the night. The geographic scope is great, extend
ing throughout the world from urban lights, roadway lights, tower lighting, light-induced 
fisheries, offshore oil production, and many other sources (Longcore and Rich 2004). 

The range of species is also great, extending across all major taxonomic groups and 
habitats. Any species that evolved with natural patterns of light and dark is potentially 
susceptible to adverse effects of artificial lighting. Direct glare, sky glow, and steady 
and intermittent lights from urban to rural environments, both on land and at sea, all 
alter the nighttime environment, causing both ecological and astronomical light pollu
tion (Longcore and Rich 2004). 

Unfortunately, there is no one-size-fits-all solution to mitigate the effects of artificial 
night lighting on nature. Some species are sensitive to yellow light, others to blue. 
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As we have seen, turtle-friendly 
lights still disrupt foraging of 
endangered beach mice (Bird et 
al. 2004). Attraction of migratory 
birds to tall towers can be reduced 
by using flashing lights (Gau
threaux and Belser 2006), while 
flashing lights in other contexts 
would be detrimental. Effec
tive solutions will be place- and 
habitat-specific, such as a road in 
Flolida where lights that attract 
turtles were replaced by LED 
lights embedded in the pavement 
(Figure 4, Salmon 2006). 

Our message is simple. Nature 
needs the night. Substantial 
progress has been made in under
standing the many effects of light 
on other species and indeed on 
humans as well. We hope that 
readers will put this knowledge 
to work - as researchers, as 
advocates, as regulators, and as 
informed citizens. 
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Ecologists have long studied the critical role of natural light in regulating species interactions, but, with 
limited exceptions, have not investigated the consequences of artificial night lighting. In the past century, 
the extent and intensity of artificial night lighting has increased such that it has substantial effects on the 
biology and ecology of species in the wild. We distinguish "astronomical light pollution", which obscures 
the view of the night sky, from "ecological light pollution", which alters natural light regimes in terrestrial 
and aquatic ecosystems. Some of the catastrophic consequences of light for certain taxonomic groups are 
well known, suGh as the deaths of migratory birds around tall lighted structures, and those of hatchling sea 
turtles disoriented by lights on their natal beaches. The more subtle influences of artificial night lighting 
on the behavior and community ecology of species are less well recognized, and constitute a new focus for 
research in ecology and a pressing conservation challenge. 

Front Ecol Environ 2004; 2(4): 191- 198 

As diurna l creaUJres, humans have long sought 
1"'\. methods to illuminate the night. In pre-industrial 
times, artifici al Light was generated by burning various 
materials, including wood , oil, :md even dried fi ~h. 
While these methods of lighting certain ly influe nced 
an imal behavior and ecology loca ll y, such effects were 
limited. The relat ively recent invention and rapid proli f
era tion of electric lights, however, have transformed the 
nigh ttime environment over substantial portions of the 
Earth's sutface . 

Ecologists have not entirely ignored the pocential dis
ruption of ecological systems by art ificial night ligh ting. 
Several au thors have wri tten reviews of the potential 
effects on ecosystems or taxonomic groups, published in 
d1c "gray" li terature (Health Council of the Netherlands 
2000; Hill 1990), conference proceedings (Ou ten 2002; 
Schmiedel 200 1), and journal articles (Frank 1988; 
Verhcijen 1985; Salmon 2003 }. This re view attempts to 
in tegrate the literature on the topic, and draws on a con
ference organized by the authors in 2002 titled Ecological 
Consequences of Artificial Night Lighting. We identify the 
roles that artificial n ight lighting plays in changing eco-

In a nutshell: 
• Ecological light pollution includes chronic or periodically 

-increased illuminatiort , unexpected changes in illun1 irwtion, 
. and direct glare · 

~ An imals can experience increased oticntHtion or ·disnricntB
tion from add itional ill umination and arc attracted ro or 
repulsed by glare , wh ich a ffects for<1ging, re production , commu
nicil t i<.>n , <md t'tlccr c ritical bch<l\' im s 

• An inc ial light d i$rupts inlcrS!'ccific imcrac tions evolved in 
natm~ l piltterm of l igh t and d<J rk , with ·c riuu:s implicat ion~ for 
community ecology 

The Urban \Vild/ands Group, PO Box 24020, Los Angeles, CA 
90024-0020 (/ongcore@urbanwildlands .org) 
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logical interactions across taxa, as opposed to rev iewing 
these effects by taxonomic group. We first discuss the scale 
and extent of ecological light poll ut ion and its relation
ship to astronomical light pollution, as well as the mea
surement of light for ecological research. We then address 
the recorded and po tentia l infl uences of artific ial nigh t 
ligh ting within the nested hierarchy of behavioral and 
populat ion eco logy, community ecology, and ecosystem 
ecology. While this h ierarchy is somewhat artificia l and 
ce rta in ly mutable, it illustrates the breadth of potential 
consequences of ecological light pollution. The important 
effects of light on the phys iology of organisms (see Health 
Counc il of the Netherlands 2000) are not discussed here. 

• Astronomical and ecological light pollution: scale 
and extent 

T he term "light pollu tion" has been in use for a number 
of years, but in mos t ci.rcumstances refers to the degrada
tion of human views of the night sky. We want to clari.fy 
that th is is "astronomical light pollut ion", where stars and 
other celestial bod ies are washed out by light that is 
eid1er d irec ted or reflected urward. This is a broad-sca le 
phenomenon, with hundreds of thousands of I ight sources 
cumulatively contributing to increased n ighttime illumi
na tion of the sky; the ligh t reflected back from the sky is 
called "sky glow" (Figure 1). We describe artificial light 
that alters the natural patterns of I igh.t and dark in ecosys
tems as "ecological ligh t pollution". Verhcijen (1985} 
proposed the term "photopollution" to mea n "art ificial 
ligh t hav ing adverse effects on wildlife". Because pho
topollution literally means "ligh t pollut ion" and because 
light pollution is so widely understood today to desc ribe 
the degradat ion of the view of the night sky and the 
human experience of the night, we be lieve that a more 
descriptive term is now necessary. Ecological light po llu
tion includes d irect glare, chron ica lly increased illumina-
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Ecological light pollution 

Figure 1. Diagram of ecological and astronomical light /Jo!lution. 

tion, and temporary, unexpected fluctuations in light
ing. Sources of ecological light pollution include sky 
glow, lighted buildings and towers, streetlights, fishing 
boats, security lights, lights on vehicles, flares on off
shore oil platforms, and even lights on undersea 
research vessels, all of which can disrupt ecosystems to 
varying degrees. The phenomenon therefore involves 
potential effects across a range of spatial and temporal 
scales. 

The extent of ecological light pollution is global 
(Elvidge et al. 1997; Figure 2). The first atlas of artificial 
night sky brightness illustrates that astronomical light 
pollution extends to every inhabited continent (Cinzano 
et al. 200l). Cinzano et al. (2001) calculate that only 
40% of Americans live where it becomes sufficiently 
dark at night for the hutmm eye to make a complete 
transition from cone to rod vision and that 18.7% of the 
terrestrial surface of the Earth is exposed to night sky 
brightness that is poHuted by astronomical standards. 
Ecosystems may he affected by these levels of illumina
tion and lights that do not contribute to sky glow may 
still have ecological consequences, ensuring that ecolog
ical light pollution afflicts an even greater proportion of 
the Earth. Lighted fishing fleets, off;hore oil platforms, 
and cruise ships bring the disruption of artificial night 
lighting to the world's oceans. 

The tropics may be especially sensitive to alterations in 
natural diel (ie over a 24-hour period) patterns of light 
and dark because of the year-round constancy of daily 
cycles (Gliwicz !999). A shortened or brighter night is 
more likely to affect tropical species adapted to die! pat
terns with minimal seasonal variation than extratropical 
species adapted to substantial seasonal variation. Of 
course, temperate and polar zone species active only dur
ing a portion of the year W01.1ld he excluded from this gcn-
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eralization. Species in temperate zones will 
also be susceptible to disruptions if they 
depend on seasonal day length cues to trigger 
critical behaviors. 

1111 Measurements and units 

Measurement of ecological light pollution 
often involves determination of illumination 
at a given place. Illumination is the amount 
of tight incident per unit area- not the only 
measurement relevant to ecological light pol
lution, but the most common. Light varies in 
intensity (the number of photons per unit 
area} and spectral content (expressed by 
wavelength). Ideally, ecologists should mea
sure illumination in photons per square meter 
per second with associated measurements of 
the wavelengths of light present. More often, 
illumination is measured in lux (or footcan
dles, the non-SI unit), which expresses the 
brightness of light as perceived by the human 

eye. The lux measurement places more emphasis on 
wavelengths of light that the human eye detects best and 
less on those that humans perceive poorly. Because other 
organisms perceive light differently - including wave
lengths not visible to humans- future research on ecolog
ical light pollution should identify these responses and 
measure light accordingly. For example, Gal et al. (1999) 
calculated the response curve of mysid shrimp to light 
and reported iliumination in lux adjusted for the spectral 
sensitivity of the species. 

Ecologim arc faced with a practical difficulty when 
communicating information about light conditions. Lux 
is the standard used by nearly all lighting designers, light
ing engineers, and environmcnt<tl regulators; communi
cation with them requires reporting in this unit. Yet the 
use of lux ignores biologically relevant information. High
pressure sodium lights, for instance, will attract moths 
because of the presence of ultraviolet wavelengths, while 
low-pressure sodium lights of the same intensity, but not 
producing ultraviolet light, will not (Rydell 1992). 
Nevertheless, we ust~ lux here, both because of the need 
to communicate with applied professionals, and because 
of its current and past widespread usage. As this research 
field develops, however, measurements of radiation and 
spectrum relevant to the organisms in question should be 
used, even though lux will probably continue to be the 
preferred unit for communication with professionals in 
other disciplines. 

Ecologists also measure aspects of the light environ
ment other than absolute iHumination levels. A sudden 
change in illumination is disruptive for some species 
(Buchanan 1993), so percent change in illumination, 
rate, or similar measures may be relevant. Ecologists may 
also measure luminance (ie brightness) of light sources 
that are visible to organisms. 
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Figure 2. Distributiml of artificial lights visible from space, Produced using cloud-free jJortions of low-light imaging (Urta acquired by 
the US Air Force Defense Meteorological Satellite Program Oj1erational Linescan System. Four types of lights are identified: ( 1) 
human settlements - cities, towns, and villages (white), ( 2) fires - defined as ejJhemerallights on land (1·ed), ( 3) gas flares (green), 
and (4) heavily lit fishing boats (blue). See Elvidge et al. (2001) for details. Image, data processing, cmd descrijJtive text by the 
National Oceanic and AtmosjJheric Administration's National GeojJhysical Data Center. 

IIlli Behavioral and population ecology 

Ecological light pollution has demonstrable effects on the 
behavioral and population ecology of organisms in natural 
settings. As a whole, these effects derive from changes in ori
entation, disorientation, or misorientation, and attraction or 
repulsion from the altered light environment, which in tum 
may affect foraging, reproduction, migration, and communi
cation. 

Orientation/disorientation and attraction/repulsion 

Orientation and disorientation are responses to ambient 
illumination (ie the amount of light incident on objects in 
an environment). In contrast, attraction and repulsion 
occur in response to the light sources themselves ami are 
therefore J:Tsponses to luminance or the brightness of the 
source of light (Health Council of the Netherlands 2000). 

Increased illumination may extend diurnal or crepuscular 
behaviors into the nighttime environment by improving an 
animal's ability to orient itself. Many usually diurnal birds 
(Hi!l 1990) and reptiles (Schwartz and Henderson 1991 ), 
for example, forage under artificial lights. This has been 
termed the "night light niche" for reptiles and seems benefi
cial for those species that can exploit it, hut not for their 
prey (Schwartz and Henderson 1991 ). 

In addition to fomging, orientation under artificial illumi
nation may induce other behaviors, such as territorial 
singing in birds (Bergen and Abs 1997). For the northern 
mockingbird (Mimus pol)tglottos}, males sing at night betore 
mating, but once mated only sing at night in artificially 
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lighted areas (Derrickson 1988) or during the full moon. 
The effect of these light-induced behaviors on fitness is 
unknown. 
Con~tant artificial night lighting may also disorient 

organisms accustomed to navigating in a dark environment. 
The best-known example of this is the disorientation of 
hatchling sea turtles emerging from nests on sandy beaches. 
Under normal circumstances, hatchlings move away from 
low, dark silhouettes (historically, those of dune vegeta
tion), allowing them to crawl quickly to the oce<m. With 
beachfront lighting, the silhouettes that would have cued 
movement are no longer perceived, resulting in disorienta
tion (Salmon et al. 1995). Lighting alsu affects the egg-lay
ing behavior of female sea turtles. (For reviews of effects on 
sea turtles, see Salmon 2003 and Witherington 1997). 

Changes in light level may dismpt orientation in noctur
nal animals. The range of am~tomical adaptations to allow 
night vision is broad (Park 1940), and rapid increases in 
light can blind animals. For frogs, a quick incre<Jse in illumi
nation causes a reduction in visual capability from which 
the recovery time may be minutes to hours (Buchanan 
199.3 ). After becoming adjusted to a light, frogs may be 
atrracted to it as well (Jaeger and Hailman 197 3; Figure 3). 

Birds can be disoriented and entrapped by lights at night 
(Ogden 1996). Once a bird is within a lighted zone at 
night, it may become "trapped" and will not leave the 
lighted area. Large numbers of nocturnally migrating birds 
are therefore affected when meteorological conditions 
bring them close to lights, for instance, during inclement 
weather or late at night when they tend to fly lower. 

W\\'\'.1.fron ticrsinecology.org 
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Figure 3. Attraction of frogs to a candle set out on a small raft. 
Il!ti-mation by Charles Ca[Jeiand of a11 experiment in northem 
Maine or Canada described by William ] Long (I 901). Twel1'e 
or fifteen bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) climbed on to the smaU 
raft before it fiipped over. 

Within the sphere of lights, birds may collide with each 
other or a structure, become exhausted, or be taken by 
predators. Birds that are waylaid by buildings in urban 
areas at night often die in collisions with windows as they 
try to escape during the clay. Artificial lighting has 
attracted birds to smokestacks, lighthouses (Squires and 
Hanson 1918), broadcast towers 
(Ogden 1996), boats (Dick and 
Donaldson 1978), greenhouses, oil 
platforms (Wiese et al. 2001 ), and 
other structures at night, resulting 
in direct mortality, and thus inter
fering with migration routes. 

T Longcorc and C Rich 

Nontlying arthropods vmy in their reaction to lights. 
Some nocturnal spiders are negatively phototactic ( ie 
repelled by light), whereas others will exploit light if avail
able (Nakamura and Yamashita 1997). Some insects are 
always positively phototactic as an adaptive behavior and 
orhers always photonegative (Summers 1997). In arthro
pods, these responses may also be influenced by the frequent 
correlations between light, humidity, and temperature. 

Natural resource managers can exploit the responses of 
animals to lights. Lights are sometimes used to attract fish 
to ladders, allowing them to bypllSS dams and power plams 
(Haymes et al. 1984 ). Similarly, lights can attract larval 
fish to coral reefs (Munday et al. 1998). In the tenestrial 
realm, dispersing mountain lions avoid lighted areas to 
such a degree that Beier ( 1995) suggests installing lights to 
deter them from entering habitats dead-ending m areas 
where humans live. 

Reproduction 

Reproductive behaviors may be altered by artificial night 
lighting. Female Physalaemus pustulosus frogs, for exam
ple, are less selective about mate choice when light levels 
are increased, presumably preferring to mate quickly and 
avoid the increased predation risk of mating activity 
(Rand et al. 1997). Night lighting may also inhibit 
amphibian movement to and from breeding areas by stim
ulating phototactic behavior. Bryant Buchanan (pers 
comm) reports that frogs in an experimental enclosure 
stopped mating activity during night football games, 
when lights from a nearby stadium increased sky glow. 
Mating choruses resumed only when the enclosure was 
covered to shield the frogs from the light. 

Ln birds, some evidence suggests that artificial night 
lighting affects the choice of nest site. De Molenam et at. 

Many groups of insects, of which 
moths are one well-known example 
(Frank 1988), are attracted to 
lights. Other taxa showing the 
same attraction include lacewings, 
beetles, bugs, caddisflies, crane flies, 
midges, hoverflies, wasp~, and bush 
crickets (Eisenbeis and Hassel 
ZOOO; Kolligs ZOOO; Figure 4). 
Attraction depends on the spec
trum of light- insect collectors usc 
ultraviolet light because of its 
attractive qualities -and the char
acteristics of other lights in the 
vicinity. 

Figure 4. Thousands of mayfiies carpet the ground around a secwity light at Millecoquins 
Point in Naubinway on the UfJper Penimula of Michigan. 
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(2000) investigated the effects of roadway 
lighting on black-tailed godwits (Limosa l. 
limosa) in wet grassland habitats. Breeding 
densities of godwits were recorded over 2 
years, comparing lighted and unlighttd con
ditions ncar a roadway and near light poles 
installed in a wet grassland away from the 
road influence. When all other habitat fac
tors were taken into account, the density of 
nests was slightly but statistically lower up to 

300m away from the lighting at roadway and 
control sites. The researchers also noted that 
birds nesting earlier in the year chose sites 
farther away from the 1 ighting, while those 
nesting later filled in sites closer to the lights. 

Communication 

Ecological light pollution 

Visual communication within and between 
species may be influenced by artificial night 
lighting. Some species use light to communi
cate, and are therefore especially susceptible 

Figure 5. Crowned hornbill (Tockus alboterrninatus) hawking insects at a 
light ac che Kibale Forest National Park, Uganda. 

to disruption. Female glow-worms attract males up to 
45 m away with bioluminescent flashes; the presence of 
artificial lighting reduces the visibiHty of these communi
cations. Similarly, the complex visual communication 
system of fireflies couid be impaired by stray light (Lloyd 
1994 ). 

Artificial night lighting could also alter communication 
patterns as a secondary effect. Coyotes (Canis kttrans) 
group howl and group yip-howl more during the new 
moon, when it is darkest. Communication is necessary 
either to reduce trespassing from other packs, or to assem
ble packs to hunt larger prey during dark conditions 
{Bender et al. 1996). Sky glow could increase ambient illu
mination to eliminate this pattem in <lffectcd areas. 

Because of the central role of vision in orientation and 
behavior of most animals, it is not surprising that artificial 
lighting alters behavior. This causes an immediate conser
vation concern for some species, while for other species 
the influence may seem to be positive. Such "positive" 
effects, however, may have negative consequences within 
the context of community ecology. 

II Community ecology 

The behaviors exhibited by individual animals in 
response to ambient iUumination (orientation, disorien
tation) and to luminance (attraction, repulsion) influ
ence community interactions, of which competition and 
predation are examples. 

Competition 

Artificial night lighting could disrupt the interactions of 
groups of species that show resource partitioning across 
illumination gradients. For example, in natural commu-
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nities, some foraging times are partitioned among species 
that prefer different levels of lighting. The sqnirrel 
treefrog (Hyla sqHirrda) is able to orient and forage at 
lighting levels as low as 10·5 lux and under natural condi
tions typically will stop foraging at illuminations above 
10·3 lux (Buchanan 1998). The western toad (Bufo 
boreas) forages only at illuminations between 10'1 and w··' 
lux, while the tailed frog (A.~cat)hus tmei) forages only 
during the darkest part of the night at below 10·5 lux 
(Hailman 1984 ). While these three species are not neces
sarily sympatric (ie inhabiting the same area), and differ 
in other niche dimensions, they illustrate the division of 
the light gradient by foragers. 

Many bat species are attracted to insects that congre
gate around light sources (Frank 1988). Although it 
may seem that this is a positive effect, the increased 
food concentration benefits only those species that 
exploit light sources and could therefore result in 
altered community structure. Faster-flying species of 
bats congregate around lights to feed on insects, but 
other, slower-flying species avoid lights (Blake et al. 
1994; Rydell and Baag¢e 1996). 

Changes in competitive communities occur as diurnal 
species move into the "night light niche" (Schwartz and 
Henderson 1991 ). This concept, as originally described, 
applies to reptiles, but easily extends to other taxa, such as 
spiders (Frank pers cornm) and birds (Hilll990; Figure 5). 

Predation 

Although it may seem beneficial for diurnal species to be 
able to forage longer under artificial lights, any gains from 
increased activity tirnc can be offset by increased preda
tion risk (Gotthard 2000). The balance between gains 
from extended foraging time e1nd risk of increased preda-
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tion is a central topic for research on small mammals, rep
tiles, and birds (Kotler 1984; Lima 1998). SmaU rodents 
forage less at high illumination levels (Lima 1998), a ten
dency also exhibited by some lagomorphs (Gilbert and 
Boutin 1991), marsupials (Laferrier 1997 ), snakes 
(Klauber 1939), bats (Rydell 1992), fish (Gibson 1978), 
aquatic invertebrates (Moore et al. 2000), and other taxa. 

Unexpected changes in light conditions may disrupt 
predator~prey relationships. Gliwicz (1986, 1999) des
cribes high predation by fish on zooplankton during nights 
when the full moon rose hours after sunset. Zooplankton 
had migrated to the surface to forage under cover of dark
ness, only to be illuminated by the rising moon and sub
jected to intense predation. This "lunar light trap" 
(Gliwicz 1986) illustrates a natural occurrence, but unex
pected illumination from human sources could disrupt 
predator-prey interactions in a similar manner, often to 
the benefit of the predator. 

Available research shows that artificial night lighting 
disrupts predator-prey relationships, which is consistent 
with the documented importance of natural light regimes 
in mediating such interactions. In one example, harbor 
seals (Phoca vitulina) congregated under artificial lights to 

eat juvenile salmonids as they migrated downstream; turn
ing the lights off reduced predation levels (Yurk and Trites 
2000). Nighttime illumination at urban crow roosts was 
higher than at control sites, presumably because this hdps 
the crows avoid predation from owls (Gorenzel and 
Salmon 1995). Desert rodents reduced foraging activity 
when exposed to the light of a single camp lantern (Kotler 
1984). Frank (1988) reviews predation by bats, birds, 
skunks, toads, and spiders on moths attracted to artificial 
lights. Mercury vapor lights, in particular, disrupt the 
interaction between bats and tympanate moths by inter
fering with moth detection of ultrasonic chirps used by 
bats in echolocation, leaving moths unable to rake their 
normal evasive action (Svensson and Rydell 1998). 

From these examples, it follows that community struc
ture will be altered where light affects interspecific inter
actions. A "perpetual full moon" from artificial lights will 
favor light-tolerant species and exclude others. If the dark
est natural conditions never occur, those species that max
imize foraging during the new moon could eventually be 
compromised, at risk of failing to meet monthly energy 
budgets. The resulting community stn1cture would be sim
plified, and these ch,mges could in turn affect ecosystem 
characteristics. 

Ill Ecosystem effects 

The cumulative effects of behavioral changes induced by 
artificial night lighting on competition and predation 
have the potential to disrupt key ecosystem functions. 
The spillover effects from ecological light pollution on 
aquatic invertebrates illustrates this point. Many aquatic 
invertebrates, such as zooplankton, move up and down 
within the water column during a 24-hour period, m a 
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behavior known as "did vertical migration". Did vertical 
migration presumably results from a need to avoid preda
tion during lighted conditions, so many zooplankton for
age near water sl!lfaces only during dark conditions 
(Gliwicz 1986). Light dimmer than that of a half moon 
( < to·1 lux) is sufficient to influence the vertical distribu
tion of some aquatic invertebrates, and indeed patterns of 
die! vertical migration change with the lunar cycle 
(Dodson 1990). 

Moore et d. (2000) documented the effect of artificial 
light on the die! migration of the zooplankton Daphnia in 
the wild. Artificial illumination decreased the magnitude 
of die! migrations, both in the range of vertical movement 
and the number of individuals migrating. The researchers 
hypothesize that this disruption of die! vertical migration 
may have substantial detrimental effects on ecosystem 
health. With fewer zooplankton migrating to th~~ ~mface 
to graze, algae populations may increase. Such algal 
blooms would then have a series of adverse effects on 
water quality (Moore ec al. 2000). 

The reverberating effects of community changes caused 
by artificial night lighting could influence other ecosys
tem functions. Although the outcomes are not yet pre
dictable, and redundancy will buffer changes, indications 
are that light-influenced ecosystems will suffer from 
important changes attributable to artificial light alone 
and in combination with other disturbances. Even 
remote areas may be exposed to increased illumination 
from sky glow, hut th~.: most noticeable effects will occur 
in those areas where lights arc close to natural habitats. 
This may be in wilderness where summer getaways are 
built, along the expanding front of suburbanization, near 
the wetlands and estuaries that are often the last open 
spaces in cities, or on the open ocean, where cruise ships, 
squid boats, and oil derricks light the night. 

Ill Conclusions 

Our understanding of the full range of ecological conse
quences of artificial night lighting is still Limited, and the 
field holds many opportunities for basic and applied 
research. Studies of natural populations are necessary to 
investigate hypotheses generated in the laboratory, evi
dence of lunar cycles in wild populations, and natural his
tory observations. If current trends continue, the influ
ence of stray light on ecosystems will expand in 
geographic scope and intensity. Today, 20% of the area of 
the coterminous US lies within 125 m of a road (Riiters 
and Wickham 2003). Lights follow roads, and the propor
tion of ecosystems \minfluenced by altered light regimes 
is decreasing. We believe that many ecologists have 
neglected to consider artificial night lighting as a relevant 
environmental factor, while conservationists have cer
tainly neglected to include the nighttime environment in 
reserve and corridor design. 

Successful investigation of ecological light pollution 
will require collaboration with physical scientists and 
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engineers to improve equipment to measure light charac
teristics at ecologically relevant levels under diverse field 
conditions. Researchers should give special considera
tion to the tropics, where the constancy of day~night 
lighting patterns has probably resulted in narrow niche 
breadths relative to illumination. Aquatic ecosystems 
deserve increased attention as well, because despite the 
central importance of light to freshwater and marine 
ecology, consideration of artificial lighting has so far 
been limited. Research on the effects of artificial night 
lighting will enhance understanding of urban ecosystems 
- the two National Science Foundation (NSF) urban 
Long Term Ecological Research sites are ideal locations 
for such efforts. 

Careful research focusing on artificial night lighting will 
probably reveal it to be a powerful force structuring local 
communities by disrupting competition and predator-prey 
interactions. Researchers will face the challenge of disen
tangling the confounding and cumulative effects of other 
facets of human disturbance with which artificial night 
lighting will often be correlated, such as roads, urban 
development, noise, exotic species, animal harvest, and 
resource extraction. To do so, measurements of light dis
turbance should be included routinely as part of environ
mental monitoring protocols, such as the NSF's National 
Ecological Observatory Network (NEON). Future 
research is likely to reveal artificial night lighting to be an 
important, independent, and cumulative factor in the dis
ruption of natural ecosystems, and a major challenge for 
their preservation. 

Ecologists have studied did and lunar patterns in the 
behavior of organisms for the greater part of a century (see 
Park 1940 and references therein), and the deaths of birds 
from lights for nearly as long (Squires and Hanson 1918). 
Humans have now so altered the natural patterns of light 
and dark that these new conditions must be afforded a 
more central role in research on species and ecosystems 
beyond the instances that leave carcasses on the ground. 
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Dear Councilmember Reyes: 

Re: PLUM Committee meeting-Aprii21-Agenda Item #4 

Please remove the Bailon a Wetlands on page 10 of the chart of the staff 
report when you approve this billboard plan. This area is a state 
Ecological Reserve and is not a "regional center"- as stated on the chart. 

If there is any designation for Highway 1 - Lincoln Blvd. -through this 
area, it should be as a Scenic Highway, not as a haven for billboards. 

Please also look into the billboards on the eastern edge of the Ballona 
Wetlands Ecological Reserve. If these were illegally installed, please 
enforce the law and have them removed. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely 
) 

r:/::t:Ur?L/ %__;") ()?~ 
Kara Steiniger ( j 
732 Howard Street ,..__ 
Venice, CA 90292 



Founded 1889 

April21, 2009 

Dear Sir: 

UNITED ASSOCIATION 
of Journeymen and Apprentices of the 
Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry of 
The United States and Canada 

UA Local Union: 78 
'-/~ ~/- Cf( Date: ____ .,.L..._::::..1,_.----

Submitted in 'PUitL-,._Committee 

council File No: 0£ ~ 2n2P 
't Item No.: __ _.i. ______ _ 

'"'A r.: W4;16:.5 
Deputy:~---

William P. Hite 
General President 

Patrick R. Perno 
General Secretary

Treasurer 
Stephen F. Kelly 

A~:si.l"tant General Pre,\"ident 

My name is Gary Cook, Business Manager of Plumbers Local78, representing 2000 Plumbers within the City of Los 
Angeles. 

Previously, this Committee approved the initiation of an offsite advertising sign at our offices located at 1111 James Wood 
Blvd. This sign is to be approved through the amendment to the Central City West Specific Plan. 

A key part of our plan is to use the sign as a vehicle to support the local community. Specifically, we have agreed to a 
partnership with the Miguel Contreras Foundation, with the proceeds serving the local community and the Miguel 
Contreras Learning Center 

As presented, the Planning Commissions recommendation would revoke our rights to proceed with the approvals of this 
sign. 

We would like to strongly urge the Committee to protect applications that were approved by City Council motions such as 
ours. 

We would propose adding language as follows: 

"This ordinance shaD not apply to any sign project initiated by Council motion before December 26, 2008, 
pursuant to Section 12.32 of the Code." 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Business Manager 
Financial Secretary-Treasurer 

UA Plumber's Local Union 78 
1111 West James M. Wood Blvd., Los Angeles CA 90015 

Phone: 213 688-9090 • Fax: 213 627-4624 
www. uuplumber78.com 



Apri120, 2009 

The Honorable Ed P. Reyes 
Chairman . . . 
Los Angeles City Council, Planning and Land Use M~nagement Committee 
City Hall 
200 North Spring Street, Room 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 . 
Attention: Barbara Greaves - Legislative Assistant 

R~: CF 0&.2020 
CPC 2009-0008-CA 

Dear Mr. Reyes, 

We are submitting this letter for your (:o(lsideratign purs1,.1;a11t to lh.e proposed Ordinance 
to amend the Municipal Code re!atirig toslgns: Th!s:prd~oarC:eJ~$Jfis ¢~rr~ritlydratted 
onty exempts on-.golng S~;~p'plemem~lt,.lse{)i&trict :($Up)·aJ~PUCi:i~on:~ th~ n~veJl~eri 
act eel on by the City Planning C9truniss!o~ prior to M~r¢h 24, :2Cie$ .. : Specifically, :the on-
going Midtown· Crossing SUD wouiq l')dtbe···~~em.f>t~tt ' ; · · · · · · · · ' 

The :Mi.:ltown Crossing .proj~c.tis ceil 'long .ariticip::tted ~3o,oop .squareJo:ot coiT,~merciat 
retail d~velopment by CIM Grot~p .jn :the h¢~rt ofthE:l Mid~Gjty ar~a. (CD.1 0) .. Thej:iroject 
enjoys .bro~d based cornm!Jnity s4pport and .is ·seen a$ ~roatalyst~or future. ~conomic 
.aev~l(>pm~?nt in the long und!Srs~;~,tyeqMic1~Qityneigjjpq(h9Pd. A:$ign:progrcunhas been 
an Integral component to the fin:an,cl~l Viability Clfth~ P.r()ject~h)c$lts inceptiqn. · 

•- •, ',c •' • '• ', ' • 

The Midtown SUD application (OP9-~Qq~ .. 261~~~N) W<;!s s4bfri'itt~P .to • City ~?Ianning on 
June. 2~~ 2008. It has since .be,·en; ~ameM$dJo adc;tr~s:si iiipuffroi'n the :comn,1uriJty1. hei;;lrd 
.by the. Planning Departtnent.Heari.ng.t)ffic~r 'Pn ;A~Iil. $;'i?QQ.~;'.~riP ,!~\qtirr~ntly sch~d !JJe(:l 
;to be :tl~~Jd by the City Planning (}ol;ritoi$$.ib.n: on M~.t1:4; 't~po~: . ·.: ..• . . . . . 
A considerable amount ofeffort .a~d ~xpense has been put.f()rth>byQIM in :the ;pursuit of 
this SUD through the public proc¢ssth~t i~·cutr~ntly h'\'.pJ~¢¢;Jbifc.~rrentt.lire·sliOid for 
exemption of on-going SUD's js:~n arbitral)i.desigii:$f!ci:h'byAh..e bity:lPianning · · 
Commission. We respectfully requ{;}sUhat, in fileijnt~r¢st qff~irrtess:ahd consistency, 
the Midtown suo also be exempted from the propos~d Ordiri~mde~ 

Regards, 

c:~
·· .. ·· ·. ln~c· .·. --., ... . ' . - . 
/4 ....... 

~/c::~ .... · .· .. · ... 
P~-p:R. Friedl. 

Item No.~-~~--~-r--

Deputy:_a~~""'--
The Honorable Herb Wesson, Council District 10 

Vice President, Development 

cc: 
The Honorable Jose Huizar, Council District 14 
The Honorable Jack Weiss, Council District 5 
Shaul iKuba, CIM Group 

ClM GROU.P .&922 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVA.R.O, NINTH FLOOil, LO> A.i.JG~LES, CllLIFOilNIA. •goo2S·6il7,·PII 323;860.4900 l'X 3~3.8S0.4901 CIMGfiOUP.COM 


